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Abstract

Daytime napping improves well-being and performance for young adults. The benefits

of napping in older adults should be investigated because they have fragmented nocturnal

sleep, cognitive declines, and more opportunity to nap. In addition, experience with napping

might influence the benefits of napping.

Study 1 examined the role of experience with napping in young adults. Habitual (n =

23) and non-habitual nappers (n^ 16) were randomly assigned to a 20-minute nap or a 20-

minute reading condition. Both groups slept the same according to macroarchitecture.

However, microarchitecture showed greater theta, alpha, and beta power during Stage 1, and

greater delta, alpha, and sigma power during Stage 2 for habitual nappers, for the most part

indicating better sleep. Both groups felt less sleepy after the nap. P2 latency, reflecting

information processing, decreased after the nap for habitual nappers, and after the control

condition for non-habitual nappers. In sum, both groups who slept felt better, but only the

habitual nappers who napped gained a benefit in terms of information processing. Based on

this outcome, experience with napping was investigated in Study 2.

Study 2 examined the extent to which daytime napping enhanced cognition in older

adults, especially frontal lobe ftinction. Cognitive deficits in older adults may be due to sleep

loss and age-related decline in brain functioning. Longer naps were expected to provide greater

improvement, particularly for older adults, by reducing sleep pressure.

Thirty-two adults, aged 24-70 years, participated in a repeated measures dose-response

manipulation of sleep pressure. Twenty- and sixty-minute naps were compared to a no-nap

condition in three age groups. Mood, subjective sleepiness, reaction time, working memory,
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novelty detection, and waking electrophysiological measures were taken before and after each

condition. EEG was also recorded during each nap or rest condition.

Napping reduced subjective sleepiness, improved working memory (serial addition /

subtraction task), and improved attention (reduced P2 amplitude). Physiological sleepiness

(i.e., waking theta power) increased following the control condition, and decreased after the

longer nap. Increased beta power after the short nap, and seen with older adults overall, may

have reflected increased mental effort.

Older adults had longer latencies and smaller amplitudes for several event-related

potential components, and higher beta and gamma power. Following the longer nap, gamma

power decreased for older adults, but increased for young adults. Beta and gamma power may

represent enhanced alertness or mental effort. In addition, Nl amplitude showed that benefits

depend on the preceding nap length as well as age. Since the middle group had smaller Nl

amplitudes following the short nap and rest condition, it is possible that they needed a longer

nap to maintain alertness. Older adults did not show improvements to Nl amplitude following

any condition; they may have needed a nap longer than 60 minutes to gain benefits to attention

or early information processing. Sleep characteristics were not related to benefits of napping.

Experience with napping was also investigated. Subjective data confirmed habitual

nappers were happier to nap, while non-habitual nappers were happier to stay awake,

reflecting self-identified napping habits. Non-habitual nappers were sleepier after a nap, and

had faster brain activity (i.e., heightened vigilance) at sleep onset. These reasons may explain

why non-habitual nappers choose not to nap.
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Future research could employ a more extreme manipulation of sleep homeostasis (i.e.,

longer naps) or using additional frontal lobe tasks to extend these results and explain more

about the impact of sleep loss on age-related cognitive declines.
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1

The Role of Daytime Napping in Sleepiness and Cognitive Function in 24-70 Year Olds

Sleep changes dramatically across the lifespan, and has a profound effect on the quality

of life of older adults (Bliwise, 2000). Sleep is fragmented and of shorter duration (Williams,

Karacan, Thornby, & Salis, 1972), thereby increasing daytime sleepiness (Ohayon & Zulley,

1999). In addition to physiological changes in sleep/wake regulation (Bliwise, 2000), older

adults also experience changes to waking cognitive processes (e.g., Barr & Giambra, 1990;

Davies, Taylor, & Dorn, 1992; Kadar, Silbermann, Brandeis, & Levy, 1990; Kirasic, Allen,

Dobson, & Binder, 1996; Kramer, Humphrey, Larish, Logan, & Strayer, 1994; Plude &

Doussard-Roosevelt, 1989). Specifically, there is deterioration of the frontal lobes, leading to

deficits in executive functions such as planning, decision-making, and judgment (MacPherson,

Phillips, & Delia Sala, 2002). Based on recent brain imaging studies of sleep loss, it is known

that the prefrontal cortex is deactivated in young sleep-deprived adults (Anderson, Home, &

Terry, 2004; Chee & Choo, 2004; Drummond et al., 2000; Drummond, Gillin, & Brown, 2001;

Terry, Anderson, & Home, 2004). Moreover, the profile of brain activation in sleep-satiated

older adults is similar to that of young sleep-deprived individuals. To what extent can the

waking cognitive dysfunction in older adults be explained by sleepiness? The following thesis

applies a daytime napping paradigm to systematically manipulate sleep homeostasis in adults

across the lifespan. Benefits following a nap have long been reported in young adults,

including improvements in mood, alertness, cognitive function, and performance. These

studies have not been carried out in an older adult group.

The following review will describe sleep/wake processes and regulation, and how sleep

changes across the lifespan. Since the sleep of older adults is less restorative, this population

may glean greater benefits from napping. Thus, the daytime napping literature is critically





reviewed, followed by an overview ofhow cognitive processes change with age. Since frontal

lobe functioning is impaired by both sleep deprivation and age, decreasing sleep pressure in

older adults may enhance frontal lobe functioning. Benefits of a daytime nap have been shown

in younger adults. It is therefore likely that daytime napping would reduce sleep pressure for

older adults, consequently improving mood, alertness, performance, and cognitive functioning,

and in particular enhance frontal lobe function.

Sleep

Architecture. Sleep may be characterized by the observable behaviours of an organism,

such as decreased movement, decreased response to stimulation, a lying down posture, and the

property of reversibility (Flanigan, 1972). Since the advent of the electroencephalogram (EEG)

in the 1920's, sleep has most typically been described by the electrophysiological

characteristics of three primary measures: brainwaves, eye movements, and muscle activity.

Across the night, sleep alternates between two different types of sleep, rapid eye movement

(REM) and non-REM (NREM) sleep (Dement & Kleitman, 1957; Rechtschaffen & Kales,

1968). NREM sleep is further divided into four different stages. According to the current

standardized manual for scoring sleep (Rechtschaffen & Kales, 1 968), Stage 1 is characterized

by a decrease in alpha activity (8 to 12 Hz) to less than 50% of an epoch, as well as the

presence of vertex sharp waves. Theta activity (4 to 8 Hz) may occur. Slow rolling eye

movements and relatively high EMG are seen in Stage 1. Stage 1 is a very light stage of sleep

(i.e., during Stage 1, a person may continue to respond behaviourally and physiologically to

cued stimuli; Cote, 2002). It is considered a transition from wakefulness to sleep (Ogilvie,

2001). Sleep onset, the process of falling asleep, is defined by changes in behavioural

responding, subjective ratings of sleepiness, EEG, and, other physiological measures (Ogilvie,





2001). Stage 2 is characterized by K-complexes, sleep spindles (sigma; 12 to 15 Hz), and the

disappearance of alpha activity. The EOG and EMG contribute little to Stage 2 identification

(Rechtschaffen & Kales, 1968). Stage 3 and 4 together are considered slow wave sleep (SWS),

characterized by deha activity (0.5 to 4 Hz and greater than 75 ^V). Delta activity comprises

20 to 50% of the record during Stage 3, and greater than 50% during Stage 4. Again, the EOG

contributes little to SWS identification (Rechtschaffen & Kales, 1968). REM sleep is

characterized by sawtooth waves, as well as rapid eye movements and muscle atonia

(Rechtschaffen & Kales, 1968).

Each NREM-REM cycle lasts approximately 90 minutes (Feinberg & Uchida, 1993),

reflecting the basic rest-activity cycle (Kleitman, 1993). The basic rest-activity cycle has a 90-

minute periodicity, and, during sleep, is characterized by alternating periods of lighter and

deeper phases of activity, which is reflected in the sleep EEG (Kleitman, 1993). During

wakefulness, the activity phase of the basic rest-activity cycle is expressed in feeding and

reproductive behaviours (Kleitman, 1993).

The amount of SWS per cycle decreases across the night. Spectral analysis, particularly

of delta activity, closely mirrors but does not duplicate the periodicity found through visual

scoring ofEEG (Feinberg & Uchida, 1993). In contrast to SWS, REM sleep periods become

longer and rapid eye movement density increases as the night progresses (Feinberg & Uchida,

1993).

Neuroanatomical features. Sleep is an active process that is controlled by specific brain

regions and neurochemicals. In general, wakefulness is maintained by the reticular formation

and cortex; the basal forebrain, medulla, and reticular formation interact to slow EEG activity





as sleep is entered and throughout SWS; and, the pons acts to reactivate the cortex as REM

sleep begins (Hobson, 1995).

More precisely, the reticular activating system of the brainstem is responsible for

maintaining the waking state (Hobson, 1995; Jones, 2000). The reticular formation receives

input from sensory systems and projects to the basal forebrain through areas of the thalamus

and hypothalamus, while neurons within the thalamus project to regions of the cortex (Jones,

2000). The firing rate of neurons in this area is twice as high during waking, as well as REM,

compared to NREM sleep (Steriade & McCarley, 1990). On a neurochemical level,

noradrenaline neurons contained within the locus coeruleus, which projects to the forebrain

and cerebral cortex, maintain alertness (Jones, 2000). Dopamine, another catecholamine, is

also involved in arousal (Jones, 2000).

NREM and REM sleep are controlled by brain regions that are specific to each type of

sleep. Through early transection studies, researchers implicated the pons and thalamus in REM

sleep production (Moruzzi & Magoun, 1949). NREM and REM sleep are also associated with

different neurochemicals. During REM sleep, acetylcholine is maximally released within the

thalamus and cortex (Jones, 2000).

Stimulation of the basal forebrain via the hypothalamus produces NREM sleep, and

further, these neurons exhibit the most activity during NREM sleep and destruction of this area

produces insomnia. The nucleus of the solitary tract is also thought to be involved in NREM

sleep (Jones, 2000). Serotonin is produced by the raphe nuclei of the pons and is thought by

some to be implicated in NREM sleep (Hobson, 1995); destruction of the serotonergic system

causes a decrease in SWS (Idzikowski, 1989).





The production of SWS is associated with such neuroanatomical structures as the pons,

mesencephalon, thalamic nuclei, and basal forebrain. These areas contribute to the slow

oscillations of brain activity seen in SWS (Maquet et al., 1997). Areas of the basal forebrain, in

particular, that are implicated in SWS production include the medial preoptic area, diagonal

band of Broca, magnocellular lateral preoptic nucleus, and subpallidal substantia innominata

(McGinty & Szymusiak, 1989). These areas control autonomic, hormonal, metabolic and

behavioural processes during SWS (McGinty & Szymusiak, 1989). Stimulation of the basal

forebrain produces sleep as well as the autonomic and motor changes correlated with sleep

(McGinty, 1993). Many neurons whose neurotransmitters are involved in sleep production and

regulation, such as GABA, are found in this area (McGinty, 1993). Conversely, destruction of

the basal forebrain leads to disturbed sleep and changes in certain EEG characteristics (e.g.,

reduced occurrence of sleep spindles; McGinty & Szymusiak, 1989).

The functions of the areas involved in SWS (i.e., pons, mesencephalon, thalamic

nuclei, and basal forebrain) might reflect the functions of SWS (Maquet et al., 1997). First,

recent reports suggest that SWS is involved in reorganizing cortical networks (Steriade,

McCormick, & Sejnowski, 1993). Moreover, cortical reorganization during SWS is suggested

to be most pronounced in the orbitofrontal cortex and anterior cingulate gyrus (Maquet et al,

1997). Since the orbitofrontal cortex and anterior cingulate gyrus are involved in controlling

emotions, behaviour, and social interactions during wakefulness (Devinsky, Morrell, & Vogt,

1995), the activation of these areas during sleep could also be linked to these waking

functions. Sleep deprivation, and thus SWS deprivation, creates symptoms similar to those

seen in patients with lesions in these areas (Maquet et al., 1997). Another hypothesis is that the

areas implicated in SWS are involved in decision-making. Harrison and Home (1996) showed





that decision-making was impaired following one night of sleep deprivation. The orbitofrontal

cortex and anterior cingulate gyrus, which are linked to SWS, are also involved in decision-

making (Maquet et al, 1997). Therefore, the brain regions activated during SWS may indicate

the functions of SWS.

The suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), an area of the anterior hypothalamus, is

responsible for circadian rhythms (Schwartz, 1993). Direct inputs from retinal ganglia to the

SCN are necessary to regulate circadian rhythms (Schwartz, 1993). Additional light

information is conveyed to the SCN indirectly (Schwartz, 1993). Finally, the SCN also

connects to raphe nuclei and receives hormonal (i.e., melatonin) input (Schwartz, 1993).

Destruction of this area causes loss of circadian rhythms, as well as increased sleep time

(Edgar, Dement, & Fuller, 1993). Conversely, stimulation of this area results in predictable

phase shifts of circadian rhythms (Schwartz, 1993). These observations suggest that the SCN

is involved in an arousal process; this process is hypothesized to be controlled by a GABA-

ergic system connecting areas such as the SCN, other hypothalamic areas, periaquaductal grey

matter in the pons and medulla, as well as forebrain areas (Broughton, 1998). A decrease in

SCN volume and cell number is associated with old age, and is responsible for age-related

changes to circadian rhythms (Swaab, Fliers, & Partiman, 1985).

Regulation. Both homeostatic and circadian processes are thought to control

sleep/wake activity (Borbely, 1982). Combining these processes, Borbely proposed a two-

process model of sleep regulation. This model predicts levels of sleepiness and alertness, and

can be used to predict performance on neurobehavioural tasks when individual sleep need is

taken into account (Van Dongen, Rogers, & Dinges, 2003). The homeostatic regulation of

sleep is explained by Process S, which increases exponentially as a function of prior





wakefulness and decreases exponentially as a function of time asleep (Borbely, 1982). This

sleep homeostasis is reflected in delta power (i.e., slow wave activity) during sleep (Borbely,

Baumann, Brandeis, Strauch, & Lehmann, 1981). Slow wave activity decreases exponentially

as sleep progresses (Borbely, 1982), but is enhanced during recovery following sleep

deprivation (Borbely, 1982; Borbely et al., 1981; Daan, Beersma, & Borbely, 1984).

Since Process S is mirrored in SWS, which is greatest at the beginning of a sleep

period, it is intuitive to suppose that SWS contributes to restoration. Greater SWS following

more time awake likely results from additional need for restoration. In a review of SWS in

humans. Home (1989) put forth several arguments to support that SWS is restorative in

function. He noted that several processes that correlate with tissue repair occur during SWS,

but proposed that it is not sleep but physical rest that promotes tissue repair. However, sleep

itself is needed for restoration of the cerebrum. The following evidence supports this

suggestion: (a) Neuronal firing in the cerebrum is lowest during SWS, particularly Stage 4

sleep; (b) The correlation between prior wakefulness and SWS, particularly Stage 4, is

stronger than that with any other sleep stage; and (c) During SWS, the cerebrum is least

responsive to external stimuli and to activation of subcortical structures (Home, 1989). This

evidence supports the notion that SWS is restorative, especially for cognitive processes. More

recently, Anderson and Home (2003) published a study citing the importance of low frequency

activity (less than 1 Hz) for waking cognitive performance on neuropsychological tests. The

authors noted that this low frequency activity is maximal at frontal sites, and that the frontal

lobes are implicated in neuropsychological performance. Moreover, such performance is

affected by depth of sleep. As well, homeostatic sleep pressure is reflected in psychomotor

vigilance task performance; in particular, the number of lapses (i.e., reaction times exceeding





500 ms) and the variability in reaction time are sensitive to changes in sleep pressure (Graw,

Krauchi, Knoblauch, Wirz-Justice, & Cajochen, 2004). Thus, SWS is likely needed for

restoration and performance efficiency.

Process C reflects the circadian oscillator governing the timing of sleep and wake

(Borbely, 1982). Circadian rhythms are controlled by the SCN, which also regulates body

temperature rhythms. Sleep propensity is thought to be highest when body temperature is at a

minimum (Broughton, 1998). Following the night sleep period, humans also experience a

period of peak sleepiness in mid-afternoon, at approximately 14:00 h ("afternoon nap zone"),

followed by a period of heightened alertness, at approximately 20:00 h ("forbidden zone;"

Broughton, 1998). The fiinctional significance of this "afternoon nap zone" has not yet been

identified (Broughton, 1998). Although Process C and Process S are commonly thought to

coincide so that heightened sleep propensity is associated with lower body temperature, studies

of entrained and free-running individuals indicate that afternoon naps occur at the temperature

maximum (Broughton, 1998). Thus, there may indeed be two periods ofmaximum sleep

propensity during a 24-hour period, one near the temperature nadir and one near its peak.

Akerstedt and Folkard (1996) reported that such sleepiness in the afternoon reflects the

ultradian rhythm, rather than circadian rhythm.

To study the two-process model, Knowles, Coulter, Wahnon, Reitz, and MacLean

(1990) assigned participants to one of three sleep conditions: 00:00 h to 03:00 h; 03:00 h to

06:00 h; and, 00:00 h to 06:00 h, each following a fiall night of sleep. Knowles and colleagues

predicted that homeo static pressure would be greatest in the second condition because these

people would experience the largest amount of prior wakeftilness. They therefore expected that

these participants would have a quicker sleep onset, less wakefulness during the sleep period.





greater sleep efficiency, more SWS, a longer REM latency, and less REM sleep. The findings

of Knowles and colleagues did not support their hypotheses about REM sleep, while the other

predictions were supported, demonstrating that homeostatic pressure was indeed greater in the

condition with the longest period of prior wakefulness. As well, Knowles, MacLean, Salem,

Vetere, and Coulter (1986) determined that Process S would accurately predict the amount of

SWS in the first hour of nocturnal sleep. Longer prior wakefulness caused exponential

increases in SWS during the first hour of sleep. These results corroborated the findings of

Borbely et al. (1981), who found that the percentage of SWS, but not REM sleep, increased

during recovery sleep following sleep deprivation. Dijk, Beersma, and Daan (1987) confirmed

that delta power during NREM sleep was a function only of prior wake time, not circadian

processes. REM sleep is thought by some to be controlled by Process C instead of Process S

(Dijk et al., 1987; Dinges, 1986; Taub & Berger, 1973), possibly explaining the inconsistent

findings of Knowles et al. (1990) with respect to REM. It should be noted, however, that new

data (e.g., Werth, Cote, Gallmann, Borbely, & Achermann, 2002) indicate that REM sleep

depends on homeostatic, as well as circadian, processes.

More recently, researchers have suggested that alertness (or sleepiness) can be

predicted with a three-process model, adding Process W. Process W is the "wakeup" process

representing sleep inertia (Akerstedt & Folkard, 1994). Sleep inertia is characterized by a

reduction in the ability to think and perform upon awakening due to the transition from sleep

to wakefulness; confusion, grogginess and deficits to cognitive performance may accompany

this transition (Dinges, 1993b). Thus, Process W depends not on the amount of prior

wakefulness as Process S does, but on the prior time asleep. Process W, or sleep inertia,

becomes stronger the longer one sleeps. Researchers believe that it may not be the amount of
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time asleep per se that determines the level of sleep inertia, or Process W, but specifically the

amount of SWS obtained (Ferrara, De Gennaro, Casagrande, & Bertini, 2000); deeper sleep

leads to more grogginess upon awakening. In summary, the three-process model of sleep/wake

regulation proposes that the three processes (S, C, and W) interact to control the timing and

depth of sleep, as well as level of alertness in wakefulness.

This model is supported by the fact that SWS and delta power increase as a function of

prior wakefulness (Process S). The more a person sleeps, the more sleep pressure (i.e., Process

S) is reduced. This reduction in sleep pressure is known to increase alertness, or decrease

sleepiness (Knowles et al., 1986). Process S interacts with Process C so that at certain times of

the day, sleepiness is at a maximum. Thus, it can be hypothesized that a longer nap, compared

to a shorter nap, would allow for more reduction of Process S and would therefore be of

greater benefit in terms of alertness. However, Process W suggests that a longer nap would

also cause more sleep inertia. This theoretical model has not been applied extensively in

napping research. It may be that determining the optimal duration of a nap depends on the

interaction of these processes.

Functions. Sleep occurs in all mammals (Zepelin, 2000). The timing of sleep, preferred

location for sleep (e.g., burrow, tree), pre-sleep behaviour, and posture may all vary between

species, but the reversibility of sleep and characteristic EEG properties are common to all

mammals (Zepelin, 2000). Comparisons of sleep between species may provide information

with respect to the functions of sleep.

Early theories reported that sleep existed for several reasons, including restoration,

energy conservation, and protection from predators. Zepelin (2000) reviewed these theories,

stating that evolutionary psychologists proposed that sleep was for bodily or cerebral
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restoration. However, since tliere is a large variation in sleep times between species, and since

sleep length does not correlate with body size, other theorists have suggested that sleep must

serve another function. They proposed that sleep was for energy conservation, reducing the

amount of energy expended either by lowering the metabolic rate, or by limiting activity.

Again, this theory failed to fully explain the interspecies variability in sleep times. Thus, the

immobilization theory of sleep was put forth. This theory suggested that sleep prevents activity

when it would be dangerous or inefficient. However, as Zepelin pointed out, each of these

theories does not explain why sleep itself, and not merely rest, is needed.

More recent research findings point to additional functions of sleep, particularly

memory consolidation and learning (e.g.. Smith & Butler, 1982; Smith & Smith, 2003). These

studies have not only enhanced our understanding of the functions of sleep, but they have also

associated particular stages of sleep with particular functions. In this way, newer theories of

sleep address the issue ofwhy sleep, as opposed to rest, is necessary. Moorcroft (1995) briefly

reviewed the competing theories. He noted, in general, that (a) SWS in particular is needed for

growth, (b) Stage 2 and REM sleep facilitate different types of memory consolidation, and (c)

REM sleep is necessary for brain development and repletion of brain chemicals. Thus, there

are a variety of functions that sleep may serve, and it is important to identify what

characteristics of sleep make it necessary over and above rest alone. Further research needs to

isolate which functions of sleep might be primary and which might be secondary by-products

of some other physiological function.

An ontogenetic perspective. For most adults, sleep is monophasic, occurring in a single

nocturnal episode. Polyphasic sleep, that is, sleeping periodically throughout a 24-hour period,

is common in most other mammals, in human babies, and elderly individuals. Polyphasic sleep
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also occurs when no time cues are present and is found in isolated cultures (Stampi, 1992),

suggesting that polyphasic sleep may be natural; possibly, the monophasic sleep seen in adult

humans is socially imposed, where time to sleep is only available at one time in a 24-hour

period (i.e., the night), due to factors such as work and school schedules. The diurnal peak in

sleepiness (Broughton, 1998) and the occurrence of the siesta in many cultures indeed suggest

that polyphasic (or biphasic) sleep may be natural.

Daytime napping is a behaviour in which babies and small children engage regularly.

At birth, sleep occurs in approximately six sleep episodes across a 24-hour period (Webb,

1992); sleep of newborns is characterized by wake, active sleep, and quiet sleep, stages which

are thought to preface the adult sleep stages ofwake, REM and NREM, respectively (Acebo,

1993). The duration of the newborns' sleep episodes is approximately three to four hours, with

periods of wakefiilness occurring between sleep episodes (Acebo, 1993). Younger infants (5 to

14 weeks old) often have the same number of long and short sleep episodes during the day and

night, while older infants (19 to 50 weeks old) are more likely to have longer sleep episodes

during the night compared to the day (Salzarulo & Fagioli, 1992). Some reports indicate that

even five-week old infants begin to form this nocturnal sleep pattern (Webb, 1992). Thus,

during early development, the number of sleep episodes decreases, and nocturnal sleep

episodes lengthen, so that sleep becomes consolidated during the night (Salzarulo & Fagioli,

1992), although a diurnal pattern (i.e., daytime napping) continues into adulthood (Webb,

1992).

With respect to sleep architecture, infants begin to show cycles ofNREM and REM

sleep stages after approximately five months of age. The duration of overall sleep obtained

also changes. Sleep decreases from the 16 hours obtained in the first few days of Ufe to
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approximately 14 hours by one month of age, and to 12 hours by six months of age (Webb,

1992). Moreover, the amount of sleep obtained declines by approximately 30 minutes for

every year of life from one to five years of age. After five years of age, sleep becomes

influenced by social factors, and is no longer a pure reflection of sleep need (Webb, 1992).

The sleep of adolescents is markedly different from that of children. The phase delay of

the sleep/wake schedule found in this age range is markedly different from any other age

group, and profoundly affects most adolescents. As well, Carskadon (2002) surmised that

adolescents do not obtain adequate sleep, listing several psychosocial factors (i.e., parents,

peers, academics, extracurricular activities and sports, employment, and school start time) as

factors contributing to this inadequate sleep. Carskadon also noted that homeo static regulation

changes in adolescence. In one study, when adolescents were permitted to sleep for 10 hours,

SWS declined linearly across adolescence, though total sleep time did not change (Carskadon,

2002). Since the amount of SWS is a marker of sleep pressure, and thus reflects homeostatic

sleep regulation, this finding shows that homeostatic regulation declines throughout

adolescence. In concordance with this finding, REM sleep latency decreased across

adolescence (Carskadon, 2002). Older teenagers sleep less than younger adolescents, but

Carskadon' s finding that total sleep time did not differ across adolescence when teenagers

were given 1 hours to sleep suggests that the decline in sleep time seen across adolescence is

likely due to the psychosocial factors. Finally, there is an increase in daytime sleepiness as

measured by the multiple sleep latency test (MSLT) during the teen years. Carskadon

interpreted these findings to indicate that the intensity of sleeping and waking is reduced

during adolescence, which suggests a decrease in homeostatic control (Carskadon, 2002).

However, Carskadon noted that the decrease in SWS may simply be a consequence of the
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dendritic pruning that occurs during this age span, and not related to homeostatic change.

Moreover, Carskadon pointed out that although circadian changes occur during adolescence,

some teenagers may be more sensitive to such changes than others.

Adulthood is marked by several general sleep characteristics. For instance, sleep is

entered through NREM, and NREM and REM sleep alternate within a 90-minute period. The

amount of SWS is greatest in the first third of the night, while the amount ofREM sleep is

greatest in the last third of the night. The predominance of SWS at the beginning of the night

has been linked to homeostatic processes, and is related to the amount of prior wakefulness;

the predominance ofREM in the latter part of the night, on the other hand, is linked to

circadian processes (Carskadon & Dement, 2000). After lights out, wakefulness accounts for

less than 5% of total time in bed; Stage 1 accounts for 2 to 5%; Stage 2 accounts for 45 to

55%; Stage 3 accounts for 3 to 8%; Stage 4 accounts for 10 to 15%; and, REM accounts for 20

to 25%) of sleep (Carskadon & Dement, 2000). In a study by Williams et al. (1972), middle-

aged adults (ages 41 to 46) had sleep patterns that approximated those of older adults (ages 60

to 69). Compared to adolescents (ages 13 to 15), middle-aged participants had shorter sleep

times, shorter REM periods, and greater percentages ofwake time and Stage 2. They had

decreased REM latencies, shifting REM toward the earlier part of the night. Despite this

change, Stage 4 remained relatively stable. However, the amplitude of delta waves was

reduced, spindles were lower in voltage and shorter in duration, and K-complexes were poorly

formed. In addition to these changes that occur in middle age, Williams and colleagues

remarked that insomnia becomes a common complaint during this age range.

Carrier, Land, Buysse, Kupfer, and Monk (2001) reported EEG changes for adults aged

20 to 60 years. Carrier et al. found a decrease in slow wave, theta, and sigma activity, and an
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increase in beta power, with increasing age. As the authors suggested, these EEG changes as

an individual ages may indicate a decrease in sleep pressure and an increase in cortical

activation during sleep. This situation reflects poorer sleep, and may contribute to daytime

sleepiness. Carrier et al. also reported that sleep complaints often begin in middle age. Thus,

this age range seems to be a transition from the consolidated sleep of young adults to the

fragmented sleep of older individuals.

For older adults, sleep changes dramatically. There is an increased incidence of

primary sleep disorders with age. As well, there is an increased incidence of sleep disorders

that are secondary to a medical or psychiatric condition (Bliwise, 1997; Dunbar & Farr, 1996;

Floyd, Janisse, Medler, & Marshall, 2000; Hoch & Reynolds, 1989; Middelkoop, Smilde-van

denDoel, Neven, Kamphusien, & Springer, 1996; Moran, Thompson, & Nies, 1988; Prinz et

al., 1982; Prinz, Vitiello, Raskind, & Thorpy, 1990; Shute, Fitzgerald, & Haynes, 1986;

Vitiello, 1997). In addition, it has been reported that older adults more often experience

daytime sleepiness (Ohayon & Zulley, 1999). The three most common sleep disorders for

those over age 50 are restless leg syndrome, sleep apnea, and insomnia (Walker, 2003).

The sleep of older individuals is fragmented, and involves more stage shifts, more

Stage 1, a longer latency to Stages 3 and 4, less SWS, (Williams et al., 1972), and midsleep

awakenings (Jacobs, Ancoli-Israel, Parker, & Kripke, 1989). Older adults also have difficulty

initiating and maintaining sleep (Ferrara & De Gennaro, 2001; Williams et al., 1972). These

changes all result in reduced sleep efficiency (Williams et al., 1972) and reduced total sleep

time (Ferrara & De Gennaro, 2001; Middelkoop et al., 1996), and therefore result in decreased

daytime alertness, and cognitive deficits.
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One of the characteristic features of sleep/wake patterns in older adults is that sleep is

phase-advanced, resulting in early sleep onset and early awakenings (Jacobs et al., 1989). For

example, the sleep period may be shifted to a bedtime of 21 :00 h and a wake time of 5:00 h.

As well, REM latency, length ofREM periods, and percentage ofREM over the night are all

reduced in older adults (Williams et al., 1972). There is also a reduced incidence of eye

movements, resulting in a lower eye movement density during REM (Darchia, Campbell, &

Feinberg, 2003). Their sleep includes fewer spindles (Crowley, Trinder, Kim, Carrington, &

Colrain, 2002; Ferrara & De Gennaro, 2001), which are of lower voltage and shorter duration

(Williams et al., 1972), K-complexes that are fewer in number (Crowley et al., 2002) and

poorly formed (Williams et al., 1972), and lower amplitude and slower delta waves (Ferrara &

De Gennaro, 2001; Williams et al., 1972). In addition, bursts of alpha activity lasting 2 to 15

seconds also occur (Bliwise, 1997; Neylan & Reynolds, 1991), perhaps reflecting non-

restorative sleep quality (Neylan & Reynolds, 1991). The sleep of older adults is also more

sensitive to external stimuli (Zepelin, McDonald, & Zammit, 1984). Auditory awakening

thresholds became lower with increasing age in all stages of sleep (Zepelin et al., 1984).

There are a number of homeostatic and circadian influences on age-related changes in

sleep. Early studies indicated that SWS and delta activity decline with age. Particularly, there

is less SWS (Smith, Karacan, & Yang, 1977; Williams et al, 1972). Delta waves, which

characterize SWS, decrease in both incidence and amplitude, and become slower with

increasing age; the amplitude changes are the most pronounced (Smith et al., 1977). Using a

quantitative approach to EEG analysis, Ferrara and De Gennaro (2001) also noted lower levels

of slow wave activity in older persons, which supports the notion of reduced homeostatic

pressure for sleep. One study showed that, after a night of sleep deprivation (i.e., more sleep
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pressure), older adults' recovery sleep approximated that of young adults during a normal

night (Carskadon & Dement, 1985). This finding suggests that the poor sleep of older adults

results from an impaired homeostatic system (i.e., reduced sleep pressure).

Neuroanatomical changes occur with advancing age that may be responsible for the

homeostatic alterations observed. Prinz and Raskind (1978) reported that in older adults there

is a decrease in cell number in the locus coeruleus, a brainstem area known to promote

wakefulness (Jones, 2000). Since wakefulness may not be maintained as well following such

cell loss, this type of neuroanatomical change could result in an increased propensity for

napping, or a polyphasic sleep tendency. As well, the reticular formation of the pons, known to

induce sleep, shows similar changes (Prinz & Raskind, 1978). Furthermore, Feinberg (1989)

stated that the reduced homeostatic drive reflected in smaller delta waves may be a result of

changes in thalamic nuclei including a decreased number of neurons, less synchrony among

neurons, weaker input from the homeostat, and/or smaller neuronal response to this input.

Thus, neuroanatomical changes may explain the changes to homeostatic regulation of sleep

and wakefulness that occur with age.

It is well established that there is an attenuation of circadian rhythms with age,

including diminished amplitude of circadian phase, phase-advancement (Vitiello, 1997), and

increased variability of circadian phase between individuals (Minors, Rabbitt, Worthington, &

Waterhouse, 1989). These changes seen in older adults are known to affect memory

(Antoniadis, Ko, Ralph, & McDonald, 2000; Sandyk, Anninos, & Tsagas, 1991), vigour

(Antoniadis et al, 2000), and alertness (Monk, Buysse, Reynolds, Kupfer, & Houck, 1996); it

is possible that these deficits result from increased daytime sleepiness due to age-related sleep

changes.
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Circadian changes with age may be due to a decrease in SCN volume and cell number

(Swaab et al, 1985), and are reflected in decreased melatonin secretion (Sandyk et al., 1991).

Changes in neurotransmitter receptors in the SCN are suggestive of neurochemical, as well as

neuroanatomical, age-related changes at the level of the SCN (Edgar, 1994). Specifically, there

is reduced output from the SCN (Monk et al, 1996). The changes in the SCN support the idea

of age-related circadian changes in sleep, and are largely thought to be responsible for the

night sleep fragmentation and daytime napping seen in older adults.

In sum, both circadian and homeostatic factors are known to influence sleep in older

adults. More specifically, according to Ferrara and De Gennaro (2001), there is a reduced

homeostatic drive for sleep which interacts with an attenuated and advanced circadian signal.

Electrophysiological measures (EEG). Electrophysiological measures can provide

information about the depth and character of sleep, and, during waking, about levels of arousal

and attention, as well as stages of information-processing. Sleep stages are defined by

electrophysiological characteristics; stage scoring provides information on the depth of sleep,

as well as stage shifts, sleep latency, and total sleep time. Moreover, other electrophysiological

technologies allow researchers to quantify the EEG signal. This type of quantitative EEG

analysis provides additional information about the character of sleep. These analyses provide

more detailed information and can be used to answer more specific research questions. Finally,

recent technology has provided researchers with the opportunity to describe EEG changes

across the scalp through topographical analyses.

Borbely (1982) noted that the amount of sleep loss experienced does not directly relate

to the amount of recovery sleep obtained following sleep deprivation. He put forth the idea that

it is not the amount of sleep obtained during recovery that changes, but the intensity of sleep.
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Borbely et al. (1981) used SWS as a marker of deep sleep, noting that SWS increases

following sleep debt. A finer measure of sleep intensity was applied by Borbely et al, using

Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT) analytic techniques to quantify the EEG signal. They found that

low frequency EEG power was increased during recovery, corroborating the findings from

visual scoring of delta waves.

Topographic descriptions provide additional information about where changes to sleep

microarchitecture take place across the scalp. For instance, similar to topographic changes

shown in humans (Werth, Achermann, & Borbely, 1996), one study showed that, following

sleep deprivation, slow wave activity in rats was enhanced (Huber, Deboer, & Tobler, 2000).

More specifically, the increase was larger at frontal compared to occipital sites, and activity at

frontal sites showed a faster decline during recovery (Huber et al., 2000). Achermann, Finelli,

and Borbely (2001) also reported an anterior dominance of delta activity in humans following

total sleep deprivation. However, Achermann and colleagues found effects only in the left

hemisphere, and suggested that these results were related to the participants' dominant

hemisphere. Furthermore, Achermann et al. explained that the anterior dominance was related

to a higher need for recovery in frontal areas, which are known to be more affected by

sleepiness (Anderson et al., 2004). Moreover, Terry et al. (2004) stated that this activity is

similar between sleep-deprived young adults and sleep-satiated older adults; in both groups,

the prefrontal cortex recruits right parietal areas to compensate for deficits.

Age differences in recovery sleep EEG have been reported. A study by Knoblauch and

colleagues examined age differences in EEG following sleep deprivation (Knoblauch, Krauchi,

Renz, Wirz-Justice, & Cajochen, 2002). Age-related declines in EEG power were found for

NREM and REM sleep; such differences were greatest at frontal sites for the theta band in
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NREM and REM, and alpha and sigma in NREM sleep. Therefore, there may be specific

responses to sleep loss and recovery, which are reflected in differential responding of certain

brain regions, within certain frequency bands.

Age differences during normal sleep were also reported. Landolt and Borbely (2001)

presented data for one full night of sleep for younger and older adults. The prefrontal cortex

showed the highest activation during cognitive tasks such as memory, learning and planning,

and the largest reduction in activation during SWS. They also stated that the prefrontal cortex

is one of the areas to show the most marked age-related changes. Age-related reductions in

power have been shown for frequencies less than 1 Hz in waking, REM sleep, and NREM

sleep (e.g., Duffy, Albert, McAnulty, & Garvey, 1984). Landoh and Borbely stated that the

reduction in delta and spindle frequencies seen in their study mirrored age-related reductions

in homeostatic influence on these frequencies during NREM; these frequencies reflect

synchronous cortico-thalamic activity, the level of which may depend on the amount of prior

wakefulness. They further surmised that these changes may be due to neuroanatomical

changes in basal forebrain and thalamic areas. Although the reductions in delta and sigma

bands were more widespread, the reductions in power for theta, high alpha and low sigma

bands were most pronounced at anterior sites. Changes in high alpha and low sigma were

postulated to be related to changes in serotonin 5-HT2A receptors, while changes in theta might

reflect changes in waking cerebral activity (Landolt & Borbely, 2001). Thus, there are age

differences in both recovery and normal sleep seen in quantitative EEG studies.

Without investigating age differences, other researchers have used EEG power values

as predictors of cognitive performance. For instance. Home (2004) mentioned that the first

NREM period has been linked to waking cognitive performance that relies on the prefrontal
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cortex. Home proposed that EEG activity of less than 1 Hz represents plastic recovery

processes. This type of research has been conducted with nocturnal sleep, often of healthy,

young participants.

However, age differences in quantitative EEG have yet to be investigated in daytime

sleep. It is possible, if night sleep affects cognitive functioning during the subsequent day, that

a shorter period of sleep (i.e., a nap) may similarly influence waking cognition during the day.

Napping studies often use the power of different frequency bands (e.g., alpha, theta) following

a nap as measures of alertness (e.g., Macchi, Boulos, Ranney, Simmons, & Campbell, 2002).

A Umited number of studies have employed EEG during daytime sleep. Hirose and Nagasaka

(2003) examined quantitative EEG during a waking rest period, and found that increasing theta

(4-7 Hz), alpha2 (11 - 13 Hz) and betal (14-20 Hz) power predicted performance

improvements. It is of interest to examine how quantitative EEG during a nap predicts

performance differently than rest alone; if sleep influences subsequent performance differently

than rest alone, there must be something unique about sleep that is needed for waking ftinction.

Dijk et al. (1987) used naps to study how sleep EEG varied according to amount of prior wake

time, but did not use any performance measures in their study. Only one study to date has

examined EEG during a nap in healthy participants in relation to outcome or performance.

Using quantitative EEG and event-related potentials (ERPs), Takahashi and Arito (1998)

reported a positive correlation between delta power in NREM sleep during 15- and 45-minute

naps and latency of the P300 ERP component 30-minutes after awakening. The authors stated

that this result indicated that sleep inertia, due to delta activity during the nap, prolonged the

P300 shortly after the nap. Three hours after awakening, P300 latency was shortened, but this

was not related to quantitative EEG measures.
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Electrophysiological measures (ERPs). In addition to using EEG, sleep researchers

also utilize ERPs. These brain potentials provide a method for examining attention and

information processing during varying levels of arousal in wakefulness and sleep. ERPs are

"electrical change[s] recorded from the brain in association with something that occurs either

in the external world or within the brain itself (Picton, Lins, & Scherg, 1995, p. 3). ERPs may

be used to determine how the brain perceives stimuli, makes decisions, and controls behaviour

(Picton et al., 1995). These brain potentials are typically described in terms of the polarity and

timing of their peaks. For instance, PI, Nl, P2, N2, and P3 are peaks that occur in this

sequence following a stimulus. PI, P2, and P3 are positive peaks, while Nl and N2 are

negative peaks. ERPs are recorded from the scalp using electrodes, and then averaged by

category of the stimulus, after recording. Since these types of recordings contain both the small

amplitude ERP (signal) and other larger amplitude electrical activity (noise), ERPs are

averaged across a large number of trials to increase the amplitude of the signal in relation to

noise, in order to be able to identify and measure the ERP (Picton et al., 1995). Once averaged,

the amplitudes and latencies of particular components are measured at identified peaks for

individual participants and conditions (Picton et al., 1995). Atypical method used to study

ERPs is the oddball paradigm, which involves presenting participants with a train of standard

stimuli; the standard stimulus is replaced at rare and random times with a different stimulus

(i.e., the target; Sutton, Braren, Zubin, & John, 1965). Participants may be asked to respond to

these target stimuli, or to keep track of them by counting.

The Nl and P2 components are elicited to both standard and target stimuli during

oddball paradigms. The Nl component is maximal over central sites (Naatanen & Picton,

1987) and is enlarged when an individual's attention increases. Naatanen (1982) noted that it is
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not the Nl itself that is increased in ampUtude, but that a long-lasting negative wave

(processing negativity) overlapping both the Nl and P2 occurs in response to attention

changes. Since both this wave and the Nl are negative peaks, the Nl appears to increase in

amplitude when an individual increases his or her attention. Conversely, the P2, a positive

peak, appears smaller in amplitude in response to the same attention change. The latencies of

both components have been reported to depend on stimulus intensity levels, where Nl and P2

latency both decrease with increasing stimulus intensity (Crowley & Colrain, 2004).

Changes to Nl (Iragui, Kutas, Mitchiner, & Hillyard, 1993; Polich, 1997) and P2

(Crowley & Colrain, 2004; Iragui et al., 1993; Polich, 1997) components have also been

reported with aging. Iragui et al. showed that the Nl to standard tones was prolonged in older

adults. There were no amplitude or topography differences between ages. Conversely, Polich

found only that age was positively correlated with Nl amplitude. Iragui et al. found the same

result for the P2 component; however, Polich found no significant results for P2. Crowley and

Colrain reported that findings with respect to both P2 latency and amplitude have been

inconsistent. Some studies found that P2 latency is increased with age, while other studies

found no change; as well, some studies found that P2 amplitude increases with age, while

other studies found no significant differences. Moreover, Crowley and Colrain reported that P2

amplitude changes might depend on scalp topography, with increases in amplitude occurring

primarily at frontal sites. Results with respect to the Nl and P2 components thus appear

inconsistent.

Furthermore, the earlier Nl and P2 components have been investigated during times of

drowsiness, such as at sleep onset. In a recent review, Campbell and Colrain (2002) reported

that Nl decreases in amplitude throughout sleep onset, and that changes are more remarkable
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either when individuals fail to report awareness of the stimulus, or when Stage 1 sleep is

characterized by theta activity. Conversely, the P2 component increases in amplitude during

sleep onset. Since the processing negativity wave disappears during sleep onset, there is a

positive shift in both the Nl and P2 component. Thus, during times of high sleepiness or

drowsiness, the amplitude of the Nl component will decrease while the P2 will increase in

amplitude.

The P3, or P300 component, in particular, is elicited during oddball paradigms when

participants detect the target stimulus; it is thought to reflect stimulus discrimination and

categorization (Picton et al., 1995). P300 amplitude is inversely related to the probability of

the occurrence of the target stimulus, while its latency is related to stimulus evaluation time

(Duncan-Johnson & Donchin, 1977). P300 is thus a commonly used neurophysiologic measure

of attention processes. A variety of areas such as frontal and temporopartietal association

areas, hippocampus, pons, and mesencephalon have been reported to be generators of the P300

(Kugler, Taghavy, & Piatt, 1993). Other researchers have proposed that the critical area for

P300 generation is the lateral neocortex of the inferior parietal lobule, but that the

hippocampus and frontal lobes are also thought to be involved (Dujardin, Derambure,

Bourriez, Jacquesson, & Guieu, 1993). Dujardin and colleagues have proposed that the

thalamus, raphe nucleus, locus coeruleus, and basal forebrain were involved. Generation of the

P300 likely involves both cholinergic and dopaminergic systems (Kugler et al., 1993).

The morphology of the P300 depends on a number of task parameters (Squires,

Squires, & Hillyard, 1975). The P300 has also been labelled the P3b, to distinguish it from the

earlier P3a. Since it occurs earlier, the P3a is thought to represent automatic processing of

stimuli. A third P3 waveform is similar to the P3a, but occurs later and is elicited by novel
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environmental sounds; it is therefore labelled the novelty, or novel, P3 (Friedman, Cycowicz,

& Gaeta, 2001). It has a latency of about 250-400 ms (Fjell & Walhovd, 2004). Its frontal

topography is thought to reflect frontal lobe functioning (Walhovd & Fjell, 2001) and the

orienting response to novel stimuli (Fabiani, Kazmerski, Cycowicz, & Friedman, 1996). As

well, since the novel P3 has a frontal dominance, researchers believe that it has distinct neural

generators from the classic P300, which is associated with a wider area of activity and peaks

parietally (Fjell & Walhovd, 2004). Moreover, it is thought that while other ERP components

(e.g., mismatch negativity) reflect the detection of deviant stimuli, the novelty P3 reflects the

evaluation of such stimuli in order to plan behaviour (Friedman et al., 2001).

Several studies have investigated the classic P300 component of the ERP during

daytime sleepiness, at sleep onset, and throughout sleep, using typical oddball paradigms,

rather than novelty P3 tasks. In studying diurnal patterns of the P300, Higuchi, Liu, Yuasa,

Maeda, and Motohashi (2000) found that P300 latency, or time taken for stimulus

categorization, was longest at 8:00 h, but reduced at 1 1:00 h, then again longer at 14:00 h, and

reduced at 17:00 h and 20:00 h. The authors attributed this pattern to sleepiness levels because

a positive correlation was found between P300 latency and subjective sleepiness. Additionally,

P300 amplitude was smaller at 17:00 h and 20:00 h than at 8:00 h, 1 1 :00 h, or 14:00 h. Thus,

fewer cognitive resources were available to focus attention in the evening. However, no

relationship between subjective sleepiness and P300 amplitude was found (Higuchi et al.,

2000). It seems that there is a circadian influence on the extent of cognitive resources available

for information-processing, but that the speed of processing is mediated by level of sleepiness

(homeostatic influence).
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Researchers have also examined how the novel P3 component is affected by age and by

sleepiness. In aged participants, the distribution of brain activity in response to novel sounds

becomes even more frontal (Fabiani et al., 1996). Along with the fact that older adults perform

more poorly on cognitive tasks using the frontal lobes, this pattern of activation suggests that

the frontal lobes are less efficient at encoding novel stimuli with age (Fabiani et al., 1996).

Additionally, Fjell and Walhovd (2004) recently reported that with increasing age, the latency

of this component is prolonged and its amplitude reduced at midline sites, particularly Cz and

Pz. They surmised that normal aging may therefore involve a diminished capacity to orient

attention. This change could be explained by the level of daytime sleepiness in older adults.

The novel P3 is also affected by sleep deprivation. A recent study (Gossehn, De

Koninck, & Campbell, 2005) showed that following 36 hours of total sleep deprivation, the

latency of the novel P3 was prolonged at Fz, Cz, and Pz, compared a control group that was

not sleep deprived. Moreover, the amplitude of the novel P3 was smaller for the sleep-deprived

group compared to the control group at Fz. Finally, the novel P3 became maximal at more

posterior sites following sleep deprivation. The novel P3 was restored after recovery sleep.

The authors noted that changes to this component following sleep deprivation could have been

directly due to impairment of the frontal lobes, or indirectly, as a result of compromised

attention. Thus, changes to the novel P3 ERP component resulting from both sleep deprivation

and aging reflect impaired information processing, particularly novelty detection, particularly

in frontal areas.

Examining waking ERPs following a nap would allow investigation of information-

processing and attention changes resulting from the nap. Several studies have examined P300

latency and amplitude changes following an afternoon nap in young adults. Song et al. (2002)
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showed that taking naps during sleep deprivation prevented P300 latency from becoming as

delayed as during sleep deprivation with no nap. This result indicates that stimulus

discrimination time is improved following a nap. Takahashi and Arito (2000) examined P300

latency and amplitude following a nap taken from 12:30 h to 12:45 h after four hours of

nocturnal sleep. The authors found that napping shortened P300 latency, but amplitude did not

change, compared to the no-nap condition. However, Takahashi and Arito (2000) used a

simple pitch oddball paradigm. Effects on amplitude may have been found had the authors

used a more difficult stimulus discrimination task. Since P300 was delayed in latency without

significant changes in reaction time, it can be concluded that naps enhanced the speed of

cognitive processing, and changes were not due to motor execution of response. Similarly,

Takahashi, Fukuda, and Arito (1998) used the same ERP paradigm to determine if nap

duration (i.e., 0, 15, or 45 minutes) had an effect on waking P300 latency or amplitude. They

found that P300 latency was shortened after the 15-minute nap compared to no nap or the 45-

minute nap. The authors attributed the lack of improvement after the 45-minute nap to sleep

inertia. P300 amplitude was not affected by nap duration. To date, no studies have employed

the novelty P3 task to investigate the benefits of napping on waking cognition.

Napping

Definition and description. For adults, napping refers to "any period of sleep that is of

shorter duration than the typical habitual sleep taken by an individual or characteristic of a

species" (Dinges, 1993a, p. 392). Dinges, Orne, Whitehouse, and Orne (1987) have defined a

nap as a period of sleep that lasts less than 50% of the length of time spent in a main sleep

episode. A nap is often considered to be any sleep that lasts less than four hours, commonly

lasting between 20 minutes and 2 hours, and often taken during daytime hours (Dinges,
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1993a). Researchers have described three different reasons for napping (Broughton & Dinges,

1989): prophylactic napping to prepare for sleep loss (i.e., to "store up" sleep); replacement

napping in response to sleep lost on the previous night; and, appetitive napping undertaken for

enjoyment.

For adults, napping is a pervasive behaviour in today's society. Dinges found that,

across studies assessing frequency of daytime napping, 61% of adults, on average, napped at

least once a week. Reasons for the high incidence of napping (Dinges, 1992) include:

prolonged work environments (Bonnet, 1991); decreased night sleep in an effort to make more

time in the day (Mednick et al., 2002); and, an increase in shift work (Gillberg, Kecklund,

Axelsson, & Akerstedt, 1996; Oexman, Knotts, & Koch, 2002), leading to broken daytime

sleep for those on the night shift. Factors such as a move toward increased shift work cause

disruption to the circadian rhythms of shift workers (Ohayon, Lemoine, Arnaud-Briant, &

Dreyfus, 2002), as well as an enhanced potential for sleep disorders (Oexman et al., 2002).

Napping represents a practical solution to daytime sleepiness resulting from these factors

(Rosa, 1993; Takahashi & Arito, 2000), and it improves health on a number of levels,

including reduced stress, improved cardiovascular fitness, and improved cognitive ability

(Maas, 1998). In fact, napping has become quite popular in industry, spawning such things in

the United States as the Napping Co. and National Workplace Napping Day (Seccombe,

2003). Maas stated that the trend toward napping in industry will grow as corporations become

more aware of the effects of sleep deprivation as well as humans' biphasic sleep tendency.

There is an increased incidence of daytime napping with older individuals, as well. In

2003, the National Sleep Foundation conducted its annual "Sleep in America" poll, which

provided information on the sleep of adults aged 55 to 84. Included in this poll was
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information about the napping liabits of these individuals. For instance, the poll reported that

among those who napped, the frequency of napping increased with age. Ten percent of 55 to

64 year olds napped four to seven times per week, while 24% of 75 to 84 year olds napped this

often. Those who slept longer at night took fewer daytime naps. Sleep quality appeared to

dechne more for ages of 55 to 64 compared to 65 to 84.

It has been proposed that daytime napping may compensate for sleep lost at night due

to the increase in sleep fragmentation seen in older adults (Ancoli-Israel & Kripke, 1991).

Daytime napping may instead exacerbate the poor night sleep of the elderly (Ancoli-Israel &

Kripke, 1991) because it would decrease sleep pressure during the day, thereby making sleep

propensity at night lower. Increased napping seen with increasing age is due to a number of

factors such as increased opportunity (e.g., retirement), flattened circadian rhythms, health

problems (Monk, Buysse, Carrier, Billy, & Rose, 2001), and homeostatic changes resulting in

a decreased ability to remain awake (Regestein, 1980).

For individuals of all ages, the sleep architecture of a daytime nap depends on the

timing and duration of the nap (Dinges, 1992). When a nap is taken in the morning, the

architecture of the nap will approximate that seen during the end of nocturnal sleep (i.e.. Stage

2 and REM); when a nap is taken later in the day, the architecture of the nap will approximate

the beginning of the nocturnal sleep period (i.e.. Stage 2 and SWS; Dinges, 1992). The greater

amount of SWS in naps taken later in the day is consistent with Process S; later naps allow

more sleep pressure to accrue in prior wake time, which is reflected as greater delta activity

during the nap. Longer naps, as well, provide more opportunity for deeper sleep, or SWS;

however, more sleep inertia may follow a nap containing SWS, or one that is longer.
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A distinction may be drawn between individuals who often nap (habitual nappers) and

those who rarely nap (non-habitual nappers). When comparing habitual nappers with those

who prefer not to nap, habitual nappers showed more Stage 1 and stage shifts during a nap

compared to non-habitual nappers (Dinges, 1992). Since non-habitual nappers have more

consolidated sleep, they may experience increased sleep inertia compared to habitual nappers.

This detrimental effect of napping on performance upon awakening may be a reason that this

group does not often nap. It is possible that non-habitual nappers may experience a greater

intensity and/or duration of sleep inertia.

Performance benefits. It is likely that an individual would choose to nap because he or

she derived some benefit from it, such as increased alertness, mood, and cognitive

performance. These benefits may depend on (a) the length of the prior sleep period, (b) the

duration of the nap, (c) the circadian placement of the nap, (d) the time elapsed between the

end of the nap and performance testing, (e) the circadian time of the performance testing, and

(f) the performance tasks chosen (Webb, 1987). Benefits of a nap may also depend on the

amount ofwakeftjlness prior to the nap, since prior wakeftilness is related to the depth of sleep

(Knowles et al., 1990), which predicts subsequent level of sleep inertia (Ferrara et al., 2000).

Some research has investigated benefits of a nap following sleep deprivation in terms of

performance, alertness, and mood (e.g., Bonnet, 1991; Bonnet & Arand, 1994; Macchi et al.,

2002; Purnell, Feyer, & Herbison, 2002; Sallinen, Harma, Akerstedt, Rosa, & Lillqvist, 1998;

Tietzel & Lack, 2001). For instance, Bonnet (1991) noted that prophylactic naps reduced the

performance impairment during sleep deprivation. In this study, nap duration was varied with

all naps ending at 20:00 h. During one night of sleep deprivation, benefits were seen on tasks

of vigilance, addition, logical reasoning, and alertness for all nap conditions compared to no
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nap, but these benefits did not continue into the second night of sleep deprivation, where sleep

pressure would be greater due to the length of time awake.

Studies have shown that napping improves behavioural performance. Dinges et al.

(1987) found that 2-hour naps placed at various times during 56 hours of sleep deprivation all

improved reaction time performance. Dinges, Whitehouse, Orne, and Orne (1988) showed,

with the same paradigm, that any nap improved performance but not mood. Gillberg (1984)

allowed participants to sleep for four hours, and then subsequently sleep deprived them. The

effects of a one-hour nap during this sleep deprivation were studied. Results confirmed that a

nap alleviated performance decrements seen during sleep deprivation. In a recent dose-

response study, participants undergoing 88 hours of sleep deprivation performed best on a

number of neurobehavioural measures when allowed two 2-hour naps per 24 hours, and worst

when prevented from napping, with median performance occurring following one 2-hour nap

per 24 hours (O'Connor, Rogers, Van Dongen, & Dinges, 2004). Thus, napping clearly allows

individuals to maintain or improve performance levels compared to sleep deprivation

conditions.

There is a disagreement in the literature concerning performance improvements

observed on indices of speed versus accuracy. In one study, participants' sleep at night was

restricted to four hours; the effects of a nap the following afternoon were subsequently tested

(Takahashi & Arito, 2000). The authors showed that napping improved accuracy on

performance measures, but speed of response was unaffected. Conversely, Song et al. (2002)

found that napping during sleep deprivation shortened reaction time but did not affect the

number of correct responses. MuUington (1995) also showed that reaction time improved

following a nap compared to a no-nap control condition. This discrepancy may exist due to a
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speed-accuracy trade off; participants emphasize speed at the expense of accuracy, depending

on task demands (e.g., stimulus-controlled response versus fast guesses; Oilman, 1966; Yellott,

1967, 1971). Furthermore, sleep inertia following a nap may have masked improvements to

speed more so than accuracy. Finally, speed-accuracy trade offs may have depended on the

type of task, where, for example, reaction time tasks are designed to be speeded tasks, while

other tasks, such as logical reasoning or serial math tasks, may be directed more toward

accuracy.

There is also a disagreement in the literature concerning objective versus subjective

measures following naps. Bonnet (1991) found that both objective and subjective sleepiness

were reduced by napping more than performance was enhanced. Minors and Waterhouse

(1987) established that naps alleviated subjective sleepiness during an irregular sleep/wake

schedule. However, Purnell et al. (2002) showed that performance, but not subjective

sleepiness, was improved following a nap during shift work. Sallinen et al. (1998) showed that

performance, physiological sleepiness, and subjective fatigue were all improved following a

nap during shift work. The number of lapses during a reaction time task and physiological

sleepiness were both reduced more than subjective fatigue was reduced. The discrepancies

between studies with respect to subjective measures may occur for a number of reasons. When

sleepy, individuals may be less able to accurately report their vigilance states. As well, each

study used a different measure to assess subjective sleepiness, which could explain the varying

results. Another possibility is that subjective sleepiness reports may be confounded by mood

alterations or cognitive distortions resulting from sleepiness. Thus, different results may be

related to the amount of sleep pressure participants were under.
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In studies of napping with sleep-satiated young adults, who have had a full night of

sleep prior to testing, subjective sleepiness, subjective rating of performance, and EEG arousal

were improved following a nap in mid-afternoon (14:00 h; Hayashi, Watanabe, & Hori, 1999),

and preceding the "post-lunch dip," (12:20 h; Hayashi & Hori, 1998; Hayashi, Ito, & Hori,

1999), but objective performance measures were only improved following the later nap.

Recently, Mednick et al. (2002) reported that performance deterioration on a visual texture

discrimination task was prevented by having participants take a mid-day nap. Mednick,

Nakayama, and Stickgold (2003) subsequently reported that a nap aided in learning a

perceptual task and that performance improvement following a 90-minute nap containing SWS

and REM sleep was equivalent to that following a full night of sleep. Results from a study by

Betrus (1986) indicated that young adults in either a 10-minute or 30-minute nap condition

showed increased vigour, decreased fatigue, decreased confusion, faster reaction times and

enhanced cognitive performance (i.e., number of correct additions) compared to those in no-

nap control conditions. There were no differences between nap conditions. Here, subjective

and objective measures were both improved. Such increases in performance and mood have

been shown to last from as short as 1 to 2 hours (Hayashi, Watanabe et al., 1999) to as long as

7 to 14 hours (Macchi et al., 2002), depending on the length of the nap. Specifically, Hayashi,

Watanabe et al. allowed participants to nap for 20 minutes at 14:00 h, while Macchi et al. gave

participants a 3-hour nap opportunity beginning at the same time of day. This difference

suggests that longer naps lead to extended performance benefits. Results with respect to how

long improvements persist could also depend on individual characteristics, since Hayashi,

Watanabe et al. employed young adults as participants, while Macchi et al. studied long-haul

truck drivers.
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A number of studies have investigated countermeasures to fatigue in addition to

napping, including caffeine and stimulant medication. In 1995, Bonnet, Gomez, Wirth, and

Arand compared the effects of a prophylactic nap to those of caffeine, and found that benefits

derived from a nap were less variable and lasted longer than those from caffeine. These

authors, Bonnet and Arand (1994, 2000), and Reyner and Home (1997) found that the

combined treatment of a nap and caffeine was superior to either alone. Each study employed a

different research design: Bonnet et al. used a 52-hour MSLT paradigm commencing at 20:00

h; Bonnet and Arand (1994) used an MSLT paradigm between the hours of 07:00 h and 17:00

h; Bonnet and Arand (2000) allowed participants a 0, 2, 4, or 8 hour nap at 12:00 h.; however,

Reyner and Home (1997) only allowed one 15-minute nap at 14:15 h. Hayashi, Masuda, and

Hori (2003) compared napping, caffeine, bright light, and face-washing as means to combat

mid-afternoon sleepiness; they found that the combined treatment of a nap and caffeine was

superior in alleviating subjective sleepiness and aiding performance. Batejat and Lagarde

(1999) conducted a similar study, comparing the effects of naps, a stimulant (i.e., Modafmil),

and the combined treatment on performance during sleep deprivation. The authors found that

naps did lead to cognitive performance benefits, and that these benefits were further enhanced

when Modafmil was combined with a nap. Benefits included improved reaction time, and

enhanced learning on a tracking task. These results are similar to those found in other studies

with the stimulant caffeine.

Caldwell and Caldwell (1998) observed that naps were superior to forced rest periods

for mood, alertness, and performance, indicating that it is sleep itself that is necessary for such

improvements. As well, the authors compared a nap taken using a sleep-promoting agent (i.e.,

Zolpidem tartrate) to placebo nap and no-nap conditions. The nap induced by the dmg showed
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greater attenuation of sleep deprivation-related deficits compared to both the no nap and

placebo nap conditions. More specifically, naps decreased sleepiness as measured by the

repeated test of sustained wakefulness and visual analogue scales; the naps improved mood as

measured with visual analogue scales and improved vigour scores; and, the naps improved

reaction time and accuracy on a flight simulation task. Zolpidem-aided naps were equivalent or

superior to placebo naps in all cases. The authors hypothesized that this outcome resulted from

differences in the amount of total sleep time, where more sleep was obtained with the drug.

More specifically, individuals in the Zolpidem-nap condition experienced faster sleep onset,

less Stage 1, and more Stage 4 compared to the placebo condition (Caldwell & Caldwell,

1998). A unique aspect of this study was the analytic strategy of using sleep architecture

variables to explain performance improvement, although the authors failed to investigate the

microarchitecture of the naps.

In sum, various studies have confirmed the beneficial effects of naps on measures such

as vigour, alertness, and cognitive performance, although different methodologies have been

used, and some inconsistent results have been found. Although studies often involve "forced

sleepiness" through sleep depriving participants, it is important to investigate sleepiness and

the role of naps in sleep-satiated individuals in an attempt to mimic real world situations, such

as sustained work environments.

Circadian placement. Investigators have also systematically varied the time of day at

which a nap is taken. Circadian rhythms "reflect 24-hour cycles of increases and decreases in a

range of biological and physiological fiinctions, including body temperature, heart rate, and

hormone secretion" (Hasher, Chung, May, & Foong, 2002, p. 200). These rhythms are also

seen in behavioural indices such as cognitive functioning (Hasher et al., 2002; Higuchi et al.
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2000) and mood (Giannotti, Cortesi, Sebastian!, & Ottaviano, 2002). In addition to sleep

propensity having a circadian rhythm (Borbely, 1982), both sigma and delta EEG power show

circadian rhythms during sleep (Tan et al., 2003). The circadian pattern of sleep propensity and

the cyclic pattern of sleep are both thought to reflect Process C (Borbely, 1982).

Consistent with the idea that fatigue is greatest at the circadian nadir, Dinges, Orne,

and Orne (1985) noted that naps are more commonly taken at the circadian nadir (e.g., mid-

afternoon; see also Aschoff, 1994). However, there is a practical problem with napping at the

circadian nadir, when sleep propensity is highest; sleep is deeper, leading to greater sleep

inertia upon awakening (Dinges et al, 1985; Jewett, 1997).

Lavie and Weler (1989) demonstrated that sleep efficiency was better, sleep latency

shorter, and amount of SWS greater in a nap taken closer to the afternoon circadian nadir in

alertness (15:00 h to 17:00 h), compared to a nap taken during the evening forbidden zone

(19:00 h to 21 :00 h). Although the two-process model suggests that earlier naps should have

lower sleep efficiency, a longer latency, and less SWS, because they occur after less time

awake, sleep propensity relies on the interaction between Process S and Process C. Even

though there may be less wakeftilness prior to a nap taken in the afternoon, the interaction of

Process S with Process C (which, for alertness, is at a minimum during the afternoon nap zone)

results in deeper sleep in the afternoon compared to the evening.

Since naps are influenced by circadian rhythms (Lockley & Skene, 1 997), one research

strategy involves varying the time of day a nap takes place during sustained wakefulness. For

example, Dinges et al. (1987) allowed participants to take a 2-hour nap at one of five times in a

56-hour period of wakeftilness. Naps at any time of day reduced reaction time deficits, but did

not affect mood or subjective sleepiness. Naps taken after 6 or 18 hours ofwakefulness
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showed more benefits than those taken after 30, 42, or 54 hours of wakefulness. As well, naps

taken after fewer hours of wakefulness prevented a mean drop in body temperature. Dinges et

al. (1987) concluded that the benefits seen after earlier naps resulted from the fact that naps

taken earlier prevented the drop in body temperature seen with extended wakefulness.

However, naps taken later allowed for great amounts of prior wakefulness; a 2-hour nap may

have been insufficient to alleviate decrements caused by sustained wakefulness. In other

investigations of circadian timing, Hayashi, Ito et al. (1999) studied the effects of a 20-minute

nap at 12:20 h, while Hayashi, Watanabe et al. (1999) studied a 20-minute nap taken at 14:00

h. In comparing the two studies, Hayashi, Ito et al. remarked that a nap placed later at 14:00 h

was more effective than one at 12:20 h in maintaining daytime arousal levels, during an alpha

attenuation task, and accuracy on logical reasoning and addition tasks. However, naps at both

times did improve subjective sleepiness, reaction time, and mood. The authors also noted the

discrepancy between their results and those of Dinges et al. While Dinges and colleagues

found that naps following less wakefulness were better, Hayashi, Ito et al. showed that a later

nap was better for performance and alertness. Hayashi' s group suggested that because Dinges

et al. had 12 hours between naps, and they only had 2 hours between naps taken in each study,

they could not compare the results. Since participants in the Dinges et al. study took naps

during sleep deprivation, and those in the Hayashi studies had a full night of sleep before

napping, the levels of homeostatic pressure between the studies could not be compared.

Hayashi, Ito et al. did note that the mid-afternoon nap in the Hayashi, Watanabe et al. study

was superior to their investigation because it coincided with a higher level of sleep propensity

based on the two-process model of sleep regulation. Thus, the timing of a nap will have a

bearing on the type or amount of benefit seen subsequently. Moreover, for sleep-satiated
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individuals, it may be best to choose a later nap time, following more wake time, to experience

maximum benefits, while sleep-deprived individuals are more likely to be extremely fatigued,

and thus later naps will not show more performance improvements.

Research has also investigated performance at different times of day following a nap

placed at a fixed time in order to determine how long performance benefits last (Hayashi, Ito et

al., 1999). Participants each underwent both a nap and no-nap condition at 12:20 h, and

completed a performance assessment battery at multiple testing times throughout the day

(every 20 minutes from 10:00 h to 18:00 h, except for 12:20 h to 13:00 h). Neither reaction

time nor accuracy on logical reasoning, mathematics, or auditory vigilance tasks was

improved. Additionally, although a time of day effect was found for sleepiness, fatigue, and

motivation in this study, napping did not mediate these effects, meaning that the differences

were due to circadian effects alone and were apparent following both the nap and no-nap

conditions.

In summary, research with healthy, young adults, which has focused on the circadian

timing of naps, has failed to identify a "best" time to nap; the circadian nadir in mid-afternoon

is when sleep propensity is highest, but this time also produces the most sleep inertia. Thus,

the ideal circadian placement of a nap remains unclear, but might depend on factors such as

individual sleep need; morningness-eveningness tendencies; quality of sleep during the

preceding night, and/or during the nap; or, amount of prior wakefulness.

Sleep inertia. Sleep inertia is a concern when investigating how naps of different

lengths influence post-nap behavioural, subjective, and physiological measures. Deeper sleep

is more likely to occur in a longer nap, and is also more likely to lead to sleep inertia, thereby

masking any benefits of the nap until sleep inertia dissipates. Sleep inertia is typically thought
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to result from awakening from SWS (Dinges, 1993b). Dinges noted that cognitive impairment

due to sleep inertia was worse than that due to sleep deprivation, and that impairment due to

sleep inertia is smaller for psychomotor and perceptual tasks than for information processing.

In a recent experimental investigation of sleep inertia, Ferrara et al. (2000) reported that sleep

inertia impairs motor, sensory-motor, and cognitive tasks; is characterized by confusion and

disorientation; becomes worse when individuals are sleep deprived; impairs accuracy more

than speed; and, varies in duration and severity with circadian phase. Since sleep inertia

becomes worse when individuals are sleep deprived, it follows that sleep inertia might be

worse for older adults who experience fragmented sleep at night, and therefore have higher

sleep pressure.

Sleep inertia is worse in the circadian trough than the peak, coinciding with the time

when sleep is more likely (Caldwell & Caldwell, 1998; Dinges et al., 1985). It is possible that

this phenomenon is associated with the stage of sleep from which the individual awakens (i.e.,

sleep architecture; Tassi et al., 1992) and/or depth of sleep throughout the sleep period (Jewett,

1997). For instance, in a study of 12 young, healthy good sleepers, Tietzel and Lack (2001)

suggested that although a 10-minute nap showed no sleep inertia effects, a 30-minute nap did.

They further argued that this difference occurred because seven and a half times more SWS

occurred in the longer nap. Finally, the duration of the nap (Tassi et al., 1992), the amount of

prior wakefulness before the nap (Dinges et al., 1987), or the extent of sleep deprivation

(Dinges et al., 1987) may have some bearing on the level of sleep inertia.

Reports have been inconsistent with respect to the duration that sleep inertia lasts

following awakening (e.g., Dinges, Orne, Evans, & Orne, 1981). It is important to have an

estimate of sleep inertia duration because it must be controlled when testing how performance.
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fatigue, and mood are affected by a nap; that is, these effects must be tested after sleep inertia

has dissipated. Ferrara and DeGennaro (2000) found that accuracy was more impaired than

speed on a serial subtraction task; thus, another design consideration to keep in mind is that

some tasks may be more sensitive to sleep inertia effects than others. This issue may also

explain the inconsistent findings regarding sleep inertia duration. In general, sleep inertia could

be expected to dissipate within 60 minutes (Maas, 1998). In fact, Salame et al. (1995) found

that sleep inertia lasted only 24 or 27 minutes post-awakening, depending on the task, and

Tassi et al. (1992) reported that sleep inertia persisted for only 15 minutes.

Nap duration. A number of studies have systematically varied the length of a nap to

determine the shortest nap that may be taken to achieve maximum benefits (e.g., Helmus et al.,

1997; Lumley, Roehrs, Zorick, Lamphere, & Roth, 1986; Tietzel & Lack, 2002a, 2002b). At

the same time, these studies aimed to determine the longest nap that may be taken without

resulting in substantial sleep inertia. Many of these studies were aimed at identifying practical

recommendations for napping in the workplace.

Tietzel and Lack (2002a, 2002b) have recently focused on identifying the "ideal" nap

duration, using healthy young adults with no history of sleep difficulties as participants. In an

earlier study (Tietzel & Lack, 2001), benefits were seen following both a 10- and 30-minute

nap, but a delay was needed to see benefits following the longer nap due to sleep inertia. The

authors suggested that these results were in contrast to the two-process model of sleep

regulation, which would predict that a longer nap would lead to greater benefits. Thus, Tietzel

and Lack (2001) hypothesized that benefits of napping depended not on the depth or length of

sleep, but instead on another process, sleep onset. Here, simply initiating sleep would be

sufficient to lead to measurable benefits. This idea was investigated in two subsequent studies.
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where participants limited their sleep on the night prior to the study to five hours. In the first

study, Tietzel and Lack (2002b) compared a 10-minute nap with 30- and 90-second naps (i.e.,

1 and 3 epochs, respectively). Only the 10-minute nap improved subjective and objective

alertness, decreased fatigue, increased vigour, and improved performance. No such effects

were seen following either length of ultra-short nap, indicating that more than sleep onset is

needed to make naps beneficial. These results are consistent with Process S, that longer sleep

is required for improvements in waking performance and cognition.

In the second study, Tietzel and Lack (2002a) compared 5-, 10-, 20-, and 30-minute

naps, as well as no nap, to determine if brief naps were as effective as longer naps. This study

employed a dose-response design, where nap duration was manipulated in five conditions.

They showed that the 10-, 20-, and 30-minute naps produced improvements in cognitive

performance and alertness, while the 5-minute nap and no nap conditions did not. Moreover,

the 10-minute nap showed immediate benefits, while the 20- and 30-minute naps led initially

to sleep inertia. Performance was improved 5 and 35 minutes after the 10-minute nap, 95

minutes after the 20-minute nap, and 35 and 155 minutes after the 30-minute nap. Three hours

post-nap, there were no differences between all five conditions. Thus, although all three nap

durations produced benefits, those following the 10-minute nap could be seen immediately

following the nap, while a delay following naps of longer durations was needed to allow sleep

inertia effects to dissipate. As well, the benefits following the 10-minute nap were superior at

all testing times compared to those following either longer nap. Consistent with the two-

process model of sleep regulation (Borbely, 1982), it would be expected that longer naps

would allow more opportunity for slow wave activity, reducing sleep pressure, thereby

producing greater waking benefits. However, increased slow wave activity would also lead to
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more sleep inertia, thereby delaying benefits. Thus, contrary to Process S, the 10-minute nap

was more beneficial than longer naps of 20 and 30 minutes, although all three nap lengths

were shown to be of some benefit.

Helmus et al. (1997) investigated the effects of nap duration on daytime sleepiness,

using the MSLT, in narcoleptic, sleep-deprived, and, sleep-satiated participants. Narcoleptic

and sleep-satiated participants spent eight hours in bed prior to the study, while sleep-deprived

participants spent no time in bed. Individuals participated in both a 15-minute and a 120-

minute nap condition. The authors' dependent measure was sleep latency on a modified MSLT

(participants were given one hour to sleep, three hours after the termination of either the 15-

minute or 120-minute nap). The authors found that all groups had longer sleep latencies on the

MSLT following the 120-minute nap, showing that sleepiness was more reduced following the

longer nap. Therefore, contrary to expectation, neither the pathologically sleepy group (i.e.,

narcoleptics), nor the experimentally sleep-deprived group, required more sleep during the nap

to experience benefits of the nap. No other dependent measures were used.

Similarly, Lumley et al. (1986) compared 15-, 30-, 60-, and 120-minute recovery naps

with a no nap condition, each following a night of total sleep deprivation, in a repeated

measures design with 10 healthy young adults (18 to 32 years old). Lumley and colleagues

discovered that alertness increased with nap length, although alertness levels following the two

longest nap durations were equivalent. Lumley and colleagues remarked that the extra 60

minutes in the 120-minute nap was predominately REM sleep. Since this extra sleep did not

improve performance over and above the 60-minute nap, it seems that REM sleep is not what

makes a nap recuperative in terms of alertness measured by sleep latency tests. However, REM

sleep may benefit individuals in other ways; for example, performance tasks involving
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learning and memory might show greater benefits following REM-containing naps. The results

from Lumley et al. are consistent with the Process S notion that the amount of delta power

relates to the restorative quality of sleep.

In general, based on the research outlined above, the ideal nap duration for healthy

young adults following a full night of sleep is approximately 10 to 20 minutes (e.g., Hayashi &

Hori, 1998; Hayashi, Watanabe et al., 1999; Tietzel & Lack, 2002a).

Experience with napping. Very little research has been conducted to investigate

individuals' experience with napping (i.e., whether they habitually nap or not). Anecdotally, it

seems there are individuals who avoid napping and those who must have a daily nap. Adults

may choose to nap on a regular basis for many reasons, including perception of sleepiness,

opportunity (Cottrell & Hildebrandt Karraker, 2002), and quality and amount of nocturnal

sleep (Chan, Phoon, Gan, & Ngui, 1989; Cottrell & Hildebrandt Karraker, 2002). In assessing

young adults' napping habits, Lawrence and Shurley (1970) collected information on whether

or not individuals napped when not working (78.6% replied that they did), frequency of

napping, typical nap duration, and typical time to nap. They found that how often college

students napped and the length of their naps were quite varied. College students were found to

nap at various times of the day as well (Lawrence & Shurley, 1970).

Habitual napping has been defined in a variety of ways. For example, Taub, Tanguay,

and Clarkson (1976) considered individuals who napped in the afternoon one or more times

per week, for a half an hour to two hours, for at least two years, as habitual nappers. A similar

definition has been used in related studies (Daiss, Bertelson, & Benjamin, 1986; Lawrence &

Shurley, 1972; Taub, 1977, 1979, 1982; Taub, Tanguay, & Rosa, 1977). Other studies have

evaluated how often individuals nap in order to define a "napper." Evans, Cook, Cohen, Orne,
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and Orne (1977) defined "nappers" as those who indicated that they sometimes, usually, or

always took naps during the day, and "non-nappers" as those who rarely or never napped.

Additionally, Evans and colleagues viewed "nappers" as those who found napping to have

restorative effects, and "non-nappers" as those who found napping unpleasant; this view was

validated by the fact that "nappers" reported feeling less sleepy, were more satisfied, and

derived more subjective benefit following a 60-minute afternoon nap than did non-nappers.

Similarly, Spiegel (1981) conducted a study, which compared habitual and non-habitual

nappers aged 61 to 70 years of age. The purpose of the study was to determine the extent to

which daytime naps were refreshing. Spiegel found that only habitual nappers awoke refreshed

from a nap. Despite the large number of research studies investigating napping, a standard

measure and definition of habitual napping remain lacking.

Most studies, such as those by Taub (1979), Taub et al. (1976), and Taub et al. (1977),

utilized only habitual nappers simply to ensure that participants slept. Previous research has

not looked at how experience with napping might mediate the effect of naps on performance

variables; it merely looks at the overall effects of napping for habitual nappers. It is possible

that non-habitual nappers choose not to nap because they derive no perceptible benefit, or

experience more sleep inertia. Studies using habitual nappers have confirmed that naps result

in benefits to mood, alertness and cognitive processing in this group. Future research should

consider the role of this individual difference variable.

Research has also failed to examine macroarchitecture and microarchitecture variables

during naps, either comparing habitual and non-habitual nappers, or for habitual nappers alone.

In a study using only habitual nappers, Taub and colleagues (1976) equated post-nap benefits

with sleep itself and not with a particular stage of sleep or nap duration. Subsequently,
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however, Taub (1979) discovered that sleep architecture covaried with performance and

fatigue measures; in particular, he found that Stage 4 sleep was associated with increased

sleepiness and REM with decreased sleepiness. However, Taub's group did not consider

quantitative EEG differences during the nap between habitual and non-habitual nappers, or

between sleep and rest conditions. These factors are important research design considerations

because they may increase sensitivity and thereby explain post-nap results.

Although Tietzel and Lack (2001) noted that their results might have differed had they

utilized habitual nappers instead of non-habitual nappers as their sample, only two studies have

systematically examined how outcome measures differ between these groups. Daiss et al.

(1986) and Keyes (1989) showed that only mood improved for both habitual and non-habitual

nappers who napped or rested. Performance measures were unaffected in either study. These

findings are questionable, however, as previous research has shown clear performance benefits

of napping over bedrest (e.g., Betrus, 1986; Bonnet, 1991; Caldwell & Caldwell, 1998; Taub,

1982; Tietzel & Lack, 2002a). Daiss et al. appropriately randomly assigned participants to

conditions. However, Keyes (a) conducted a home-study, where participants' self-reports

might have been inaccurate and biased the results; and (b) placed habitual nappers in the

napping and rest conditions but non-habitual nappers only in the rest condition, perhaps

assuming that non-habitual nappers would not sleep. A more appropriate design would have

been to counterbalance participants across conditions. Furthermore, as Daiss et al. noted in

their discussion, the improved mood could have resulted from demand characteristics where

participants thought that they were expected to experience an improved mood; such demand

characteristics would not have been as easily manifested in performance tasks. Daiss et al. also

allowed only 15 minutes to elapse before post-nap testing. Performance improvements could
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therefore have been masked by sleep inertia. Additional research comparing habitual and non-

habitual nappers is hmited to a study by Johnston, Landis, Lentz, and Shaver (2001), which

suggested that there were no differences in sleep quality or polysomnography (PSG) during the

night between the two groups. The authors merely commented that habitual nappers might be

those with more daytime sleepiness, but they did not collect data during the daytime.

It is also necessary to examine EEG during a nap. Since there are individuals who nap

frequently and those who do not nap, it seems plausible that there are sleep architecture and/or

EEG differences that occur during the nap, which make napping rewarding only for some.

Habitual nappers may be those who have learned to nap well because they have engaged in

this behaviour frequently, or they may have a predisposition to nap well, propelling them to

nap more frequently. In either case, it is possible that the differences between these groups

may be due to or reflected in underlying EEG differences. For instance, EEG power values

that reflect depth or character of sleep may differ between habitual and non-habitual nappers.

In addition, differences in sleep phasic events, such as K-complexes and sleep spindles, may

represent individual differences in sleep-related information processing (e.g., consolidation of

newly learned skills).

Furthermore, it may be the case that habitual nappers may be more sensitive to

ultradian rhythms, which are biological rhythms with a periodicity shorter than 24 hours

(Schulz, 1993). Dinges (1992) reported that habitual nappers have lower pre-nap body

temperatures on days when they napped compared to days when they did not nap, and lower

pre-nap body temperatures compared to non-habitual nappers on nap days. Ahhough Dinges

suggested that this effect reflected the preparatory response of habitual nappers to take a nap, it

seems equally likely that habitual nappers take naps in response to this lowered temperature.
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Thus, it is important to consider experience with napping when examining the benefits of a

nap.

Otherpersonalityfactors. Very little research has examined how experience with

napping is related to other personality traits. Although Ishihara, Miyasita, Inugami, Fukuda,

and Miyata (1987) reported that evening types were more extroverted, neurotic and anxious

than morning types, they did not include experience with napping in their study. However, it is

plausible that morning types would nap more often simply because they are awake longer at

typical afternoon nap times; the sleep pressure of morning types would be higher at afternoon

nap times than that of evening types. A single study (Frisoni, De Leo, Rozzini, & Trabucchi,

1996) found that habitual napping had a positive relationship with obsessive-compulsive

symptoms in elderly persons. The authors elaborated that individuals with obsessive-

compulsive personalities adhere to strict schedules, which could include napping. They also

suggested that a third variable, such as culture, could be associated with both obsessive-

compulsive personalities and a preference for napping. Indeed, experience with napping may

be a personality factor that is related to other personality traits.

Aging, Sleep, and Cognitive Performance

Sleep and napping. Sleep is dramatically different in older adults. These changes

include an increase in sleep disorders, and sleep that is fragmented, shorter, and lighter

(WiUiams et al., 1972). There is an increased incidence of daytime napping for older

individuals compared to younger adults (National Sleep Foundation, 2003). Researchers have

asked whether daytime napping compensates for or exacerbates night sleep fragmentation

(Ancoli-Israel & Kripke, 1991). It is generally thought that napping is not a primary factor in

the nocturnal sleep fragmentation seen in the aged because such fragmentation occurs in the
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absence of napping (Jacobs et al., 1989; Middelkoop et al., 1996; Wauquier, van Sweden,

Lagaay, Kemp, & Kamphuisen, 1992; Williams et al., 1972). A number of researchers have

argued that a poor night of sleep increases the level of daytime sleepiness, thereby increasing

napping frequency in older adults (Ancoh-Israel & Kripke, 1991; Hays, Blazer, & Foley,

1996; Hoch et al., 1997). Conversely, Haimov and Lavie (1997) argued that a poor night of

sleep has no effect on napping, suggesting that napping occurs for appetitive reasons. Haimov

and Lavie showed that the only changes to daytime sleep propensity that occur with age are an

attenuation and advancement of the circadian rhythm. They argued that these changes do not

directly affect the increased daytime sleepiness seen in advancing age. Tamaki, Shirota,

Hayashi, and Hori (2000) concurred that appetitive naps often occur in older adults, who might

nap to gain benefits, as opposed to napping in response to sleep debt. In studies with older

participants, Aber and Webb (1986), Morin and Gramling (1989), and BeuUens (1995) all

found that naps had no effect on a subsequent night sleep. Morin and Gramling came to this

conclusion by finding that the napping habits of elderly persons with and without insomnia

were equivalent. Aber and Webb cautioned that their findings were limited to naps of less than

one hour. Monk et al. (2001) showed that, although napping slightly reduced nocturnal sleep

efficiency, no other measures (e.g., sleep latency, nocturnal awakenings, or stage percentages)

were different between nap and no-nap conditions. Neubauer (1999), however, suggested that

napping might contribute to poor night sleep (i.e., insomnia). Monk et al. commented that the

increase in napping seen with increasing age is due to increased opportunity (e.g., retirement),

flattened circadian rhythms, and health problems (e.g., arthritis). In summary, it is generally

held that napping does not make nocturnal sleep worse; it seems most probable that napping

occurs in response to poor sleep at night, thereby compensating for the poor quality and/or
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short duration of nocturnal sleep; however, since there is more opportunity for napping

following retirement, napping in older individuals may also occur for appetitive reasons. As in

younger adults, there are a variety of reasons for napping.

Research on napping in older adults is quite limited, and is typically confined to survey

data used to assess the frequency of napping in such a population. For instance, although they

only had a sample of 19 individuals, Webb and Swinburne (1971) reported that almost all

elderly individuals who were surveyed took naps; they suggested that some napping was

appetitive. Beh (1994), and Ohayon and Zulley (1999) found that the prevalence of napping

increased linearly with age, which was also shown with the 2003 "Sleep in America" poll

(National Sleep Foundation, 2003). For adults aged 65 and over, for instance, Beh showed that

nap frequency increases with each 5-year age range, and that a significantly greater proportion

of the sample aged 75 and above took a daily nap compared to those 70 years old and younger.

Ohayon and Zulley similarly found that 22.2% of individuals aged 15 to 99 years napped at

least twice a week, but this statistic increased to 53.3% for those aged 75 and above. Frisoni et

al. (1996) found that napping in the elderly was bimodal; older adults either always napped or

never did.

Cognitive processing. Mood (Busse, 1992); alertness (Ohayon & Zulley, 1999); and

cognitive performance, such as processing speed (Davies et al., 1992), attention (Barr &

Giambra, 1990; Plude & Doussard-Roosevelt, 1989), memory (Kadar et al., 1990), declarative

learning (Kirasic et al., 1996), and response inhibition (Kramer et al., 1994), all typically

decline with age. Interindividual variability on these measures also increases with age

(Huhsch, MacDonald, & Dixon, 2002). In an ERP study of the "extremely old" (i.e., 84 to 98

years old), it was found that P300 latency increases while its amplitude decreases (Oken &
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Kaye, 1992). Latency changes indicated slowed time to discriminate stimuli while amplitude

reductions suggested deficits in allocation of attention or stimulus categorization.

The cognitive deficits resulting from aging may be compounded by sleep debt

occurring due to fragmented sleep experienced by older adults. Philip et al. (2004) found that

although older adults initially had slower reaction times compared to younger adults, only

younger participants' reaction times became slower during sleep deprivation. However, a

number of recent studies have demonstrated that during sleep deprivation, younger participants

showed greater performance decreases on a variety of tasks compared to their older

counterparts (Baffy, Rogers, Van Dongen, & Dinges, 2004; Mazza, Dijk, & Klerman, 2004;

Sagaspe et al., 2004). Similarly, when comparing older and younger adults at a time of high

sleepiness, Bonnefond, Rohmer, Hoeft, Muzet, and Tassi (2003) showed that the performance

of older adults was only impaired compared to younger adults for complex tasks, not simple

ones. They further remarked that different strategies were employed by participants in each

age group, suggesting that individuals of different ages cope with sleepiness in different ways.

The authors suggested that the older participants may have used a more cautious strategy

during testing; this idea reflects the speed-accuracy trade off that is commonly seen in sleep

deprivation paradigms. It is possible that older participants may need to employ different

strategies to achieve the same level of performance as their younger counterparts.

Frontal lobefunction. In order to offset age-related declines in such areas, older adults

process information differently (e.g., Pelosi & Blumhardt, 1999). Generally, information-

processing is slowed. Kramer et al. (1994) suggested that this slowing may be due to

inefficient inhibitory processes, resulting in deficits in selective attention and working

memory. Older adults have more trouble inhibiting (or ignoring) irrelevant information.
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Moreover, these deficits are likely due to decreases in frontal lobe functioning (Kramer et al.,

1994). Thus, the frontal lobes are implicated in the changes to information-processing capacity

seen with aging. More specifically, MacPherson et al. (2002) found that only tasks relying on

the dorsolateral region of the prefrontal cortex showed declines due to aging, and interpreted

this finding to mean that declines occur only in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, rather than

the global prefrontal cortex.

Additionally, the prefrontal cortex has been implicated in sleepiness (Home, 1993);

when sleepy, tasks that rely on the prefrontal cortex show deficits. Kryger, Monjan, Bliwise,

and Ancoli-Israel (2004) remarked that the poor sleep of older adults results in deficits to

attention and memory. Recently, using functional magnetic resonance imaging, Chee and

Choo (2004) noted that the patterns of activation and deactivation in certain brain regions seen

following 24 hours of total sleep deprivation in healthy young adults were similar to those

observed in sleep-satiated elderly participants performing the same working memory tasks.

Home (2004) has also reported that the performance of younger adults following 36 hours of

sleep deprivation is equivalent to the normal functioning of 65 year olds. Recent studies

employing imaging techniques during sleep deprivation have shown that additional brain

regions are recmited to compensate for deficits to frontal lobe functioning; the increased

activation is seen especially in right parietal regions (Anderson et al., 2004; Dmmmond et al.,

2000; Dmmmond et al., 2001; Terry et al., 2004). EEG in the Anderson et al. study was

recorded from sleeping participants, and while participants completed waking

neuropsychological tests. The participants in the Dmmmond et al. studies were sleep deprived,

and EEG was recorded while they did tasks of verbal learning (2000, 2001) and arithmetic

processing (2001). Similar patterns of brain activity in sleep-deprived and older participants
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have illustrated that both types of participants compensate for frontal impairments in the same

way (Anderson et al., 2004; Terry et al., 2004). Deactivation in frontal regions, associated with

deficits to frontal lobe function, has been shown to elicit activation in right parietal regions, as

a compensatory response. Drummond, Houston, and Bondi (2004) noted that cerebral

activation, as measured with ftinctional magnetic resonance imaging, results from both sleep

deprivation and aging (for example, on tests of learning and memory). They hypothesized that

the similarity may be due to partial sleep deprivation experienced by older adults, but

surprisingly found that greater cerebral activation was associated with more prior sleep. The

results of this study are preliminary and data collection is ongoing. However, since the sleep of

older adults is less restorative, it was expected that the frontal lobes would be impaired, and,

therefore, performance on frontal lobe-based tasks would be impaired, independent of other

age-related deficits. The frontal lobes are susceptible to both the effects of sleepiness and of

aging (Munch et al., 2004). Since cognitive impairment and associated brain activity in older

adults mimic that seen following sleep deprivation, such impairments may result from

sleepiness over and above age-related declines.

The effects ofnapping on cognitive performance. A limited amount of research has

looked at how napping mitigates the cognitive changes seen with age. Creighton (1995)

demonstrated that some cognitive improvements were apparent when naps were taken by older

hospital patients. Participants completed measures of alertness, concentration, strength,

coordination, and reaction time. As Creighton noted, results suggested improvements on all

but reaction time measures; however, improvements to reaction time were expected based on

previous literature (e.g.. Song et al., 2002). Monk et al. (2001) also indicated that the daytime

performance of older adults was enhanced due to napping. Previous studies have often
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employed repeated measures designs to assess whether a nap produces benefits within the

same individual, because comparing performance on such tasks between individuals is

difficult, especially since older individuals may have more varied levels of performance with

the tasks at baseline. For example, Tamaki et al. (2000) and Tamaki, Shirota, Tanaka, Hayashi,

and Hori (1999) demonstrated, with nap and resting conditions one week apart, that a daytime

nap improved performance and decreased subjective and objective sleepiness and fatigue in

older aduhs. Younger comparison groups were not used, making it impossible to determine if

these results would have differed by age. As well, using only habitual nappers, these studies

failed to compare their results with non-habitual nappers. The only study to date to compare

habitual nappers and non-habitual nappers in an older aduh group only found that habitual

nappers had poorer sleep at night (Floyd, 1995). Although participants were heahhy, good

sleepers according to self-report, no objective measures of heakh status were obtained and no

PSG was conducted to screen for sleep disorders. Thus, it is possible that participants in this

study napped in response to poor nocturnal sleep; therefore, these habitual nappers may not

have been healthy individuals -who preferred to nap, but perhaps those who needed to nap.

Indeed, more research is needed to determine how daytime napping affects cognitive

performance, and in particular frontal lobe functioning, in an older adult population.

Summary and Critique ofResearch

Previous research has rarely compared benefits of a nap between older and younger

adults. For instance, although Yoon, Kripke, Youngstedt, and Elliott (2003) used actigrapy to

report that nap durations did not differ between 18 to 32 year olds and 60 to 75 year olds, they

did not investigate whether different nap durations were associated with different performance

or subjective benefits in these different age groups. Beh (1994) pointed out that studies of
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napping in the elderly lack EEG data; in particular, no EEG data collected during naps have

been provided. EEG data would provide a finer measure of sleep quality and character, which

might be more accurate in accounting for post-nap performance differences. Furthermore, the

benefits of napping for information processing, as measured using ERPs, have not been

provided to date. These data would be important in light of oft-reported cognitive differences

in older adults, and to understand the nature of performance differences between younger and

older adults as a result of napping. Finally, napping studies have typically employed habitual

nappers as their participants to ensure that they were able to sleep during the afternoon (e.g.,

Taub, 1979; Taub et al., 1976; Taub et al., 1977). However, studies have rarely compared the

nap sleep of habitual and non-habitual nappers, or compared the benefits of a nap between

these two groups.

In summary, many studies have attempted to determine how to maximize benefits of

napping (e.g., Bonnet, 1991; Bonnet & Arand, 1994; Macchi et al., 2002; Purnell et al., 2002;

Sallinen et al., 1998; Tietzel & Lack, 2001), including increased vigilance, attentiveness, and

mood, while minimizing the harm from residual grogginess (i.e., sleep inertia). The majority of

studies have employed healthy young adults as participants. Specifically, the research has

examined the effects of circadian timing and duration of a nap on performance and well-being.

Researchers have manipulated the timing ofwhen naps are taken to identify the best time of

day for napping in situations such as extended work environments (e.g., Dinges et al, 1987).

They have also sought to determine the ideal nap length (e.g., Tietzel & Lack, 2002a,b), and

found 10 to 20 minutes to be best for improved performance and limited sleep inertia (e.g.,

Hayashi & Hori, 1998; Hayashi, Watanabe et al., 1999; Tietzel & Lack, 2002a).
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However, previous research has failed to investigate two key variables that may

influence the benefits of napping: age and napping experience (i.e., whether a person is a

habitual napper or non-habitual napper). Researchers have considered napping in different age

groups only in the context of identifying the prevalence of napping in older individuals;

research typically relies on survey data to answer this question. As well, research has yet to

focus on how different age groups may benefit more or less from an afternoon nap. There is

justification for investigating the unique response to napping in older adults for a number of

reasons: (a) They nap more frequently, (b) Their nocturnal sleep architecture and strength of

circadian rhythms are altered, and (c) They experience age-related declines in waking

cognitive ftinction. A secondary consideration for this thesis is whether experience with

napping influences benefits of napping. It is possible that non-habitual nappers would have

different responses to napping and these differences may be reflected in underlying EEG

differences. Thus, this thesis aims to investigate whether benefits of napping differ by age, nap

duration, or experience with napping. Experience with napping was first investigated in Study

1, in order to determine if habitual nappers and non-habitual nappers have unique responses to

a short afternoon nap in young adults. Based on the outcome, Study 2 then investigated

whether age, in addition to experience with napping, influenced the benefits following short

and long afternoon naps compared to a no-nap reading control condition.
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Study 1 : Experience with Napping in Healthy Young Adults

Rationale

Some individuals take regular daytime naps, whereas others will report that they never

take naps. Research on the benefits of napping has often restricted the sample to habitual

nappers simply to ensure that participants would be able to sleep in the laboratory during the

daytime (e.g., Taub, 1977, 1979, 1982; Taub et al., 1976; Taub et al., 1977). Although these

studies have confirmed the benefits of a nap for habitual nappers, no study to date has

systematically investigated the benefits of napping in both habitual nappers and non-habitual

nappers. Although Dinges (1992) compared the nap sleep architecture of habitual and non-

habitual nappers in order to determine in they slept differently, no study has determined (a)

how quantitative EEG characteristics during the nap differentiate habitual and non-habitual

nappers and predict the benefits that result from a nap; (b) how waking information processing

and attention, as measured by ERPs, differ between habitual and non-habitual nappers

following a nap; or (c) how other personality characteristics of the two groups may underlie

individual differences in napping preference. This study was undertaken as part of a larger

project related to afternoon napping. Its purpose was to verify whether or not habitual and non-

habitual nappers could be identified in a survey, and to ftirther assess group differences in the

EEG of the nap and cognitive benefits following the nap.

Few studies have looked at quantitative EEG during naps. Takahashi and Arito (1998)

reported that delta power (a measure of deep NEEM sleep) and P300 latency following a nap

were positively correlated, such that more delta power during a nap was associated with a

longer P300 latency following the nap. This finding indicates that greater delta activity is

associated with a greater level of sleep inertia following the nap; the sleep inertia was reflected
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in the delayed P300. However, this study did not investigate how quantitative EEG differed

between habitual and non-habitual nappers, and, in fact, the authors failed to make such a

distinction.

Characteristically, napping studies involve measures of subjective (e.g., rating scale;

Macchi et al., 2002) and objective fatigue (e.g., power spectral analysis for alpha and theta

bands, Macchi et al., 2002; e.g., sleep onset latency. Bonnet et al., 1995), alertness (Caldwell

& Caldwell, 1998), mood (Caldwell & Caldwell, 1998), and reaction time and accuracy (Gil,

1998; Tietzel & Lack, 2002a; Webb, 1987). Other studies have also simply described sleep

parameters during a daytime nap, such as total sleep time, stage percentages, and stage

latencies (Bonnet, 1991; Bonnet & Arand, 1994, 1998; Gillberg et al., 1996; Hayashi,

Watanabe et al., 1999; Macchi et al., 2002; Rosenthal et al., 1999; Sallinen et al., 1998). Few

studies have examined quantitative electrophysiology, such as ERPs, in relation to napping.

The P300 component of the ERP represents high-level processing such as stimulus

discrimination (Picton et al., 1995) or conscious processing of a stimulus (Cote, 2002). P300

latency represents the time required for stimulus categorization and evaluation, while

amplitude represents the extent of cognitive resources (i.e., attention) available for the

evaluation of the stimulus (Picton et al., 1995). Song et al. (2002) found that when naps were

taken during sleep deprivation, the latency of the P300 was shortened compared to when no

naps were taken. Takahashi and Arito (2000) and Takahashi et al. (1998) found that in sleep-

deprived participants, P300 latency was shorter following a nap, but that its amplitude was not

affected. These studies indicate that napping in sleep-deprived individuals improves

information processing capabilities, particularly stimulus evaluation time. However, no study

has investigated whether P300 latency and amplitude following a nap differ between habitual
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and non-habitual nappers, and whether these improvements in waking cognition are related to

unique sleep macro- or microarchitecture between the two groups.

Very little information on personality is mentioned in napping studies. Frisoni et al.

(1996) found that habitual napping had a positive relationship with obsessive-compulsive

symptoms in elderly persons. Here, it is possible that elderly habitual nappers emphasized

routine to a greater degree. It may also be possible that young habitual nappers place a high

value on routine (e.g., nap every afternoon at 14:00 h). The closest association that such a trait

has with the Big Five personality factors is that of conscientiousness. Thus, it may be

reasonable to predict that habitual nappers will be more conscientious than non-habitual

nappers. Ishihara et al. (1987) found that evening type people had more flexible and irregular

sleep schedules, and were more extroverted and neurotic. Since a more flexible sleep schedule

likely allows for more opportunity to nap, it was predicted in this study that habitual nappers

would show more extraversion and neuroticism.

Hypotheses

This study was designed to (a) identify habitual and non-habitual nappers through

surveys; and (b) investigate the difference between habitual and non-habitual nappers in a

group of healthy young adults, in terms ofEEG characteristics during a brief 20-minute nap;

ERP, performance, and subjective measures following the nap; and, personality measures. The

focus of this study was to determine if a distinction could, in fact, be drawn between

individuals who habitually nap and those who do not.

Since habitual nappers were, by definition, those who reported napping more often,

they likely slept better during a nap, and were more efficient at reducing Process S. Thus, the
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sleep architecture of the nap was expected to differ between habitual nappers and non-habitual

nappers. Specifically, the following outcomes were expected:

1. Habitual nappers would have a shorter sleep latency, enhanced sleep efficiency

and quality, and increased total sleep time (i.e., better sleep).

2. Habitual nappers would show greater power for frequency bands representing

EEG slowing (e.g., greater theta, less alpha) and more restorative sleep (e.g.,

greater delta, greater sigma).

Since habitual nappers presumably derived some benefit from napping, they would

function and feel better after napping. Non-habitual nappers, however, likely had worsened

moods and performance, perhaps because their nap sleep was lighter or shorter, or they took

longer to fall asleep. Additionally, they may have been more sensitive to sleep inertia. Thus,

they would ftinction and feel better on afternoons when they remained awake. The following

were therefore expected:

3. Habitual nappers who napped and non-habitual nappers who did not nap (i.e.,

those in their preferred conditions) would have improved mood, decreased

subjective sleepiness, and shortened reaction times compared to habitual nappers

who were prevented from napping and compared to non-habitual nappers who

were asked to nap (i.e., those in their non-preferred conditions).

4. In post-nap measures of auditory processing, ERP components (Nl, P2, and P300)

would have amplitude changes, indicating more cognitive resources available, and

shortened latencies, indicating less time needed for stimulus categorization, for

habitual nappers who napped and non-habitual nappers who were prevented

from napping (i.e., those in their preferred conditions) compared to habitual
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nappers who were prevented from napping and compared to non-habitual

nappers who were asked to nap (i.e., those in their non-preferred conditions).

Since previous research has suggested that certain personaHty variables may be related

to individual differences in experience with napping, the following was anticipated:

5. Habitual nappers would be more conscientious, extroverted and neurotic, as

assessed by the Big Five personality factors. These relationships may be related to

other constructs, such as morningness-eveningness tendencies, which in turn

might affect daytime sleepiness and performance.

Method

Participants

Participant recruitment. Participants were recruited from an Introductory Psychology

class and asked to complete a survey on "napping behaviour" (see Appendix A). Suitable

candidates were then invited to participate in a daytime napping study on a single afternoon in

the Sleep Laboratory. The purpose of this preliminary survey was to collect information on

demographics (e.g., age, gender, weight, and handedness), sleep/wake habits and history, and

general napping tendencies of healthy young adults. Of the 137 individuals who completed the

survey, 69 were not considered for ftirther participation for the following reasons: 7 were left-

handed; 2 were outside the desired age range (18-30 years old); 28 identified themselves as

poor sleepers; 30 indicated on the survey that they were not interested ftirther in participating;

1 indicated he/she would not be available during the afternoons to participate in the study; and,

1 had poor hearing. Of the 68 remaining individuals who were later contacted to be scheduled,

21 were no longer interested in participating in the study; 7 were not available; and, 1 was

excluded at this point due to night shift work. The 39 remaining individuals who were
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contacted by telephone provided information about their caffeine and nicotine use, sleep

schedules, general health and medication usage (see Appendix B for script for telephone

interview).

Participant screening and selection. Participants were 39 healthy young adults (19

men) between the ages of 18 and 30 (M= 20 years, SD^l years) without a history of medical,

psychiatric, or sleeping difficulties, and free from medication. Participants were enrolled in an

Introductory Psychology course, and were given course credit for their participation. Only

non-smokers and minimal caffeine users (i.e., 3 or fewer caffeinated beverages per day) were

included in the study because both caffeine and nicotine are stimulants and might have

affected neurobehavioural performance (Abou-Donia et al., 2003; Wyatt, Cajochen, Ritz-De

Cecco, Czeisler, & Dijk, 2004); no individuals were excluded at any point for these reasons.

Finally, participants' hearing was verified to be within normal levels (i.e., below 15 dB ISO at

500, 1000, 1500, and 2000 binaurally). Participants were divided into two groups, habitual

nappers {n = 23) and non-habitual nappers {n= 16) based on their survey data. Participants

who indicated that they napped "once or twice a week" or "every day" were classified as

habitual nappers; those who reported that they "never" took naps or did so only "once or twice

a month" were considered non-habitual nappers. This classification is similar to that of Evans

et al. (1977), who defined "nappers" as those who indicated that they sometimes, usually, or

always took naps during the day, and "non-nappers" as those who rarely or never napped.

Evans et al. were the only researchers to define both habitual and non-habitual napping in

terms of napping frequency; other studies merely defined habitual napping. Frequency of

napping was the criterion used to categorize habitual and non-habitual nappers because this

individual difference variable represented experience with napping. Habitual nappers were
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individuals who had more experience with napping; this experience could have made the nap

sleep architecture and quantitative EEG different than that of non-habitual nappers, who had

less experience with napping. These sleep-related differences could in turn be responsible for

different benefits of napping between the two groups.

Participants were then randomly assigned to either a 20-minute nap condition {n = 20;

12 habitual nappers and 8 non-habitual nappers) or a 20-minute resting control condition {n =

19; 1 1 habitual nappers and 8 non-habitual nappers).

Questionnaires

In addition to the napping survey designed for this study, several questionnaires were

used as screening tools and to provide additional information about the sample. In the

laboratory, participants provided demographic information, and then completed a sleep/wake

questionnaire, a medical history questionnaire, an additional napping survey, a fatigue

questionnaire, a circadian rhythm questionnaire and a personality questionnaire. The

sleep/wake questionnaire (see Appendix C) asked about sleeping habits and difficulties,

medication use, shift work, family sleep history, and health. The purpose of the medical

history questionnaire (see Appendix D) was to assess sleep and psychiatric difficulties, chronic

illness, and learning disorders. No participants were excluded on the basis of any of these

criteria at this point. The napping survey (see Appendix E) probed ftirther about napping

preference (e.g., "How often would you nap if your schedule was such that you could nap

every day?"), as well as making comparisons between weekday and weekend napping. The

fatigue questionnaire (Yositake, 1978; see Appendix F) assessed fatigue level within the last

week, while the circadian rhythm questionnaire assessed morningness-eveningness tendencies

(Home & Ostberg, 1976; see Appendix G). Finally, the personality questionnaire (IPIP-NEO;
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available from http://ipip.ori.org; see Appendix H) collected information on the Big Five

personality factors.

In addition to these screening tools, participants were given a sleep and activity diary

(see Appendix I) to be completed for the three days prior to the study. This diary allowed

participants to record their time in bed, providing an estimated sleep onset and wake time, as

well as specific activities such as meals and exercise. The purpose of the diary was simply to

confirm that participants were complying with study instructions (i.e., maintaining regular

sleep/wake schedules, consuming minimal amounts of caffeine).

During the study, participants were also given pre- and post-sleep questionnaires (see

Appendix J and Appendix K, respectively), which assessed levels of mood and sleepiness

before and after the nap or reading period.

EEG and Performance Tasks

In the laboratory, participants completed a simple motor procedural learning task and

an auditory oddball ERP task before and after the nap or reading period. The motor task was

used for the purpose of pilot testing for another study in the laboratory and will not be

discussed ftarther here (see Fogel, Milner, & Cote, 2004 for a description of these data). The

auditory oddball ERP task involved differentiating between tones oftwo different pitches and

responding only to the tone with the higher pitch. Generally, in an ERP task such as this, an

individual is presented with a series of auditory tones. At rare and random times, the standard

stimulus is replaced with a stimulus that differs in pitch. Typically, the individual is asked to

push a response button when he or she detects this 'target' (i.e., rare) stimulus. During the

oddball paradigm, the Nl and P2 ERP components are eUcited to both standard and target

stimuli, while the P300 ERP component is elicited when the person detects the target stimulus
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(Picton et al., 1995). Nl and P2 components reflect early information processing. The latency

of the P300 reflects the time to stimulus classification, whereas P300 amplitude reflects the

amount of attention allocated (Picton et al., 1995). P300 latency has been reported to be

delayed and its amplitude diminished following total sleep deprivation (Harsh & Badia, 1989;

Lee, Kim, & Suh, 2003). Therefore, it should be sensitive to differences in arousal level

following a nap. In this study, the pitch oddball paradigm involved delivering a 70 dB tone

binaurally (duration = 50 ms; inter-stimulus interval = 1000 - 2000 ms, 1500 ms on average).

The standard was a 1000 Hz tone presented on 80% of trials and the target was a 2000 Hz tone

presented at random on 20% of trials. The participants' task was to respond as quickly and

accurately as possible to the rare, target tones by pressing a hand-held button. Reaction time to

each correct trial was stored on computer, but not displayed to participants as feedback.

EEG Recording andAnalysis

Polysomnographic data (EEG, EOG, EMG) were collected in the Brock University

Sleep Research Laboratory. The laboratory is equipped with two bedrooms, which are sound-

attenuated and equipped with a single bed, dresser, and computer workstation. Data were

collected with electrode caps (Electro-Cap International, Inc.) and sampled at 256 Hz using

64-channel Mizar Digital amplifiers (Tyco, Inc.). These amplifiers have built-in hardware

filters of 0.099 Hz to 1 15.20 Hz (.45 x sampling rate). Data were collected and analyzed with

Spyder software, which is a program for the acquisition and analysis ofEEG and ERPs (Tyco,

Inc.). A 60 Hz notch filter was applied for recording, and an additional 1.00 Hz low-cut

software filter was applied offline prior to power spectral analyses ofEEG. No additional

software filters were applied prior to ERP analyses.
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A 20-channel montage (FPl, FP2, Fz, F3, F4, F7, F8, Cz, C3, C4, T7, T8, Pz, P3, P4,

P7, P8, Oz, Ol, 02) was applied to record EEG signals during the oddball task as well as

during the nap or reading period. Naps were sleep stage scored according to Rechtschaffen and

Kales (1968) criteria. Two sleep scorers had established their interrater reliability for all stages

at 94%. An additional distinction was made between Stage la (less than 50% alpha per epoch)

and Stage lb (presence of vertex sharp waves) in order to investigate the transition to sleep

with greater sensitivity. Sleep architecture variables (minutes per stage, percentages of each

stage, latency to each stage, and sleep efficiency) were calculated.

Power spectral analysis was performed on the nap or reading period EEG data using

FFT techniques available in the Spyder software program. The first two minutes of artifact-

free wake. Stage 1, and Stage 2 were submitted to power spectral analysis (PSA). For analysis

of waking data for participants in the reading control condition, the first and last two minutes

of artifact-free EEG were submitted to power spectral analysis. Data from both the beginning

and end of the reading period were submitted to validate that alertness did not change during

the rest period. EEG data were quantified as the power (fiV^/Hz) of each of the following pre-

defined frequency bands: delta, 1 - 4 Hz; theta, 4 - 8 Hz; alphal, 8 - 10 Hz; alpha2, 10-12

Hz; sigmal, 12 - 13.5 Hz; sigma2, 13.5 - 15 Hz; and, beta, 15-25 Hz.

EEG data recorded during the auditory ERP task were divided offline into discrete

trials ("sweeps"). Each sweep began 100 ms prior to stimulus onset and continued until 1000

ms after stimulus presentation. Data were automatically rejected if the EOG exceeded +/- 100

|iV on each trial. If too many trials were excluded by the automatic averaging routine (more

than 30% of trials), then individual trials were inspected, which resulted in additional trials

being included where there was no obvious eye movement. On average, 34.33% of trials
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overall were lost for habitual nappers who napped; 25.94% of trials were lost for the habitual

nappers who read; 28.02% of trials were lost for non-habitual nappers who napped; and,

40.08% of trials were lost for non-habitual nappers who read. Trials were averaged separately

for target and non-target stimuli for each individual. Grand averages were computed for each

of the four groups. Thirty-five participants were included in the grand averages; two habitual

nappers who napped and two habitual nappers who read were excluded from the ERP analysis

due to technical problems (i.e., electrophysiological signals were obscured by noise from

response button). Data were then filtered at 15 Hz for visual display.

The Nl, P2, and P300 ERP components were initially identified in the grand average

waveforms for each condition. Nl and P2 were identified at Cz, where they are maximal,

while the P300 was identified at Pz, where it is maximal. The latencies of each component

were inspected in the grand averages to help identify these components in the individual

averages. Nl was measured between 80 and 170 ms; P2 was measured between 140 and 250

ms; and, P300 was measured between 250 and 390 ms. Amplitudes and latencies of each

component were measured for individual participants relative to prestimulus baseline BEG.

Procedure

First-year Psychology students were invited to complete a napping survey after class.

The survey was used to collect data on demographics, sleep/wake schedules, and napping

habits. Suitable participants who volunteered to participate in a laboratory study on napping

were contacted by phone and asked additional screening questions to ensure suitability for the

study. An appointment was then made between the participant and researchers to spend one

afternoon in the Sleep Research Laboratory. Three days prior to this afternoon, a sleep and

activity diary was sent by e-mail to the participants, along with instructions for sleeping and
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napping before the study. For the three days prior to the study, participants were asked to

maintain their regular sleep/wake schedules (with the approximate bedtime of 23:00 h and

wake time 07:00 h); to nap, eat, and exercise as usual; and to refrain from consuming

excessive amounts of alcohol, especially the night prior to the study. On the day of the study,

participants were instructed to wake no later than 08:00 h, to eat lunch before participation in

the study, and to refrain from napping before the study. As well, they were instructed to

consume their typical morning coffee or tea, if applicable, but not to consume additional

caffeine.

All food, alcohol, caffeine, and exercise were logged on the diaries and evaluated for

compliance by the researchers prior to the study. Twenty-two out of 39 participants (56.41%)

consumed at least one caffeinated beverage within the 67 hours (length of sleep diary) prior to

the study. The average caffeine consumption was 0.68 (SD = 0.78) beverages per day, and the

maximum number consumed by a single participant within the three-day period was 4

beverages. Seven participants consumed one caffeinated beverage on the morning of the study;

one participant consumed two caffeinated beverages that morning. Caffeine was not

completely restricted in order to avoid withdrawal effects, which could have confounded

results. As well, one aim of this study was to investigate napping in the context of real-world

levels of daytime sleepiness.

Participants arrived at 13:00 h at the Sleep Research Laboratory. At this time,

participants gave informed consent to participate in the study (see Appendix L) and underwent

a hearing test to ensure that their hearing was at normal levels. Then, participants were fitted

with an electrode cap. Following electrode application, participants completed the simple

motor procedural task, which lasted approximately 20 minutes. Participants were then given an
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initial opportunity to become familiar with the tones used in the oddball task. This practice

session used an auditory oddball task with the same parameters as the full oddball task, except

that it was of shorter duration, and had the purpose only of identifying the two stimulus types

(i.e., standard and target tones). Participants then completed the full auditory oddball task,

which lasted 10 minutes.

Following the motor and oddball tasks, participants were asked to complete a pre-sleep

questionnaire, which contained scales to assess mood and sleepiness. At 14:40 h, participants

were randomly assigned to either the 20-minute nap condition or resting control condition. In

the nap condition, participants were instructed to attempt to fall asleep in a dark, climate-

controlled bedroom (n = 20; 12 habitual nappers and 8 non-habitual nappers). In the resting

control condition, participants were required to sit in bed and quietly read (« = 19; 1 1 habitual

nappers and 8 non-habitual nappers). EEG was recorded in both conditions, and both

conditions ended at 15:00 h.

Participants were asked to awaken by 08:00 h at the latest (actual wake up time: A/ =

07:52 h, Range = 06:30 h to 10:30 h), and the nap began at the same time for all participants,

in an attempt to control prior wakefulness before the nap. As well, having participants all wake

from the nap at the same time controlled the amount ofwakefulness before the post-nap

performance testing. Finally, this design consideration allowed control over the influence of

time of day on testing. A 20-minute nap duration was chosen because this duration

approximates the recommended ideal nap length (e.g., Hayashi & Hori, 1998; Hayashi,

Watanabe et al., 1999; Tietzel & Lack, 2002a); it is long enough to accrue benefits but short

enough that sleep inertia should dissipate shortly after the nap, if it occurs at all. The wake

time of 15:00 h was chosen based on Tietzel and Lack (2002a, b), who ended their naps at that
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time. Although Tietzel and Lack did not provide a reason for scheduUng their naps at this time,

mid-afternoon is approximately when Process S and Process C interact to produce maximum

sleep propensity (Broughton, 1998). Although body temperature may be high at this time,

Dinges et al. (1987) have considered this time the circadian nadir in alertness, whereby the

interaction of Process S with Process C produces a decline in alertness. Thus, the time chosen

for the naps should have made it easier for participants to fall asleep.

Immediately upon awakening, participants completed a post-sleep questionnaire,

similar to the pre-sleep questionnaire. The pre-sleep questionnaire asked participants about

wake times; daytime napping; and, alcohol, caffeine, and medication usage. These questions

referred to the morning of the study. The post-sleep questionnaire asked participants to

estimate their sleep latency and total sleep time, as well as to rate the quality of sleep during

the nap. In all other aspects, the pre- and post-sleep questionnaires were identical. The post-

sleep questionnaire was followed by an additional questionnaire package, which provided

additional information about participants' sleep/wake schedules, circadian rhythms, and

personality. These questionnaires were examined afterwards to ensure participant suitability

for inclusion in data analysis. Participants were given 30 minutes to complete this package, in

order to allow sleep inertia effects to dissipate. Since Salame et al. (1995) found that sleep

inertia lasted 24 or 27 minutes after awakening from a one-hour nap, depending on the task,

and Tassi et al. (1992) reported that sleep inertia persists for only 15 minutes following a one-

hour nap, 30 minutes should have provided sufficient time for any effects to disappear. Thirty

minutes after awakening from the nap, participants again completed the procedural motor

learning task and auditory oddball task. The Brock University Research Ethics Board approved

the study procedures.
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Data Analysis

Boxplots were used to assess the normality of the data. Reaction time and EEG data

were log transformed to normalize the data. Reaction time data were presented in original units

(ms). Subjective data appeared to be approximately normally distributed and so were not

transformed. ERP data were not transformed either; the large amount of variability is typical of

these data. Violations to the assumption of homogeneity of variance were noted using

Levene's test, and the appropriate alternate test of significance was used.

All participants were included in the analyses unless data were lost due to failure to

respond or technical problems. Missing data were indicated for each type of analysis. Unequal

sample sizes often existed for sleep architecture and FFT data because there were an unequal

number of individuals who reached each sleep stage; for instance, there were more participants

who entered stage 1 sleep than those who progressed to stage 2.

Independent samples t-tests were conducted to compare habitual and non-habitual

nappers on sleep architecture variables. Independent samples t-tests were also conducted to

determine how quantitative EEG, for all participants in the sleep condition, at all sites, differed

between habitual and non-habitual nappers. Comparisons were made first at the midline sites,

then expanded to include each site. Topographic information was merely descriptive.

Outcomes were expected at certain regions (e.g., changes in sigma power were expected to be

maximal at central-parietal sites), but no interactions with site were expected, so ANOVAs

with site as a factor were not conducted. Thus, data from each site are presented in order to

describe changes across the scalp. Larger positive values and smaller negative values indicated

more power. For the waking control condition, t-test comparisons were carried out at all sites,

to determine how power values differed between habitual and non-habitual nappers. To control
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for Type I error, introduced by the number of comparisons made, significance was only

considered meaningful when the outcome was in logical and circumscribed areas and

directions.

Latency and amplitude for Nl and P2 at Cz, and P300 at Pz were compared across

conditions (sleep, wake) and group (habitual napper, non-habitual napper). Analyses of

variance (ANOVAs) for Nl and P2 components were run for target and non-target stimuli;

ANOVAs for the P300 component were run only for the target stimuli.

For target stimuli, mean reaction time (RT), as well as the average of the 10% fastest

RTs, the average of the reciprocal of the 10% slowest RTs (1/10% slowest RTs), and the

number of lapses (RT > = 500 ms), were also assessed (see Van Dongen et al., 2001 for further

explanation of these variables).

With respect to subjective data, five mood variables were assessed with visual

analogue scales (calm-irritable; happy-sad; energetic-sluggish; relaxed-tense; and, total mood

score). Fatigue was assessed with a 7-point Likert-type scale. The Stanford Sleepiness Scale,

which has been described by MacLean, Fekken, Saskin, and Knowles (1992), was used;

sleepiness on this scale was also assessed with a 7-point Likert-type scale. Higher values for

the visual analogue scales indicated more irritability, sadness, sluggishness, tension, and

poorer mood. Higher values for the sleepiness variables indicated higher levels of sleepiness.

ERP, reaction time, and subjective data were all assessed with trial (pre-post) by group

(habitual napper, non-habitual napper) by condition (nap, reading) ANOVAs. Main effects

were described by comparing the means. Significant 3-way interactions were followed up with

trial by condition ANOVAs for habitual and non-habitual nappers separately, to determine

how the pre-post change for individuals in the nap versus reading condition was different for
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the two groups. Trial by group interactions were followed up with paired samples t-tests for

habitual and non-habitual nappers, to determine if the pre-post change across the afternoon

was different depending on experience with napping. Trial by condition interactions were

followed up with paired samples t-tests for reading and napping separately, to determine if the

pre-post change depended on whether participants napped or read. Group by condition

interactions were followed up with independent samples t-tests to compared habitual nappers

and non-habitual nappers within each condition. Results of significant t-tests were described

by comparing the means.

Correlation analyses were conducted to determine if any relationships existed between

experience with or preference for napping, morningness-eveningness, and the Big Five

personality factors. Experience with napping (how often participants napped at the time of the

study) was measured on a 4-point scale (0 = never nap; 1 = nap once or twice a month; 2 = nap

once or twice a week; 3 = nap every day). Preference for napping (how often participants

would have liked to nap, if their schedule had been such that they could nap when desired) was

measured on this same 4-point scale. Interval scale data were used for the morningness-

eveningness and Big Five variables.

Results

Survey Data

Survey data were collected from 137 undergraduates. Data provided information on

how often respondents napped {n = 136; see Figure 1). A significant correlation existed

between how often people napped and how long they napped, r^= .23, /? = .01, such that the

more often individuals napped, the longer they napped. When the sample was divided into two

groups, habitual nappers (i.e., those who napped every day or once or twice a week) and non-
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habitual nappers (i.e., those who napped once or twice a month or never), 70.80% of the

sample fell into the habitual napper category, while 29.20% were considered non-habitual

nappers. It is possible that the inclusion of first-year undergraduates as participants in this

study inflated the number of habitual nappers relative to the general population because they

have more opportunity to nap. However, data here were consistent with previous research

focusing on napping frequency in undergraduates (Evans et al., 1977). In the present survey,

reasons for napping were also investigated (see Figure 2). Data were also provided with

respect to the duration of naps taken (see Figure 3) and the subjective feeling of individuals

upon awakening from a nap (see Figure 4).

Additional questions were asked of those who participated in the afternoon study.

When asked whether their napping habits differed on the weekend, 17.65%) of participants

answered that their napping behaviour remained "about the same" on the weekend, while

82.35% of the sample napped either more or less on the weekend. Participants were also asked

how often they would prefer to nap, if their schedules were such that they could do so (see

Figure 5). How often participants preferred to nap was significantly different from the

frequency with which the participants actually napped, /(38) = 5. 15,/> < .001.

In this study, participants were grouped as habitual and non-habitual based on their

frequency of napping reported on the original survey.

Sleep Architecture Data

Sleep efficiency for all participants in the 20-minute nap condition {n = 20) was

69.76%. Habitual and non-habitual nappers did not differ in terms of sleep efficiency, stage

latencies, minutes per stage, or percentage time in each stage (see Table 1 for means and

standard deviations).
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FFTData

For the participants in the reading control condition {n = 19), no differences existed

between groups at the start or end of the reading period at 19 of 20 sites. Habitual nappers,

compared to non-habitual nappers, only had greater beta power for T3 at the start of the

reading condition, t(\4.22) = -2.26,p = .04. This single finding is likely a spurious result.

For participants in the nap condition, the first two minutes ofwake, Stage 1, and Stage

2 were submitted to PSA. Several participants did not have a full two minutes of both Stage la

and Stage lb. Thus, these stages were combined into Stage 1 in order to increase the number

of data points available for Stage 1 FFT analyses. There were no differences in waking EEG

data between habitual and non-habitual nappers. During Stage 1, habitual nappers had greater

power for; theta at most frontal sites; low alpha at 19 of 20 sites; and, high alpha at all sites.

Statistical data for each site are presented in Table 2. During Stage 2, habitual nappers had

greater power for: delta at most sites; low and high alpha at frontal and central sites; and, low

and high sigma at central and parietal sites. Statistical data for each site are presented in Table

3.

Subjective Sleepiness andMood Data

Data were missing due to participants' failure to respond to certain questions.

Participants may not have responded because they did not see the question or misinterpreted

the instructions. Reduced sample sizes are noted where appropriate.

Sleepiness data. A significant trial by condition interaction was found for the Stanford

Sleepiness Scale data, F(l, 32) = 5.32, p = .03 (n = 36). Only the participants who slept (n =

19) rated themselves as more alert following the nap (M= 2.74, SD = 0.99) compared to

baseline (M= 3.74, SD = 1.15), /(18) = 3.94,/? < .01; participants who read (n = 17)
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experienced no change. A significant pre-post difference in fatigue level was found across all

participants {n = 38), F(l, 34) = 7.42, /? = .01, such that participants were more alert following

either the nap or reading condition (M= 2.97, SD =1.24) compared to baseline (A/= 3.53, SD

=1.48).

Mood data. Five mood variables were also assessed. For the happy-sad variable, the

ANOVA revealed a significant group by condition interaction, F(l, 32) = 5.01, /? = .03 (« =

36). Follow-up tests were non-significant, but the means plot suggested that in the sleep

condition, habitual nappers {n= 12) were happier than non-habitual nappers {n = 7), and in the

reading condition, non-habitual nappers {n = 8) were happier than habitual nappers {n = 9).

Thus, habitual nappers were happier to nap, while non-habitual nappers were happier to

remain awake. For the energetic-sluggish variable, the ANOVA revealed a significant pre-post

difference across all participants {n = 36), F(l, 32) = 7.29,/? = .01, such that participants felt

more energetic after the nap or reading session (M= 47. 19, SD = 23.60) compared to baseline

{M= 56.54, SD =19.76). This result did not depend on whether participants habitually napped

or not, and might have been a reflection of participants' anticipation of study completion.

Reaction Time Data

Five participants were excluded due to lost data as a result of technical problems

(reaction time data were not available due to malfunction of the response button). Remaining

sample sizes by group were as follows: habitual nappers, « = 19; non-habitual nappers, « = 16;

sleep condition, « = 18; and, wake condition, n = 17. For 1/10% slowest RTs, a significant trial

by group interaction was found, F(l, 30) = 4.85,/? = .04. The interaction showed that although

there was no change from pre- to post-session (napping and reading conditions combined) for

non-habitual nappers, habitual nappers were faster post-session (M= 440.84 ms, SD < .01)
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compared to baseline (M= 477.05 ms, SD < .01), ^(17) = -2.89,/? = .01. Number of lapses

(RTs >= 500 ms) were also calculated. The ANOVA revealed a significant trial by group

interaction, F(l, 30) = 6.80,/? = .01. Simple effects tests, for the napping and reading

conditions combined, showed that although the non-habitual nappers experienced no change

from baseline, habitual nappers had fewer lapses post-session (M= 2.56, SD = 2.83) compared

to baseline (M= 5.89, SD = 6.80), ^(17) = 2.44, p= .03.

Trial main effects were also found for other RT variables. A significant pre-post

difference in mean RT across all participants was found, F{\, 30) = 6.3\,p = .02, such that

participants had quicker RTs following either the nap or reading condition (M= 334.20 ms, SD

= 0.09) compared to baseline (A/= 348.34 ms, SD = 0.08). The same was found for the 10%

fastest RTs, F(\, 30) - 4.74, p = .04 (post-sessionM= 237.44 ms, SD = 50.99; baselineM =

250.14 ms, ^Z) = 50.48).

ERPDafa

Four participants were excluded from the analyses ofERP data due to technical

problems (electrophysiological signals were obscured by noise from response button).

Remaining sample sizes by group were as follows: habitual nappers, n= 19; non-habitual

nappers, « = 16; sleep condition, « = 18; and, wake condition, n= 17.

Target stimuli. No significant results were found with respect to the P300 ERP

component. The ANOVA for P2 latency to target stimuli revealed a significant trial by group

by condition interaction, F(l, 31) = 4.64, p = .04. Post hoc tests were non-significant, but the

means plots suggested that following reading, P2 latency was shorter for non-habitual nappers

and prolonged for habitual nappers compared to baseline; following a nap, P2 latency was

prolonged for non-habitual nappers and slightly shorter for habitual nappers compared to
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baseline. The ANOVA for Nl amplitude to target stimuli revealed a significant Condition

main effect, F(l,31) = 5.01,/?=.03, such that Nl amplitude for those who slept (A/= -2.92

fiV, SE = 0.86) was smaller than for those who read (M= -5.68 ^V, SE = 0.88).

Non-target stimuli. The ANOVA for Nl latency to non-target stimuli revealed a

significant pre-post difference, F(l, 31) = 5.01,/? = .03, such that all participants had shorter

latencies following the nap or reading session (M= 1 13.57 ms, SD = 10.72) compared to

befare (M= 1 18.09 ms, SD = 13.08). The ANOVA for P2 amplitude to non-target stimuh

revealed a significant main effect for Condition, F{\, 31) = 4.44, p = .04, such that P2

amplitude for those who slept (M= 4.39 \iV, SE = 0.72) was diminished compared to those

who read (M= 6.55 ^iV, SE = 0.73).

Correlation Analyses

There were no significant correlations among experience with or preference for

napping, morningness-eveningness, or the Big Five personality traits.

Discussion

Survey data on undergraduates' napping habits were used to group study participants

into habitual and non-habitual napper categories. It was hypothesized that habitual and non-

habitual nappers would differ in the quality of their sleep during a nap, according to both

macro- and microarchitecture. Habitual nappers were expected to have better sleep according

to these measures. Sleep microarchitecture during a nap showed that habitual nappers slept

better, while both groups slept the same according to gross sleep architecture. Subjective,

neurobehavioural, and subjective measures were taken before and after the nap or no-nap

control condition. It was predicted that, following a nap, habitual nappers would show

improvement on these measures, and that the same would be true for non-habitual nappers
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who remained awake. According to subjective data, all participants felt more alert after a nap,

while there was no change from baseline for those in the reading control condition. As well,

participants who were assigned to their preferred conditions (i.e., habitual nappers in the nap

condition, non-habitual nappers in the no-nap control condition) were happier than those in

their non-preferred conditions. Following the nap or reading control condition, P2 latency to

the target was shortened for habitual nappers who slept, as well as for non-habitual nappers

who read, showing that early information processing was quicker for participants in their

preferred conditions. Other significant results, such as shortened reaction times for all

participants following either condition, neither confirmed nor disconfirmed the study

hypotheses, but could instead have been related to other factors, such as practice effects.

Therefore, habitual and non-habitual nappers both felt that they were garnering a benefit from

napping according to subjective sleepiness data, but, in fact, information processing, according

to P2 latency, was enhanced for participants in their preferred conditions only. Finally, no

other individual difference variables, such as morningness-eveningness or the Big Five

personality traits, were related to experience with napping.

Survey Data

According to the survey completed by 137 undergraduates, there was clear variability

in the amount that people nap, both in terms of frequency of naps and length of naps. There

were also a variety of reasons given for why people nap, as well as how they feel when they

wake up. Finally, data were collected that specified whether respondents' napping habits

changed on weekends, as well as whether their preference for napping was different from their

actual experience with napping. Importantly, it was possible to distinguish between those who

often napped and those who rarely napped. In this study, participants were assigned as habitual
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or non-habitual nappers based on self-report data with respect to their experience with

napping.

Habitual and Non-Habitual Group Categorization

Previous research has defined habitual napping according to napping behaviour, as

opposed to napping preference. Many studies adopt an operational definition of habitual

napping (e.g., individuals who have napped in the afternoon, one or more times per week, for a

half an hour to two hours, for at least two years; Taub et al., 1976), and then recruit habitual

nappers who fit this definition. Alternatively, Evans et al. (1977) defined "nappers" as those

who indicated that they sometimes, usually, or always took naps during the day, and "non-

nappers" as those who rarely or never napped. These types of definitions are based on the

experience with napping an individual has, not on whether or not he or she ^NO^x\<^ prefer to nap

given the opportunity to do so. In some studies, it would be important to consider whether

participants like to nap. However, since experience with napping was expected to have direct

effects on sleep characteristics as well as on benefits following a nap, participants in this study

were categorized as habitual and non-habitual nappers based on their amount of experience

with napping. This type of categorization was also more consistent with previous research

(e.g., Taub et al., 1976).

One argument for grouping participants in this way is that the actual experience of

napping may be important given that habitual nappers might learn to become efficient nappers.

If the EEG differences during a nap, and subjective and performance differences following a

nap, are due to a developed skill, then it is most appropriate to classify habitual and non-

habitual nappers according to experience with napping. Greater experience with napping may

allow habitual nappers to gain greater benefits from the nap. Furthermore, the ability to gain
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benefits from a nap may encourage habitual nappers to nap more often, thereby increasing

their experience with napping. If post-nap benefits are related to EEG during the nap, it

follows that those with more nap experience have different EEG patterns during daytime sleep,

and that their EEG patterns are related to greater benefits.

Sleep Macro- andMicroarchitecture

Non-habitual nappers slept as well as habitual nappers according to gross sleep

architecture. Dinges (1992) found that habitual nappers had more Stage 1 and more stage shifts

during a nap compared to non-habitual nappers. Since non-habitual nappers had more

consolidated sleep, sleep inertia would have been more likely to occur. Sleep inertia may be a

reason that this group does not often nap. In the present study, it was hypothesized that

habitual nappers would have better sleep during the nap. It was expected that this group had

developed the skill to nap well, leading to better daytime sleep. However, sleep differences

between habitual and non-habitual nappers were too fine to be seen with gross sleep

architecture measures.

With respect to sleep microarchitecture (i.e., FFT analysis), there were no differences

during wakeftilness, either while trying to sleep or trying to stay awake. There were group

differences, however, while participants were asleep. In general for Stages 1 and 2, habitual

nappers had higher power for all bands at all sites. More specifically, during Stage 1, habitual

nappers had higher theta power for most frontal sites, as well as some central and parietal sites,

higher alpha power at all sites, and higher beta power at some frontal and central sites. During

Stage 2, habitual nappers had higher delta power at all sites, higher alpha power at frontal,

central, and some parietal sites, and higher sigma power at most sites.
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Habitual nappers had higher power for nearly all sites and all bands. During Stage 1,

while falling asleep, habitual nappers had higher theta, alpha, and beta. Higher theta during

Stage 1 represents a more efficient sleep onset process. Higher alpha and beta, however,

indicate increased vigilance, showing that habitual nappers were more alert during sleep onset.

This discrepancy is difficult to explain, but higher alpha during sleep onset might have

occurred because there was more time in Stage la, or more sleep stage transitions during sleep

onset. Habitual nappers may have also experienced enhanced cognition or thought associated

with sleep onset imagery, or may have been more lucid at sleep onset as a result of experience

with napping. These possibilities are all speculative; it is impossible to determine the cause of

these differences without further information.

Stage 2 data clarify, however, that habitual nappers had more efficient, deeper sleep.

During Stage 2, habitual nappers had higher delta and sigma, at most sites, in addition to

higher alpha, at all but occipital sites. Although higher alpha power is often associated with

increased alertness during sleep, higher sigma and delta power indicate that habitual nappers

slept better and deeper. Thus, as predicted, habitual nappers slept better and were more

efficient at falling asleep. Since habitual nappers are those who napped at least once a week,

they may have learned to nap well, and this skill was reflected in or caused by EEG that

differed from that of non-habitual nappers. Since, in general, habitual nappers nap

successfully, they may get a greater benefit from it, and thus continue napping.

In this study, habitual and non-habitual nappers were all self-reported good sleepers;

nocturnal sleep was not recorded. Although Johnston et al. (2001) previously reported that

there was no difference in PSG at night between the two groups, differences in sleep macro- or

microarchitecture at night could account for differences in the microarchitecture of the nap.
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Subjective Sleepiness andMood Results

Subjective measures supported the idea that napping alleviates sleepiness. Participants

who slept rated themselves as more alert on the Stanford Sleepiness Scale following the nap,

while those who remained awake rated themselves as equivalent to baseline. Thus, afternoon

napping reduces sleepiness for both habitual and non-habitual nappers; napping alleviates

sleepiness regardless of experience with napping. Non-habitual nappers did not sleep as well

and/or may have suffered more inertia following the nap, both of which may be reasons that

this group typically does not nap. However, non-habitual nappers, as well as habitual nappers,

felt less sleepy after a nap. This finding was consistent with previous literature, which has

found that napping reduces subjective sleepiness (Hayashi & Hori, 1998; Hayashi, Ito et al.,

1999; Hayashi, Watanabe et al., 1999; Minors & Waterhouse, 1987).

The happy-sad visual analogue scale provided no information with respect to the

benefits of napping, but did validate the grouping variable. Habitual nappers were happier in

the sleep condition, while non-habitual nappers were happier in the reading control condition.

Although there was a distinction between how often participants actually napped and how

often they liked to nap, this result suggests that the two definitions may be related; those who

were classified as habitual nappers were content with napping, while those classified as non-

habitual nappers were happy to remain awake.

Event-Related Potential Results

ERP analyses showed a shorter P2 latency to the target for habitual nappers following

napping and for non-habitual nappers following reading. Reaction time did not change in this

way, suggesting that the change in P2 latency was a result of changes to brain information

processing, and not a change in motor response time. The change in P2 latency supports the
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hypothesis that participants in their preferred conditions (i.e., napping or remaining awake)

would show enhanced information processing post-session compared to participants in their

non-preferred conditions. The P2 component may be Unked to the stimulus categorization

process, possibly as a precursor to the P300 (Crowley & Colrain, 2004). Thus, a shorter

latency for the P2 component may represent faster cognitive processing, specifically

categorization of the auditory stimuli presented in the oddball paradigm. The same interaction

was not found for either the Nl or P300 component. However, since these components are

thought to be generated by independent processes and have separate neural generators, it is not

surprising that results for all components were not identical. As well, previous research on the

P300 in napping paradigms has been inconclusive (Song et al., 2002; Takahashi & Arito,

2000; Takahashi et al., 1998), and no data related to the Nl component have been reported

previously in napping studies.

Limitations

Some limitations to this study included the type of sample used and the sample size,

task insensitivity and limited number of measures, and the masking of benefits by sleep inertia.

First, the participants were all young adult undergraduates. The homogeneity of this sample

may have threatened external validity. Although this sample was convenient, results cannot be

generalized to individuals of other ages, applied populations, or even those with different

levels of education or socioeconomic status. Moreover, there were an unequal number of

habitual {n = 23) and non-habitual nappers (« = 16) in this study, and also within each

condition (sleep condition: 12 habitual nappers and 8 non-habitual nappers; control condition:

1 1 habitual nappers and 8 non-habitual nappers). Thus, results should be interpreted with
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caution given that there was a relatively small sample size and that unequal sample sizes

within the groups may have further distorted the results.

Since the oddball task in this study showed no effects for the P300 ERP component, it

was thought that a more sensitive measure might be needed. Other studies (Song et al, 2002;

Takahashi & Arito, 2000; Takahashi et al., 1998) have found changes to the P300 following

napping. Thus, differences between their paradigms and this one, such as the timing of naps

and testing, ERP paradigms, or sample characteristics, might explain why these other

researchers have found significant changes, while none were present here. Additionally, in this

study, only the oddball task and subjective scales were used. This limited number of measures

may have made it difficult to see the benefits of afternoon napping.

Finally, results in this study could have been masked by sleep inertia. Participants were

given 30 minutes between awakening from the nap and completing post-nap performance

measures. Post-nap subjective data was collected immediately upon awakening. The subjective

measures might not have reflected true benefits, but instead might have exhibited signs of

sleep inertia, such as grogginess.

Many of these limitations were taken into consideration in the design of Study 2 of the

thesis.

Future Research

Future research could include investigating the nocturnal sleep of habitual nappers

compared to non-habitual nappers to determine if the power differences discovered during

napping existed at night and/or in different sleep stages (i.e., SWS, REM). As well, this study

could be replicated with a number of separate, minor changes. For instance, this study could be

repeated with different populations. These results can only be discussed in terms of young
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adult undergraduates, and it would be informative to determine if they applied to other

populations, such as different age groups, shift workers, or individuals in extended work

environments, such as military personnel.

In this study, experience with napping was the individual difference variable used to

categorize participants. In other studies, it may be more relevant to use napping preference

(i.e., whether someone would nap if their schedule permitted it) in order to categorize

individuals as habitual and non-habitual nappers. In this study, differences in nap sleep

microarchitecture showed that habitual nappers slept better. Habitual nappers may have

learned this skill through experience with napping. It would be especially interesting to

determine if the same EEG distinctions exist between those who prefer to nap and those who

do not. If so, this result would suggest that EEG differences are not due to a learned skill.

Future research might involve altering the ERP or napping paradigm in order to

maximize effects of the P300 component especially. Since the P300 component is a classic

measure of attention, and since the napping literature has shown, with other measures, that

increased attention is one benefit of afternoon napping, P300 amplitude and latency should

change following a nap. Thus, the oddball paradigm used in this study might not have been

sensitive enough to subtle changes occurring after the nap. An oddball task where stimulus

discrimination was more difficult (e.g., where it is more difficult to discriminate tones because

changes in pitch or duration are less obvious) may be more sensitive to levels of arousal and

attention that would be affected by napping.

Another fiiture direction would be to allow more time between awakening from the nap

and post-nap measures. This change would be useful as results might have been masked by

sleep inertia. Maas (1998) recommended that 60 minutes elapse to allow sleep inertia to
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dissipate. Thus, 30 minutes after the nap, improvements might still have been masked by sleep

inertia. Moreover, measuring sleep inertia might provide information about whether non-

habitual nappers truly did experience a greater degree of sleep inertia.

Finally, research into how habitual and non-habitual nappers differ in terms of school

performance, driving performance, health and absenteeism, and work productivity are all

possible directions for future research.

Conclusion

Thus, the major aim of this study was to determine if there was a difference between

habitual and non-habitual nappers, and whether it was necessary to make this distinction in the

larger study aimed at understanding the role of napping in alleviating daytime sleepiness and

consequent cognitive deficits in older adults. It has been determined that in fact there is a

difference between these two groups, and classifying participants based on experience with

napping is appropriate. Thus, this variable will be included in Study 2 and will be

operationally defined in the same way.

Certain limitations of this research were taken into consideration in the design of Study

2. For instance, it is possible that there are lifespan differences in the benefits of napping.

Thus, a large age range was included in Study 2. As well, since older adults have reduced delta

activity during the night, they may need longer to nap during the day to gain the same benefits

that younger adults do from a shorter nap. Also, since compromised frontal lobe function (such

as in older adults) has been associated with sleepiness, older adults may be additionally sleepy;

this fact is another reason that older adults may need a longer nap. Thus, instead of having

only a 20-minute nap condition. Study 2 employed a repeated measures design where

participants took a 20-minute and 60-minute nap, as well as reading for 20 minutes.
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Task sensitivity might have been a problem in this study. In particular, the oddball

paradigm might not have been difficult enough to elicit changes to the P300 ERP component.

Thus, a novel P3 task was used in Study 2. In addition to being more difficuh than a standard

oddball, this task was used as a metric of frontal lobe fiinction. In Study 2, as well, a variety of

measures were used, all ofwhich have been shown to be sensitive to sleepiness and which

were expected to be concordant.

Subjective measures similar to those used in this study were included in Study 2.

Ahhough the post-session subjective measures in Study 2 were still given immediately upon

awakening, the problem of sleep inertia was addressed in two ways. First, participants were

given 60 minutes post-session before completing performance measures. It was thought that

perhaps 30 minutes was not long enough to allow sleep inertia effects to dissipate following

the naps, particularly for non-habitual nappers (who may experience more intense sleep inertia,

a possible reason that they do not nap). According to Maas (1998), 60 minutes should be given

for sleep inertia to disappear. As well, the Stanford Sleepiness Scale was given not only

immediately post-session, but also at the end of the post-session performance measures. Thus,

participants rated their sleepiness level at two time points post-session.

In sum, design considerations in Study 2 included recruiting both habitual and non-

habitual nappers across a large age range, using a dose-response nap paradigm where sleep

homeostasis was manipulated through three different conditions, using a variety of measures,

and attempting to control sleep inertia. Study 2 was designed to investigate the benefits of

napping across the adult lifespan, particularly with respect to frontal lobe function. Study 2

incorporated the habitual / non-habitual napper distinction from this study, in order to

determine if experience with napping influences the benefits of a nap across the adult lifespan.
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Study 2: The Effects of Daytime Napping on the Functioning of Older Adults

Rationale

Sleep is important to study across the lifespan because sleep changes dramatically as

people age (Jacobs et al., 1989; Middelkoop et al., 1996; Williams et al, 1972). In an older

population, sleep becomes fragmented (Williams et al, 1972) and phase-advanced (Vitiello,

1997). Consistent with the idea that older adults nap to compensate for less restorative

nocturnal sleep, Hayter (1985) proposed that older adults might especially benefit from naps in

the afternoon because afternoon naps contain more SWS than morning sleep. It should be

noted that increased SWS might also lead to greater sleep inertia following a SWS-containing

nap. Specifically, benefits of napping may be particularly relevant to frontal lobe functioning

in older adults.

Recent research on sleep deprivation is of interest because imaging techniques have

shown how the frontal lobes are impaired during sleepiness (Anderson et al., 2004; Drummond

et al., 2000; Drummond et al., 2001; Terry et al., 2004). These patterns show that the

prefrontal cortex is compromised during sleep deprivation and that it recruits right parietal

regions to compensate for deactivation in frontal regions. These studies have noted that the

same patterns of activation and deactivation are seen in sleep-satiated older individuals.

Moreover, changes to frontal lobe function seen following sleep loss, such as deficits to

attention and memory, are also seen in older adulthood (Barr & Giambra, 1990; Kadar et al.,

1990; Plude & Doussard-Roosevelt, 1989). Since the brain activity and cognitive function of

older adults are much the same as sleep-deprived younger individuals, the deficits observed

with increasing age may be due to sleep loss. Reducing sleep pressure through naps may

enhance waking frontal lobe function in older adults.
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Following sleep deprivation, recovery is seen in sleep (i.e., increased delta activity;

Borbely, 1982; Borbely et al., 1981; Daan et al, 1984). Since the patterns of brain activity and

cognitive functioning during sleep deprivation are the same as those seen in older adults, it is

possible that older adults show recovery during daytime naps (i.e., increased delta activity) and

recovery of cognitive, particularly frontal lobe, function following naps, and that these

phenomena would be different than in younger adults. Since older adults have less delta

activity overall, it is likely that the increase in delta for older adults would still not restore

functioning to the level of younger adults.

A recent study by Tamaki et al. (2000) investigated whether a nap of 30 minutes at

13:00 h affected subjective mood, performance, and objective alertness in habitual nappers

aged 65 years and older. Tamaki et al. employed a nap and no-nap condition, and administered

dependent measures every 30 minutes from 10:00 h to 12:00 h, and from 14:00 h to 16:00 h.

Visual analogue scales were used to assess subjective sleepiness and fatigue. A visual

detection task was utilized to measure performance; reaction time and the number of correct

responses were calculated. Finally, power spectral analyses of theta and alpha levels

represented objective measures of alertness/sleepiness. All of these variables confirmed the

benefits of a short afternoon nap in older adults.

There are a number of shortcomings to this research, however, that the present study

aims to address. One limitation was that Tamaki et al. (2000) used only one age group, while

this study will investigate a wide age range in an attempt to examine the benefits of napping. It

is important to compare older adults to younger adults to describe how sleepiness changes

across ages, and how napping uniquely benefits people of different ages.
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Tamaki et al. (2000) also did not vary nap duration. Metz and Bunnell (1990) reported

survey data indicating that older participants take longer naps than younger participants.

Tietzel and Lack (2001) suggested a longer nap is needed to make up for lost sleep. This idea

may be especially true for older adults whose night sleep is shallow and fragmented. It is

possible that the ideal nap length may vary by age as a result of changes in night sleep time

and sleep architecture. Older people might need a longer nap due to increased sleep need and

decreased slow wave activity. Since longer naps reduce homeostatic pressure to a greater

degree by allowing more sleep recovery, and possibly more recovery of function, older

individuals may need a longer nap to reduced sleep pressure to a level comparable to sleep-

satiated young adults. This study used a dose-response paradigm to manipulate homeostatic

pressure, by having individuals participate in each of the following conditions: long nap, short

nap, and no-nap reading control condition.

Tamaki and colleagues (2000) used only habitual nappers, and therefore did not

investigate how experience with napping affects outcome measures. Based on the first study in

the thesis, it was thought that this variable may affect the ability to nap, the restorative quality

of a nap, or the performance benefits gained from a nap. In this study, the aim was therefore to

recruit both habitual and non-habitual nappers to determine if experience with napping

influences benefits of napping, in both young and older people.

Finally, this study examined two electrophysiological measures not investigated in the

Tamaki et al. (2000) paper. First, the inclusion of ERPs provided a more objective measure of

attention, alertness, and cognitive processing. Importantly, ERPs allow identification of stages

of information processing associated with performance deficits (e.g., early perception and

encoding, later stimulus discrimination, and motor execution of responses). Secondly, power
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spectral analyses of the naps were undertaken to reveal whether differences existed in the

microarchitecture of nap sleep across age groups, as well as to indicate if certain frequency

bands predicted the benefits seen following a nap. One study found that sleep architecture did

not predict performance (Rutherford Davidson, 1987). A recent study (Landolt & Borbely,

2001) compared the EEG characteristics during nocturnal sleep of younger and older adults,

showing global reductions in delta and sigma power with age, and further reductions in theta

and alpha power at anterior sites. This analysis has not yet been done during daytime naps; as

well, EEG characteristics have not yet been linked to post-nap benefits. It is likely that

quantitative measures (e.g., power spectral analysis) may be more sensitive in predicting

performance benefits than gross sleep architecture.

Research Questions

Are the age-related cognitive deficits seen in the daytimefunctioning ofolder

individuals, especially with respect tofrontal lobefunction, due to sleep deprivation? Napping

benefits have previously been reported in healthy young aduhs. Thus, the elderly represented

an interesting group in which to study napping for a number of reasons: (a) An increased level

of sleepiness is found in this group, (b) The sleep of older adults is typically more fragmented

than that of younger individuals, and (c) Social factors allow older adults more opportunity to

nap. This study investigated benefits of napping across a range of ages to determine if the

same post-nap benefits are seen across the lifespan. Since napping reduces homeostatic sleep

pressure, it is plausible that the amount of post-nap benefit depends on the amount of recovery

in the nap. Tasks that are sensitive to sleep loss and frontal lobe fiinctioning were used to test

the hypotheses. If, after napping, older adults performed at the same level as younger

individuals, an argument could be made that daytime cognitive deficits result from sleep loss.
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Since previous research has shown through brain imaging studies that older adults' brains

function the same as young sleep-deprived brains, one can suppose that impairments to

functioning in older age may be due to sleep deprivation resuhing from poor nocturnal sleep,

as well as directly impaired by age-related changes to central nervous system functioning.

Does the duration ofa nap influence post-nap benefits differentlyfor older and

younger adults? Nap duration was systematically varied to manipulate sleep homeostasis. This

dose-response paradigm was chosen to determine if adults of different ages show different

levels of recovery (i.e., delta activity) during naps. Furthermore, recovery of performance and

well-being following a nap were examined to determine if they depended on the length of

sleep, and consequent level of reduction in homeostatic pressure. This study investigated how

the responses to each nap length differed by age. It was expected that older adults would need

more recovery due to higher sleep pressure, and therefore need a longer nap to make their

performance and well-being comparable to young adults who are not sleepy.

Does experience with napping influence the benefits gainedfrom a nap? This study

aimed to investigate how benefits accrued from a nap differed depending on whether

individuals habitually napped or not. The influence of experience with napping on the ability

to nap, the restorative quality of a nap, or the performance benefits gained from a nap was

examined.

Hypotheses

This study (a) investigated the unique benefits of a nap to individuals of different ages,

(b) used a dose-response paradigm to manipulate sleep homeostasis by varying nap duration,

and (c) investigated the influence of experience with napping.
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Older adults have been shown to have deficits on a variety of measures, including

declines in mood, higher levels of sleepiness, impaired cognitive and neurobehavioural

performance, and differences in ERP measures that represent impairments in information-

processing capabilities. Since older adults have deficits to waking cognitive function and are

sleepier, they will show different benefits compared to younger adults. The following

outcomes were hypothesized:

1. Older adults were expected to have worsened moods, higher levels of sleepiness,

and lower levels of performance, overall, compared to younger adults. Older

adults would show the greatest impairment on tasks measuring frontal lobe

function, since the frontal lobes are impaired by sleepiness and age.

2. On measures of mood, alertness, and performance, older individuals' pre-nap

scores would be lower. Older adults would then improve at the same rate as

younger individuals, or improve to a greater degree, showing either comparable

or greater benefits of napping, respectively, relative to the younger age groups.

As well, a wide variety of benefits of napping have previously been shown. This study

was expected to verify these benefits. Consistent with the Process S theory, longer naps should

reduced Process S more, thereby leading to greater benefits of napping compared to shorter

naps or no nap. Moreover, since older adults are, in general, sleepier, longer naps may be

needed by these individuals to accrue benefits. In particular, the frontal lobes are impaired by

sleepiness, so frontal lobe-based tasks should improve following naps due to reductions in

sleep pressure. The following were therefore expected:

3. Short and long naps would lead to benefits with respect to mood, alertness,

cognitive and neurobehavioural performance, and information processing.
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4. Longer naps would produce a greater reduction in sleep pressure, thereby leading

to greater post-nap benefits.

5. Longer naps would be needed by older adults in order to achieve benefits of

napping, while younger adults could achieve these benefits with a short nap.

6. Naps would enhance frontal functioning by reducing sleep pressure. Longer naps,

which would reduce sleepiness more, would lead to a greater enhancement in

frontal lobe functioning. Moreover, enhancements to frontal lobe function may

only be seen in younger adults, because age-related impairments in older adults

may mask any benefit due to reduction in sleepiness.

Differences in nap sleep macro- and microarchitecture between age groups were

hypothesized. Since older adults sleep more poorly at night compared to those younger than

them, this same poor sleep could be seen in daytime naps. If true, then the following would be

expected:

7. The older participants would show characteristics representative of poorer sleep

(e.g., lower sleep efficiency, longer sleep onset and stage latencies, and reduced

total sleep time; lower delta and sigma power, and greater alpha and beta power).

A recent study (Campbell & Feinberg, 2005) showed that both younger and older

adults reduced sleep pressure during naps, and that this recovery was reflected in reduced post-

nap delta. Since older adults sleep worse at night, they might show recovery during daytime

naps. If true, then the following alternative to the above prediction would be expected:

8. The older participants would show characteristics representative of better (i.e.,

recovery) sleep (e.g., higher sleep efficiency, shorter sleep onset and stage
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latencies, and greater total sleep time; greater delta and sigma power, and lower

alpha and beta power).

In both instances, it was expected that:

9. Sleep architecture and quantitative EEG characteristics would predict the

benefits seen following a nap.

Similar to the predictions for Study 1, habitual nappers were those who napped more

often, and thus likely found napping easier and derived more benefit from it. Habitual nappers,

again, may be more efficient at reducing Process S. The following was thus expected:

10. Habitual nappers would function and feel better after either a short or long nap;

non-habitual nappers would function and feel better after the no-nap condition.

11. Longer naps, which would reduce Process S more, would be more beneficial for

habitual nappers, than shorter naps.

12. Habitual nappers would have sleep macro- and microarchitecture that showed a

more efficient reduction of Process S (e.g., more SWS; more delta power).

Method

Participants

Participant recruitment. Participants were recruited by posters placed around Brock

University; through the Introductory Psychology participant pool; and from the community,

through announcements in the newspaper, on radio, and on television, as well as

advertisements placed at community centres. Potential participants contacted the Sleep

Research Laboratory via telephone; at this point, they were asked a series of screening

questions (Appendix M). Eighty-eight individuals contacted the laboratory, and 45 were

excluded at this point for the following reasons: 3 were left-handed; 3 were taking medications
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and another 5 had physical or neurological problems; 3 identified themselves as poor sleepers;

2 drank too much caffeine to meet inclusion criteria; 2 had shifted sleep schedules; 2 wore

hearing aids; 2 did not meet the age criteria (25 to 70 years old); 5 were unable to participate

due to scheduling difficulties; and, 18 were no longer interested when given the study

description. Individuals who met screening criteria were invited to the laboratory to participate

in an orientation session, where they were given a tour of the laboratory, provided informed

consent (see Appendix N), and were asked to complete a number of screening questionnaires.

The scales pertaining to sleep/wake habits and history (see Appendix C), fatigue levels (see

Appendix F), morningness-eveningness tendencies (see Appendix G), and personality (see

Appendix H) were identical to those employed in Study 1 . In addition, participants provided

demographic information (see Appendix O), and completed measures of napping habits (see

Appendix P), mood (see Appendix Q), and verbal fluency. The napping habits survey provided

information on participants' experience with napping, by which they were categorized as

habitual or non-habitual nappers. The mood scale verified that participants were not

experiencing symptoms of depression. Finally, the test of verbal fluency was used to screen for

possible dementia, and to verify that participants were fluent in English, which was important

so that they were able to read task instructions in a timely manner. They were then given a

hearing test to verify their hearing range, and given an opportunity to practice performance

tests to minimize the impact of learning curves during testing. Four individuals were excluded

at this point; 3 were no longer interested; and, 1 could not participate due to the rigid schedule

of the protocol.

Remaining participants spent one night in the Sleep Research Laboratory to verify that

they did not have any major sleep disorders, such as sleep-disordered breathing or periodic
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limb movements. Three participants were excluded because their sleep records indicated that

they may have had sleep disordered-breathing (1 participant) or periodic limb movements (2

participants). One participant was excluded because her sleep diary data revealed that her sleep

schedule was extremely phase advanced. Another participant was excluded because she

identified on the pre-sleep questionnaire that she was taking medication for a neurological

condition. A fmal participant was no longer interested in further participation after this session.

The PSG screening night occurred 4 to 14 days prior to the first in-lab session for the napping

protocol. A minimum of four days ensured that an adequate amount of sleep and activity diary

(see Appendix R) information was available, and a maximum of 14 days ensured that not too

much time passed between practicing performance tasks and the first performance testing

session. A fmal participant was removed following the first afternoon session because she

identified on the pre-sleep questionnaire that she had begun taking an anxiolytic.

Participant screening and selection. Participants were healthy adults aged 24 to 70,

who were free from medical, psychiatric, or sleep problems, and free from medications

affecting sleep. Participants aged 25 to 70 were initially recruited; the one participant who was

24 years old turned 25 within the same calendar year as the study. Participants were divided

into three age groups prior to statistical analyses in the following way: 24-3 1 years old (M= 28

years, SD = 2 years, « = 10, 5 men); 33-51 years old {M= 42 years, SD = 1 years, n= 10, 3

men); and, 56-70 years old (M= 61 years, SD = 5 years, n= \2,7 men). Groups were defined

in this way to allow approximately equal sample sizes.

Participants were divided into habitual napper (« = 16) and non-habitual napper (n =

16) categories based on their napping habits, in the same way as Study 1. Participants who

indicated that they napped once or twice a week or every day were classified as habitual
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nappers and those who reported that they never took naps or did so only once or twice a month

were considered non-habitual nappers.

Participants were only included if they reported that their first language was English or

that they were highly fluent in English. Menopausal women were excluded from further

participation if they indicated during screening that menopausal symptoms affected their sleep

(e.g., nocturnal hot flashes). Finally, participants' hearing was within normal range (i.e., below

15 dB ISO at 500, 1000, 1500, and 2000 in both ears).

A check was performed before analyzing data to verify that education level did not

differ between age groups, as it was thought that this would confound results, and it would

have been necessary to consider it as a covariate in statistical analyses. A one-way ANOVA

was conducted to determine if education level differed between age groups. The ANOVA

showed no differences between groups, F(2, 29) = 2.06, p = AS.

Questionnaires

Participants provided demographic information, and completed sleep/wake, napping,

fatigue, circadian rhythm, and, personality questionnaires. In addition to these, during the

orientation session, participants completed the Beck Depression inventory (Beck, Ward,

Mendelson, Mock, & Erbaugh, 1961). As well, participants completed the vocabulary subtest

of the WAIS-III (Wechsler, 1997); this subtest was used to assess cognitive ability and to

screen for possible dementia, as well as to verify English fluency. Women also completed a

questionnaire, to assess their phase of the menstrual cycle, at the onset of the screening night

(see Appendix S). Eight of 17 women were post-menopausal, and thus did not complete this

questionnaire. For the remaining nine women, phases of the menstrual cycle were randomly

dispersed across experimental condition. During the 60-minute nap session, five women were
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in the menses phase, and two were in each of the folUcular and leutal phases. During the 20-

minute nap condition, one woman was in the menses phase, and four were in each of the

follicular and leutal phases. During the no-nap condition, five women were in the follicular

phase and four were in the leutal phase.

At the completion of the orientation, participants were given a sleep and activity diary

to be completed for one week. The diary data were verified at the screening night to ensure

that participants maintained regular sleep/wake schedules and were used to determine the

timing of participants' afternoon sessions. Diary data were used to determine an average sleep

and wake time for each participant. The nadir of this average was determined by finding the

median average time. Twelve hours after this night time nadir marked the midpoint of the

afternoon nap, such that the one hour allotted for the nap began 30 minutes before this point

and ended 30 minutes after this point. Afternoon session start times ranged from 1 1 :30 h to

13:30 h.

Following the screening night, participants completed three in-lab sessions at one-week

intervals. Thus, the entire study from screening night to the third in-lab session took

approximately three weeks. Participants completed this diary each day until the completion of

the study (number of days that diary was completed: M= 28.96, SD = 5. 16). They recorded

their sleep and wake times, as well as significant activities including meals and exercise. For

each day, participants provided information on time in bed and time asleep. Time asleep was

divided by time in bed to determine a daily sleep efficiency value.

In addition to the practice test bout completed on the screening night, performance

assessment batteries were completed before and after the 60-minute nap, before and after the

20-minute nap, and before and after the no-nap control condition. At the beginning of each test
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bout, participants completed the Profile ofMood States (POMS; McNair, 1971). Typically,

this questionnaire assesses an individual's mood within the last week by having him or her rate

how closely each of thirty adjectives describes him or her (0 = "not at all"; 4 = "extremely").

Since participants were given this measure twice on each day of the study, they were instructed

to rate their mood "right now."

In addition, before and after each nap or reading session, participants completed a pre-

and post-sleep questionnaire (see Appendix T and Appendix U), respectively, both of which

asked about levels of sleepiness and mood. The post-sleep questionnaire also provided an

opportunity for participants to rate the quality of the nap.

Analyses were conducted for the calm-irritable, happy-sad, energetic-sluggish, and

relaxed-tense visual analogue mood scales from the pre- and post-sleep questionnaires; a total

mood score was also calculated. Each scale has one adjective of each pair at either end of a

100 mm scale; scores are calculated by measuring how far along the line the participant places

a mark. Stanford Sleepiness Scale scores collected at the end of each performance session, as

well as pre- and post-nap or reading period, and fatigue scores collected pre- and post-nap or

reading period, were also analyzed. Sleepiness and fatigue were both measured on 7-point

scales, where higher scores indicated a greater degree of sleepiness or fatigue.

EEG and Performance Tasks

Participants completed a battery of tasks designed to measure performance and brain

activity. Individuals were introduced to these tasks during the orientation session and were

able to complete the performance assessment battery (PAB) in fiill at the onset of the screening

night. The researcher verified that the tasks were understood by examining accuracy scores

where appropriate (e.g., 2-back memory test, serial addition/subtraction, novel P3 ERP task).
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During each afternoon session, participants completed the PAB before and after the nap or

reading session.

Tasks were presented in a fixed order. The PAB consisted of the following tasks:

Profile ofMood States (POMS). Participants rated their mood "right now" on a 5-point

scale using 30 adjectives. Analyses were conducted for each of the six subscales of this

measure, as well as for a total mood disturbance score that was calculated by adding together

the anger-hostility, conftision-bewilderment, depression-dejection, fatigue-inertia, and tension-

anxiety sub scale scores and subtracting the vigour-activity score.

Alpha Attenuation Task (AAT). This three-minute task (Stampi, Stone, & Michimori,

1995) involved ahernating 30-second periods of eyes open and eyes closed, with a five-second

rest between each period to eUminate artifact caused by opening and closing the eyes. This

task was meant to record EEG while the participant remained still in order to later assess levels

ofEEG frequencies associated with sleepiness or alertness.

The alpha attenuation coefficient (AAC) was calculated by finding the ratio of eyes

closed to eyes open. Alpha-theta ratios for eyes open and eyes closed conditions were also

calculated. These analyses were conducted for low, high, and total alpha. Theta, beta, and

gamma power for eyes open and eyes closed conditions were also assessed. Analyses were

conducted at all 12 recording sites.

2-Back memory test. During three blocks of 60 randomly presented letters (thus,

participants were presented with 1 80 stimuli within each session), participants were to identify

target letters by pressing the "0" on the keyboard. Target letters were those that occurred in a

series where the letter on the screen matched the one seen two before it (e.g., "a," "R," "a").

The order of letters was pseudo-randomized by the researcher so that 7 lists of 60 letters were
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created and then randomly assigned to PAB number. Since each of the 7 sessions consisted of

3 blocks of 60 letters (therefore requiring 21 lists of 60 letters), each of the 7 Hsts was repeated

three times. The same list was not presented more than once on the same day. The

interstimulus interval was fixed at 2000 ms. Participants were to respond as quickly and

accurately as possible. Analyses on accuracy data were conducted for target and non-target

stimuli, while analyses on RT data were conducted only for target stimuli.

Reaction time. Participants responded as quickly as possible to auditory tones (1000

Hz, 65 dB, 100 ms) presented binaurally by pressing the "0" on the keyboard. The

interstimulus interval varied at random from 2000 to 10000 ms, and the total task lasted 6

minutes. Analyses were conducted for mean RT, the average of the 10% fastest RTs, the

reciprocal of the average of the 10 % slowest (1/10% slowest) RTs, and the number of lapses

(RTs >= 500 ms).

Serial addition /subtraction. This self-paced task involved adding or subtracting single

digit numbers, then entering the corresponding positive single digit answer (e.g., "4," "9," "+"

is presented; the participant responds with "3" for the correct answer 13). Participants were to

respond as quickly and accurately as possible. Accuracy and mean RT were analyzed.

Performance involves working memory and arithmetic processing.

Novel P3 ERP task. Participants were presented with a series of auditory tones. At rare

and random times, the standard stimulus was replaced with a stimulus that differed in pitch, or

a novel environmental sound. Three hundred tones were presented in total during each of the

seven test bouts. Standard stimuli were presented on 80%) of trials, and target tones and novel

sounds were presented on 10% of trials each. Thus, in one session, 300 stimuli in total were

presented; 240 were standard tones, 30 were target tones, and 30 were novel sounds. One
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hundred novel stimuli were accessed from the public domain (Fabiani et ai., 1996); stimulus

parameters were described in Fabiani et al. (1996). Five additional tonal sounds were created

at Brock University and were matched to the other novel stimuli for duration and intensity.

Since participants were presented with 30 novel sounds on each of 7 sessions, a total of 210

novel sounds were presented. Thus, each of the 105 sounds available was used twice. The

order of the presentation of novel stimuli was pseudo-randomized by the researcher so that no

repetition occurred until all novel sounds had been heard once, and never repeated on the same

day. Novel stimuli were also balanced according to category, such that approximately the same

number of animal, bird, human, music, noise, and artificial stimuli were presented on each of

the seven trials. The ERP paradigm in this study involved delivering tones binaurally (average

intensity = 77 dB; average duration = 330 ms; inter-stimulus interval ^ 1300 - 1700 ms). The

standard was a 1000 Hz tone presented on 80% of trials; the target was a 2000 Hz tone

presented randomly on 10% of trials; novel environmental sounds were presented randomly on

10% of trials. The participants' task was to respond as quickly and accurately as possible to the

rare, target tones by pressing a hand-held button.

Analyses were conducted on amplitude and latency values for the Nl, P2, novel P3,

and P3b components of the ERP. Analyses on the Nl and P2 components were conducted at

Cz to only the standard stimuli; analyses on the novel P3 component were conducted at Fz to

only the novel stimuli; and, analyses on the P3b component were conducted at Pz to only the

target stimuli. Analyses on accuracy data were conducted for target, non-target, and novel

stimuli, while analyses on RT data were conducted only for target stimuli.
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Subjective performance scale. Participants assessed their performance on a 5-point

scale (1 = Very poor; 5 = Very good). Scores on the 5-point rating scale collected at the end of

each PAB were analyzed. Higher scores indicated a perception of better performance.

Stanford Sleepiness Scale. Participants assessed their level of sleepiness on a 7-point

scale (1 = Feeling active, vital, alert, or wide awake; 7 = No longer fighting sleep, sleep onset

soon; having dream-like thoughts). Scores on the 7-point rating scale were analyzed. Higher

scores indicated more sleepiness.

EEG Recording andAnalysis

Polysomnographic data (EEG, EOG, EMG, EKG, respiration) were collected in the

Brock University Sleep Research Laboratory. Data were collected with Grass gold plated

electrodes. Electrode application procedures involved cleaning areas of the scalp or skin with

alcohol and NuPrep exfohant. Electrodes were secured with 10-20 conductive paste, and gauze

(for scalp electrodes) or medical tape (all other electrodes). Abdominal and thoracic respiration

signals were collected during the screening night with respiration bands (Braebon Inc.). Data

were sampled at 256 Hz using 64-channel Mizar Digital amplifiers. These amplifiers have

built-in hardware filters of 0.099 Hz to 1 15.20 Hz (.45 x sampling rate). Sleep data were

recorded with Sandman Elite software (Tyco, Inc.) and waking data were collected with

Spyder software (Tyco, Inc.). Sleep scoring was done with Sandman Elite software; all other

EEG analyses used Spyder software. Software filters were applied for recording. For all

recordings, a 60 Hz notch filter was applied. For the screening night, a 0. 1 Hz filter was

applied to leg EMG channels; EKG and respiration channels had no filters applied; a 0. 1 Hz

and a 70 Hz filter were applied to EEG channels; and, a 0. 1 Hz and 100 Hz filter were applied

to submental EMG channels. During the nap and reading sessions, 0. 1 Hz and 70 Hz filters
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were applied to all channels. For offline power spectral analysis of the AAT, a software filter

of 0.5 Hz and a 60 Hz notch filter were applied. No filters were applied for the power spectral

analysis of the nap and reading session data.

During the screening night, electrodes were placed at C3 and C4; FPz acted as the

recording reference and AFz as the ground. Data were re-referenced offline to an average of

Al and A2. Electrooculography was recorded with electrodes placed 1 cm from the outer

canthus of either eye. Bipolar channels recorded horizontal and vertical eye movements.

Electromyography was recorded with a submental bipolar channel and bipolar channels

recorded from each leg. Electrocardiography was recorded via a bipolar channel with leads

placed under each clavical. Finally, respiration was monitored with respiration bands placed

across the chest and abdomen.

A 12-channel montage (Fz, F3, F4, Cz, C3, C4, Pz, P3, P4, Oz, 01, 02) was used to

record EEG signals during the PAB as well as during the nap or reading period. Naps and

reading periods were stage scored according to Rechtschaffen and Kales (1968) criteria. The

no-nap reading control period was stage scored to verify that participants had not fallen asleep

during this session. For the naps, a further distinction was made between Stage la (less than

50% alpha per epoch) and Stage lb (presence of vertex sharp waves). Recordings from the

screening night were checked for sleep disorders, but were not scored for all-night PSG

architecture due to poor quality recordings (as a result of nocturnal awakenings and movement

time). Sleep architecture variables (minutes per stage, percentages of each stage, latency to

each stage, and sleep efficiency) were calculated for in-lab naps.

Power spectral analysis was performed on EEG data recorded during the nap or reading

period, as well as the AAT, using Fast-Fourier Transform analysis (FFT) techniques. EEG data
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were quantified as the power (|nV^/Hz) of each of the following pre-defined frequency bands:

delta, 0.5-4.0 Hz; theta, 4.0 - 7.0 Hz; alphal, 8.0 - 10.0 Hz; alpha2, 10.0 - 12.0 Hz; sigma,

12.0 - 14.0 Hz; beta, 15.0 - 35.0 Hz; gamma, 35.0 - 45.0 Hz; and, high frequency activity,

45.0 - 70.0 Hz . Data from the AAT were submitted to PSA in 2-second periods, with eyes

open and eyes closed conditions submitted separately.

Sleep-scored data from the nap and control conditions were submitted to PSA

according to stage. The first two minutes of each stage and the full recording were submitted

to PSA. Power values were calculated at all 12 recording sites.

ERP analyses were also conducted on EEG recorded during the novel P3 ERP task.

EEG data were divided offline into trials ("sweeps"). Each sweep began 100 ms prior to

stimulus onset and continued until 1000 ms after stimulus presentation. Data were

automatically rejected if the EOG exceeded +/- 100 ^V. If too many trials seemed to be

excluded by the automatic averaging program, then individual trials were inspected, which

resulted in additional trials being included where there was no obvious eye movement. Trials

were averaged separately for target, non-target, and novel stimuli. Overall, 17.21% of trials

within an average were lost due to eye movement artifact. Grand averages were calculated for

standard, target, and novel stimuli. Thirty-one participants were included in the standard and

target averages, and 30 participants were included in the novel averages. Additionally, two of

the novel P3 averages (1.11% of data across all sessions and participants) could not be

measured due to excessive eye movement artifact. For target stimuli, 29 P3b averages (15.59%

of data across all sessions and participants) could not be measured. These averages were then

also removed from ERP analyses. Data were then filtered at 15 Hz for display ofERP

averages.
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The Nl, P2, novel P3, and P3b ERF components were identified in the grand average

waveforms. All components were identified at sites where they are maximal. Nl and P2 were

identified at Cz, the novel P3 was identified at Fz, and P3b was identified at Pz. Based on

Friedman et al. (2001), a site (Fz, Cz, Pz, Oz) by stimulus type (novel, target) ANOVA was

conducted to verify that the novel P3 was larger for novel stimuli compared to target stimuli,

F(1.96, 60.66) = 91.77,/? < .001 (Greenhouse-Geisser correction used). Follow-up paired

samples t-tests were conducted at each site to verify that the difference between novel (M =

6.59 ^V, SD = 3.37) and target stimuli (A/= 0.25, SD = 3.65) was maximal at frontal sites,

t{3 1) = 10.52,/? < .001 (/ statistics for all other midline sites were smaller).

The amplitudes and latencies of each component were measured at the same sites for

individual participants relative to prestimulus baseline EEG. Nl was measured between 95 and

120 ms; P2 was measured between 195 and 230 ms; the novel P3 was measured between 275

and 355 ms; and, P3b was measured between 405 and 635 ms. At times that a component was

not obvious to visually identify, the amplitude was measured at the latency value from the

grand average.

Procedure

Participants visited the Sleep Research Laboratory on three days, spaced one week

apart. On each day, participants arrived at the laboratory at a time between 1 1 :30 h and 13:30

h, depending on the participant's individual sleep pattern. The afternoon sessions were

scheduled so that the participant arrived two hours before the start of the hour for the nap

period, and he or she was free to leave 2 hours after the nap. The purpose of scheduling the

sessions according to individual sleep/wake times was to control for prior wakeftilness, so that

participants all had approximately the same amount of time awake before their sessions, and so
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that individuals were each at approximately the same circadian phase (J. Carrier, personal

communication, June 17, 2003). The researcher also verified by their sleep diaries that they

had complied with instructions, such as maintaining a regular sleep/wake schedule and

limiting caffeine and alcohol intake. Electrodes were applied according to the standard 10-20

International System. Participants began the first PAB at a time between 12:30 h and 14:30 h,

again depending on the participant's individual sleep and wake times. The PAB lasted

approximately 45 minutes. Once complete, participants completed a pre-sleep questionnaire.

They were then asked to nap for 20 or 60 minutes, or to read for 20 minutes, with all

conditions ending three hours after their arrival. For the 20-minute nap and reading conditions,

participants were given free time for 40 minutes before the commencement of the session.

EEG was recorded during the session in all conditions. The order of conditions was

counterbalanced across participants (see Table 4).

Immediately after the nap or reading period, participants completed a post-sleep

questionnaire. They were then given 60 minutes to watch a movie or read, and have a non-

caffeinated soda or juice. Maas (1998) cautioned that individuals should not expect to be ftiUy

alert until at least one hour after a nap (i.e., sleep inertia may extend for one hour following a

nap). Ahhough only 30 minutes were given in Study 1 to allow sleep inertia to dissipate, the

researcher considered Maas' recommendation in Study 2, since participants were taking longer

naps, allowing deeper sleep and therefore a higher likelihood of sleep inertia. Participants then

completed the PAB again. Once complete, electrodes were removed, and participants were

compensated and debriefed. They were free to leave by no later than 18:30 h.
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Data Analysis

Data cleaning. Boxplots and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests were used to assess the

normality of the data. EEG and reaction time data were log transformed as they were

positively skewed. Accuracy data were reversed and square rooted as they were negatively

skewed due to ceiling effects, where many participants scored close to 100%. Means for

reaction time and accuracy data are presented in original units for clarity. Subjective data

appeared to be approximately normally distributed and so were not transformed. ERP data

were not transformed either; the large amount of variability is typical of these data.

Data were also analyzed for outliers. Any outliers in the data were merely participants

who scored at the tails of the distributions, and their removal was not found to change the

distributions much. Thus, no outliers were removed from the data sets.

Some data were missing due to failure of participants to respond or technical problems.

Sample sizes are presented for each analysis where data were missing. For EEG and ERP

measures, data from certain electrode sites for certain participants were missing due to

technical problems. These missing data were resolved by using a "nearest neighbours"

approach, where the missing data were replaced with values averaged from the nearest

electrode sites. For waking EEG measures, four participants had missing data replaced in this

way. For nap EEG, four participants were missing data that was replaced with a "nearest

neighbours" approach. Finally, for ERP measures, missing data were replaced in this fashion

for averages to novel stimuli {n = 5), standard stimuli {n = 4), and target stimuli (n = 4). FFT

information was also missing in some places due to software limitations (the FFT analysis

software used in this thesis presents power values to one decimal place only). Thus,

differences in power, especially when log transformed, were often masked by this Hmitation.
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This situation occurred most often when power values were very low, such as with higher

frequency bands. With respect to the sleep architecture and EEG data, if participants did not

reach a certain sleep stage (e.g., only some participants entered SWS), they were excluded

from analyses for that stage only.

Analytic strategies. Various analytic strategies were considered. Bivariate correlations

were run between age and post-session measures. However, age was not shown to be related to

benefits of napping, so regression analyses using age to predict benefits of napping were not

conducted. Also, correlations were conducted between sleep architecture and sleep EEG

variables, and post-nap behavioural, subjective, ERP, and waking EEG variables. To reduce

Type I errors, correlations were only conducted for variables whose outcomes differed

according to condition (i.e., 60-minute nap, 20-minute nap, or reading). Correlations with sleep

and waking EEG data were run using only midline sites for all frequency bands. These

correlations produced few significant results, most of which were not in predicted directions.

Thus, ahhough regression analyses were considered, they were not conducted because the lack

of relationship between nap variables with post-nap measures indicated that nap characteristics

would not predict post-nap benefits.

Due to the continuous nature of the age variable in this study (i.e., 24 - 70 years),

participants were grouped into young, middle, and old age groups, allowing a clearer

description of changes across the lifespan to be made. Another important factor to investigate

was the change from pre- to post-session, since this variable shows whether napping affected

measures given before and after each session. Trial (pre-post) was therefore included as a

factor in the ANOVA strategy. Lastly, the dose-response nature of this study indicated that
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condition (60-minute nap, 20-minute nap, or no-nap control) be included as a factor in the

ANOVA strategy.

Thus, for the behavioural, subjective, ERP, and waking EEG data, trial (pre-post) by

condition (long nap, short nap, no-nap control) by age group (young, middle, old) ANOVAs

were conducted to determine if these measures for each age group changed differentially

depending on whether they had napped for 60 minutes, napped for 20 minutes, or read for 20

minutes. Trial (pre-post) by condition (long nap, short nap, no-nap control) by nap group

(habitual napper, non-habitual napper) ANOVAs were also conducted to determine if, post-

session, habitual nappers and non-habitual nappers differed depending on whether they had

napped for 60 minutes, napped for 20 minutes, or read for 20 minutes. ANOVAs were

conducted separately for age and nap group because no age by nap group interactions were

expected. Although more experience with napping might allow habitual nappers a greater

ability to nap and might allow habitual nappers to have more restorative nap sleep, thereby

leading to greater benefits of napping, it was thought that this phenomenon would not

influence the relationship between age and benefits of napping. The Greenhouse-Geisser

correction was used where violations to the assumption of sphericity existed. To control for the

possibility of Type I error introduced by the number of comparisons made, significance was

only considered meaningful when the outcome was in logical and circumscribed areas and

directions.

The following strategy was adopted for final analyses. For the ANOVAs on age group,

significant 3-way interactions were followed up with trial by condition ANOVAs for each age

group. Trial by condition interactions were followed up with paired samples t-tests for each

condition. Significant age main effects were followed up with Bonferroni (equal variances
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assumed) or Dunnet C (equal variances not assumed) post hoc tests to determine where the

differences lay. ANOVAs on nap group were followed up in the same way except that nap

group main effects were described simply by comparing the means.

For the sleep diary, sleep architecture, and FFT nap variables, one-way ANOVAs were

conducted to determine if age differences existed. Bonferroni (equal variances assumed) or

Dunnet C (equal variances not assumed) post hoc tests were conducted for significant results

to determine where the differences lay. Independent samples t-tests were also conducted to

determine if differences existed between habitual and non-habitual nappers. Analyses were

first conducted for the entire 60-minute nap, 20-minute nap, and no-nap reading period.

Significant effects, but not null results, were followed up by examining the differences in each

stage (wakefiilness, Stage la, Stage lb, Stage 2, Stage 3, and Stage 4). Comparisons during

SWS were not always possible due to the low number of participants who entered these stages.

Differences that occurred during the long nap were examined more closely by running

analyses for the first, second, and third 20-minute sections of the 60-minute nap.

Correlation analyses were also conducted to determine if relationships existed between

(a) experience with napping and the Big Five personality traits, and (b) preference for napping

and the Big Five personality traits.

Results

Are there benefits ofan afternoon nap?

Benefits due to an afternoon nap were seen for behavioural, subjective, ERP, and EEG

measures. Although some sleepiness and mood measures were successful in pinpointing the

benefits of nap, there were very few performance tasks or frontal lobe measures that did so.
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Subjective data. A significant trial by condition interaction was found for the Stanford

Sleepiness Scale given immediately before and after the naps or reading session, F(1.58,

45.72) = 5.60,/? = .01 (see Figure 6). Simple effects analyses showed that participants rated

themselves as more alert following the 60-minute nap, /(3 1) = 2.23, p = .03, but there was no

change from baseline following the 20-minute nap or the reading condition.

A significant trial by condition interaction was also found for the fatigue scale given

immediately before and after the naps or reading session, F{2, 58) = 4.67,p^ .01 (see Figure

7). Simple effects analyses showed that participants rated themselves as less fatigued

following the 60-minute nap, /(31) = 2.91, p = .01, and the 20-minute nap, /(31) = 2.46,/? =

.02, but there was no change following the reading condition.

A trend toward a trial by condition interaction for the energetic-sluggish visual

analogue scale was found, F(1.67, 46.68) = 2.88,/? = .08 (old age group, « = 1 1; see Figure 8).

Ratings were higher, indicating that participants were more sluggish, for the 60-minute nap

condition overall; ratings following both the 60- and 20-minute naps decreased, indicating that

participants felt more energetic than before the nap. Finally, ratings increased following the

no-nap condition, which showed that participants felt more sluggish when no nap was taken.

These results illustrate that self-rated alertness levels were improved following naps;

moreover, the Stanford Sleepiness Scale data suggest that participants reported greater

alleviation of sleepiness following a longer nap.

Behavioural data. For accuracy on the math task, a significant trial by condition

interaction was found, F{2, 58) = 5.64,/? = .01 (Figure 9). Simple effects analyses showed that

participants became more accurate following either the 60-minute nap, /(3 1) = 2.34, p = .03 or

the 20-minute nap, /(3 1) = 3.3 1, /? < .01, but experienced no change following reading. This
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result suggests that both short and long naps aid in working memory, which is a frontal lobe

function.

ERP data. A trend for a trial by condition interaction was found for P2 amplitude

(middle age group, n = 9), F(2, 56) = 2.70, p = .08 (see Figure 10). Little change from baseline

occurred following either the 20-minute nap or the reading condition. However, P2 amplitude

decreased following the 60-minute nap. Although Nl and P2 have often been linked together

(Crowley & Colrain, 2004), changes to Nl amplitude were influenced by age, and will be

discussed later, while P2 amplitude changes indicated overall benefits of napping. Since P2

amplitude increases with sleepiness or lack of attention (Crowley & Colrain, 2004), the

decrease in P2 amplitude found in this study may reflect greater attention following the longer

nap. It is surprising that no benefits were seen with respect to either the novel P3 or P3b ERP

component because previous napping studies that have used ERP measures (e.g., Takahashi &

Arito, 2000) have reported changes to either P300 amplitude or latency.

Theta and beta power for waking EEG showed changes following a nap. No other

bands varied significantly between or within conditions.

Thetapower (eyes open). Trial by condition interactions at several sites indicated that

theta power increased after the no-nap condition, and decreased after the longer nap (see

Figure 1 1). Specifically, a significant trial by condition interaction was found at Fz, F{\.65,

47.80) = 3.65, p ^ .04. Post hoc tests indicated that for the nap conditions, there was no change

in theta power from pre- to post-nap, but that theta power increased following the reading

session, ^(31) = -2.76, p= .01. Another significant interaction was found at C3, F(2, 58) =

6.54,/? < .01 . Post hoc tests followed the same pattern as those for Fz, t(3 1) = -3. 17, /? < .01.

Another significant interaction was found for P3, F{2, 58) = 9.36,/? < .001. Post hoc tests here
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revealed that theta power decreased following the 60-minute nap, /(3 1) = 2.39,/? = .02, and

increased following reading, ^(31) = -2.92, /? = .01. A similar significant interaction was found

for P4, F{2, 58) = 5.74,/? = .01. Post hoc tests were similar to those at the P3 site, where theta

power decreased for the 60-minute nap, ^(31) = 2.46,/? = .02, and increased following reading,

/(3 1) = -2. 10,/? = .04. Another interaction was found for Pz, F(2, 58) = 6.38,/?<.01. The same

post hoc results were found again, where theta power decreased following the 60-minute nap,

/(3 1) = 2.28, /? = .03, and increased following reading, /(3 1) = -2.33, /? = .03. Another

significant interaction was found for 01, F(2, 58) = 1 1.00,/? < .001. Similar post hoc tests

showed that theta power decreased following the 60-minute nap, /(3 1) = 3.42,/? < .01, and

increased after reading, /(31) = -3.02,/? < .01. Finally, a significant interaction was found for

Oz, F(2, 58) = 4.73, /? = .01 . Post hoc tests here were similar in that theta power again

decreased for the 60-minute nap condition, /(31) = 2. 10,/? = .04, but failed to reach

significance for the reading condition. These results indicate that following a long nap,

participants were more alert, but sleepier following reading (see Macchi et al., 2002, for

interpretation ofwaking theta power).

Betapower (eyes closed). Increased beta power following the short nap and no-nap

conditions was seen at several EEG sites (see Figure 12). There was a trend toward a trial by

condition interaction for beta power (eyes closed) at Fz, F(2, 58) = 3.04,/? = .06. The means

plot indicated that there was a slight decrease following both nap conditions, and a large

increase following reading. There was a significant trial by condition interaction at P4, F(2,

58) = 3.85,/? = .03. There was an increase in power following the 20-minute nap, /(31) = -2.54,

/? = .02, and the reading condition, /(3 1) = -3.84,/? < .01. There was also a significant trial by

condition interaction at Pz, F(2, 58) = 3.69, p = .03. An increase in beta power existed
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following the 20-minute nap, /(3 1) = -3.04,/? = .01, and following the reading condition, /(3 1)

= -3.85,/7<.01.

Betapower (eyes open). Beta power during eyes open sessions increased following the

no-nap condition at many scalp sites (see Figure 13). Trial by condition interactions existed for

beta power at frontal, central, and parietal sites. A significant trial by condition interaction was

found for beta power at Fz, F(1.5 1, 3.02) = 3.74,/? = .04. There was an increase in beta power

following the reading condition only, ^(31) = -2.35, p = .03. A similar interaction was found at

C3, F(2, 58) = 4.84, /? = .01. Post hoc tests showed that, at C3, as well, there was an increase in

power following only the reading condition, /(3 1) = -2.82, /? = .01 . There was another

significant interaction at P3, F(2, 58) = 3.94,/? = .03. Post hoc tests showed that there was an

increase in power following only reading, /(3 1) = -2.83,/? = .01. Another interaction was found

at P4, F(l. 86, 54.01) = 5.56,/? = .01. Following the reading condition only, there was an

increase in beta power, /(3 1) = -3.56, /? < .01. A trial by condition interaction existed at Pz,

F(2, 58) = 3.65,/? = .03. Following only the reading condition, there was an increase in power,

/(3 1) = -2. 10, /? = .04. Results for beta power, contrary to those seen with theta, indicate a

higher level of arousal following a short nap. During the eyes open sessions, higher beta power

may also indicate increased mental effort. Effects were seen mainly at parietal sites.

Are there age-related differences in behavioural, subjective, ERP, andEEG measures?

(Hypothesis 1)

There were no age main effects for behavioural or subjective measures, but age

differences were seen for ERP and EEG measures.

ERP data. There was an age main effect for P2 amplitude, F{2, 28) = 4.81,/? = .02 (see

Table 5). Bonferroni post hoc analyses showed that amplitude was diminished for those in the
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old group compared to the middle group, p = .02. Since reduced P2 amplitude indicates

increased attention, this result could indicate that older adults were more attentive during this

task than younger adults. There was also an age main effect for novel P3 latency, F(2, 26) =

9.30, p< .01 (see Table 5). Bonferroni post hoc pairwise comparisons revealed that latency is

shorter for younger adults compared to both middle-aged adults,/? = .03, and older adults,/? <

.01. Thus, time for stimulus evaluation is shorter for younger adults. Bonferroni post hoc tests

following an age main effect for novel P3 amplitude, F(2, 26) = 5.26,/? = .01 (see Table 5),

showed that amplitude for older participants is diminished compared to young participants, p =

.01. Contrary to the results for P2 amplitude, a reduced novel P3 amplitude indicates reduced

attention to novel stimuli. An age main effect was also found for P3b amplitude, F(2, 12) =

4.26,/? = .04 (see Table 5), but post hoc tests were non-significant. This result again reflects

reduced attention. Results with respect to both the novel P3 and P3b were consistent with

previous literature (e.g., Fjell & Walhovd, 2004). It is likely that general age-related changes

in brain activity were responsible for the reduced amplitude of the ERP.

Beta and gamma power for waking EEG showed age-related differences.

Betapower (eyes closed). Age main effects showed that older adults had higher beta

power at only two sites (see Figure 14). There was a trend at F3, F(2, 29) = 3.00, /? = .07.

Older adults had higher beta power than the young age group. A similar effect was found at

C4, F(2, 29) = 3.66, /? = .04. Dunnet C post hoc comparisons showed that older participants

had greater power than younger participants, /? < .05.

Betapower (eyes open). There were several age main effects at frontal, central, and

parietal sites, showing that the older age group had higher power (see Figure 15). There was a

significant age effect for beta power at F3, F(2, 29) = 6. 10, /? = .01; Bonferroni post hoc tests
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showed that the old age group had higher beta power compared to the young group, p= .01.

There was also a significant effect at Fz, F(2, 29) = 6.70,p< .01. Bonferroni post hoc tests

revealed that older participants had significantly more beta power than young participants, p <

.01. There were also several age effects for beta power at central-parietal sites. A significant

main effect was found at C4, F(2, 29) = 6.27,p = .01, where Bonferroni post hoc comparisons

showed that the older group had more power than the younger group, p< .01. Significant

effects were also found at P3, F(2, 29) = 5.24, p = .01, and P4, F{2, 29) - 5.6\,p = .01. Dunnet

C post hoc comparisons showed that, for P3, older adults had higher power compared to

younger adults,/? < .05; older adults also had greater power compared to young adults at P4,p

<.05.

Gammapower (eyes open). Age main effects for gamma power were also found at

several electrode sites, and showed that older adults had higher gamma power than other age

groups (see Figure 16). A significant age effect was found for gamma power at F3, F(2, 26) =

5.77, p = .01, where the old age group had higher power compared to the young group,/? = .01.

Significant age effects were also found at C3, F(2, 29) = 6.36,/? - .01, C4, F(2, 29) = 4.57,/? =

.02, and Cz, F(2, 28) = 4.44, p = .02. At each site, the older age group had more gamma power

than the younger age group, /? < .01, /? = .02, and/? = .02, respectively. There was trend toward

an age effect at P3, F(2, 29) = 3.41, /? = .05. There was also a trend at P4, F(2, 29) = 3.37,/? =

.05, and at Pz, F(2, 29) = 3.29, p = .05. Examination of the means revealed that, again, older

adults had higher power. Bonferroni post hoc comparisons were used to follow up all analyses

for gamma power. The results for beta and gamma power were consistent with previous

literature, which has suggested that EEG in older participants shows greater fast activity

(Marciani et al., 1994), which could reflect either greater arousal or more mental effort.
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Do benefits ofnapping differ by age? (Hypothesis 1)

Age-related benefits of napping existed for only one measure of waking EEG.

Gammapower (eyes closed). Significant results were found only at 02 and Oz (see

Figure 17). A significant 3-way interaction was found at 02, F(3.02, 43.85) = 3.40,/? = .03.

There was no change from pre- to post-nap or difference between age groups for the 60- or 20-

minute nap. However, following the reading condition, the old age group only had an increase

in power, ^(1 1) = -3.87, /? < .01 . A second significant interaction existed at Oz, F(4, 58) = 4.35,

/7 < .01. Similar to 02, simple effects tests showed that there was no change following any

condition for either the young or middle age group. Gamma power increased for older adults,

however, following only reading, /(1 1) = -2.86, p = .02, with no change occurring following

either nap condition.

Gammapower (eyes open). There were several 3-way interactions for gamma power,

which showed that the change in gamma power from pre- to post-session differed between age

groups (see Figure 18). A significant interaction was found at F4, F(4, 58) = 4.70, p < .01. For

the 60-minute nap, 20-minute nap, and reading conditions overall, Bonferroni post hoc

comparisons showed that the old age group had more power than the young age group, p< .01

for all conditions. For the reading condition as well, there was no change from pre- to post-

session for the young or old group, but there was an increase in gamma power for the middle

group, <9) = -2.55,/? =03.

There were also 3-way interactions for gamma power at occipital sites. There was a

trend toward a trial by condition by age interaction at 01, F(3.24, 46.98) = 2.34, p = .08.

Following the long nap, gamma power appeared to decrease slightly for the older age group,

and increase slightly for the other groups. Following the short nap, there was a slight decrease
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for the middle and older age groups, and a large increase for the young group. Following

reading, there was a slight increase in gamma power for the middle and older age groups, and

a slight decrease for the younger age group. There was a significant trial by condition by age

interaction at 02, F(4, 58) = 2.99,/? = .03. There was no change from pre- to post-nap or

difference between age groups for the 60- or 20-minute nap. However, following the reading

condition, the old age group only had an increase in power, /(1 1) = -4.38, /? < .01. In general,

gamma power increased at occipital sites following reading for the older group. This result

may be similar to that found with beta power, where an increase in power represents increased

mental effort. In particular, more effort may be put forth by older adults when they are sleepy,

which may have occurred when they did not nap.

Do these age-related benefits ofnapping differ depending on the length ofnap

taken?(Hypothesis 2)

There were no interactions for behavioural, subjective data, or EEG data; only Nl

amplitude varied according to the duration of the preceding nap sleep.

ERP data. A trial by condition by age interaction was found for Nl amplitude (middle

age group, n = 9), F(4, 56) = 3. 18,/? = .02 (see Figures 19 a - c). Nl amplitude did not change

following either nap or the reading condition for the older age group. For middle-aged

participants, simple effects follow-up analyses revealed a significant trial by condition

interaction, F(2, 16) = 4.43, /? = .03. This interaction showed that Nl amplitude was

diminished following the 20-minute nap, /(8) = -3.49,/? = .01, and reading condition, t{9) = -

231, p = .04, but did not change following the 60-minute nap. Finally, Nl amplitude for

younger participants was diminished post-session overall, F(l, 9) = 5.21,/? = .05. Since
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reduced Nl amplitude represents reduced attention, this particular result could have reflected a

lack of motivation on the part of this group, or may be due to time of day factors.

Are there sleep macro- or microarchitecture differences between age groups?(Hypothesis 3)

Sleep diary data. Sleep diaries were completed throughout the study while at home

between in-lab sessions; diaries provided information on nightly sleep efficiency (total sleep

time divided by total time in bed). Six participants were excluded from this analysis because

they failed to complete the sleep diary correctly; therefore, no sleep efficiency score could be

calculated for these participants. For the remaining participants, results from the ANOVA

showed that there were no age differences in self-reported sleep efficiency between young {M

= 94.91%, SD = 5.27, n = 7), middle-aged (M- 91.55%, SD = 5.69, n = 9), and older (M =

90.76%, SD = 8.48, n=\0) participants.

Nap sleep architecture data. During the 60-minute nap, there were significant age

differences for sleep efficiency, F(2, 29) = 3.90,/? = .03, and, total sleep time, F(2, 29) = 3.91,

/? = .03. Dunnet C post hoc comparisons showed that the young age group (M= 89.78%, SD =

3.62) had a significantly higher sleep efficiency than the middle age group {M= 66.88%), SD =

30.76),/? < .05, and that the young age group (M= 54.34 min, SD = 2.55) had a greater total

sleep time than the middle group {M= 40.45 min, SD = 18.63),/? < .05. These two groups did

not differ from the older group on either total sleep time or sleep efficiency. There were no age

differences in any other measures in the 60-minute nap, or at all in the 20-minute nap (see

Table 6 for means and standard deviations).

Nap FFT data. Means, standard deviations, and significance levels for significant

results are presented in Tables 7-12. Bonferroni post hoc comparisons were used following

significant main effects, to determine which groups were different. FFT performed on the
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whole nap showed that during the 60-minute nap, age differences existed in low alpha power

at most sites (see Table 7). The middle age group had higher power than the young age group

for the following sites: F3 (p = .04), F4 (p = .03), ¥z(p = .01), C4(p = .03), 01 (/?
= .03), and

O2(/7 = .02).

More specifically, during Stage la in only the first 20 minutes of the 60-minute nap

(see Table 8), the middle group had higher low alpha power than the young group at F3 (p <

.01), F4 (^ = .02), and C3 (p < .01). They also had higher power than the old group at¥3 (p =

.01). Similarly, during Stage lb in the first 20 minutes (see Table 9), the old group had higher

power than the young group atC3 (p = .02), C4 (p = .01), and P4(p^ .04). Thus, these alpha

differences seem to be due to the time spent falling asleep since they occurred during Stage 1

.

The young group had the lowest alpha power, which suggests that sleep onset was more

efficient for this group. As well, this group had the highest sleep efficiency and most sleep

time, which suggests that this group slept best during the long nap. There were no age

differences across the 20-minute nap.

During the reading condition, there were age differences in beta power at frontal and

central sites, and gamma power and high frequency activity at frontal sites (see Table 10). The

old age group had higher beta power compared to the young group at F3 (p= .03),¥4 (p
=

.02), and C3 (p = .04). They also had higher power compared to the middle age group at F3 (p

= .01), F4 (p < .01), and C3 (p^ .04). In addition to the older group having higher beta, this

group also had greater gamma and high frequency activity. High frequency bands such as

these are often linked together, and thought to indicate vigilance. The old group had greater

gamma power than the middle age group at F3 (p= .01) and F4 (^ = .01), and greater high
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frequency activity compared to the middle group at F3 (p = .01) and F4 (p < .01). These results

were similar to those found for waking EEG during the AAT.

More specifically, during the first 2 minutes of the reading period (see Table 1 1), the

older group had higher beta power than the younger group at F3 (p< .0\),F4 (p < .0\),¥z(p =

.03), C3 (/7 = .01), C4(p = .01), and Cz(p = .02). They also had higher power than the middle

group at F3 (p = .01) and F4 (/? < .01). Gamma and high frequency activity showed age

differences only at F4. The old age group had higher gamma power at F4 compared to the

young group (p = .02), and the middle group (p= .01). They also had greater high frequency

activity at F4 compared to the young group (p = .02) and the middle group (^ = .01).

For the last 2 minutes of the reading period (see Table 12), results were similar to the

beginning of the session. Beta, gamma, and high frequency activity were highest for the old

age group. This group had higher beta power compared to the young at F3 (p = .01), ¥4 (p <

.01), ¥z(p = .03), C3(p = .01), C4(p= .01), and Cz(p = .03). They also had higher power

compared to the middle group at F3 (p < .01), ¥4 (p < .01), and C3 (p = .02). The old age

group also had higher gamma power compared to the young group at F3 (/? = .03) and ¥4 (p =

.01), and compared to the middle group at F3 (p< .01) and ¥4 (p < .01). The same was seen

for high frequency activity, where the older group had higher power than the young at F3 (p
=

.03) and ¥4 (p = .01), and than the middle group at F3 (p< .0\), and ¥4 (p < .0\). Thus, since

similar age differences occurred during the beginning and end of the session, there was no

evidence of one group getting sleepy throughout the control condition, or that levels of

sleepiness differed between groups during this session.
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Does experience with napping influence benefits ofnapping? (Hypothesis 4)

There were no differences on behavioural or ERP measures based on experience with

napping. However, habitual and non-habitual nappers improved differently on subjective and

EEG variables.

Subjective data. For the confusion-bewilderment scale of the POMS, a significant trial

by condition by nap group interaction was found, F(1.72, 51.72) = 3.70,p = .04 (see Figures

20 a - c). There was no change from pre- to post-session for either habitual or non-habitual

nappers for the 60-minute nap or reading conditions. For the 20-minute nap condition,

however, a significant trial by nap group interaction was found, F{\, 30) = 5. 12, /? = .03.

Follow-up tests to this interaction were non-significant, but the means plot showed that

habitual nappers became less confused while non-habitual nappers became more confused

following a nap of this length.

For the anger-hostility scale, there was trend toward a 3-way interaction, 7^(1.83, 54.85)

= 2.93, p = .07 (see Figures 21 a - c). The means plots suggested that neither group changed

following the 60-minute nap; following the 20-minute nap, both groups tended to become less

angry; and, following the no-nap condition, habitual nappers became angrier while non-

habitual nappers became less so.

The total mood disturbance score was calculated by adding the scores for the anger-

hostility, confusion-bewilderment, depression-dejection, fatigue-inertia, and tension-anxiety

scales, and then subtracting the score for the vigour-activity subscale. For this score, there was

a significant 3-way interaction, F(1.67, 50.12) = 3.56, p = .04 (see Figures 22 a - c). Simple

effects tests were non-significant. The means plots showed that following the 60-minute nap,

habitual nappers' moods improved slightly; there was little change for either group following
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the 20-minute nap; and, following reading, the moods of habitual nappers became worse while

the moods of non-habitual nappers improved. These results demonstrate that habitual nappers

prefer to take an afternoon nap, and their moods become worse when prevented from doing so.

Likewise, non-habitual nappers had improved moods when they did not have to nap.

Theta power in waking EEG differed between habitual and non-habitual nappers.

Thetapower (eyes closed). There were 3-way interactions for theta power at central

and nearby sites (see Figure 23). A significant trial by condition by nap group interaction was

found at F4, F{2, 60) = 3.90,/? = .03. Follow-up tests were non-significant. The means plots

suggested that following the 60-minute nap, there was an increase in theta power for both

groups, but this increase was much larger for non-habitual nappers. Following the 20-minute

nap and reading, there was again an increase for habitual nappers but a decrease for non-

habitual nappers. A trend was found at C3, F(2, 60) = 2.96,/? = .06. Following the 60-minute

nap, there was little change for habitual nappers, but a large increase in power for non-habitual

nappers. However, following both the shorter nap and no-nap condition, there was an increase

for habitual nappers, and a decrease for non-habitual nappers. Another significant interaction

was found at C4, F(2, 60) = 3.33, p = .04. Post hoc tests were non-significant. The means plots

showed that a similar trend to that seen at F4 and C3 . Following the 60-minute nap, there was

an increase in theta power for both groups, but this increase was larger for non-habitual

nappers. Following the 20-minute nap and no-nap conditions, there was an increase in theta

power for habitual nappers but a decrease for non-habitual nappers. Another trend existed at

Cz, F(2, 60) = 2.94,/? = .06. The means plots were similar to those for C3. The means plots for

a trend at P4, F{1.69, 50.81) = 2.91,/? = .07, demonstrated that there was a slight increase in

power following the 60-minute nap for habitual nappers, and a larger increase for non-habitual
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nappers. There was an increase in theta power for habitual nappers following both the 20-

minute nap and reading, and a decrease following these conditions for non-habitual nappers.

Does experience with napping influence sleep macro- or microarchitecture? (Hypothesis 4)

Sleep diary data. Results from the t-test {n ^ 26) showed that there were no significant

differences in self-reported nocturnal sleep efficiency based on experience with napping.

Habitual nappers had 92.07% sleep efficiency {SD = 8.58), while non-habitual napper reported

an essentially identical sleep efficiency of 92.21% {SD = 5.43).

Nap sleep architecture data. During the 60-minute nap only, habitual nappers (M =

88. 1 1%, SD = 8.45) had a higher sleep efficiency, /(1 8. 15) = -2.34, p = .03, compared to non-

habitual nappers {M= 72.18, SD = 25.93). Habitual nappers (M= 53.26 min, SD = 5.18) also

had a greater total sleep time, /(18.21) = -2.3 l,p = .03, compared to non-habitual nappers (M =

43.71, SD = 15.74). There were no other group differences during the 60-minute nap, or at all

during the 20-minute nap (see Table 13 for means and standard deviations).

Nap FFTdata. FFT from the naps showed that habitual and non-habitual nappers

differed in certain ways. During the 60-minute nap (see Table 14), non-habitual nappers had

greater gamma power and greater high frequency activity, at most scalp sites. More

specifically, while awake at the beginning of this nap (see Table 15), non-habitual nappers had

higher gamma power and high frequency activity at most sites. During wake time in the last 20

minutes (see Table 16), non-habitual nappers had greater high frequency activity at parietal

and occipital sites. Group differences were not found during sleep onset or any sleep stages.

During the 20-minute nap, habitual nappers had greater low alpha power at parietal and

occipital sites, and non-habitual nappers had higher gamma power and high frequency activity

at most sites (see Table 17). Differences in low alpha only occurred during wake time within
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this session (see Table 18). Differences in high frequency activity were limited to wakefulness,

Stage la, and Stage lb (see Tables 18-20 respectively), while gamma differences occurred

during Stage la and Stage lb (see Tables 19 and 20, respectively). Such effects were not found

after sleep onset. This finding is inconsistent with the results of Study 1 . In that study, habitual

nappers had greater delta, alpha, and sigma power during Stage 2 sleep, in addition to Stage 1

differences, and did not differ at all during wakefulness.

The only group difference found for the no-nap condition was that habitual nappers had

higher low alpha power at C3, C4, P3, and P4 (see Table 21). This group difference was not

found when only the first and last two minutes of this session were analyzed. Habitual nappers

may have become more relaxed during the reading period, compared to non-habitual nappers,

thus explaining the group differences in alpha power during this session.

Are sleep macro- and microarchitecture characteristics related to benefits of

napping?(Hypotheses 3 and 4)

Correlation analyses were conducted to determine if relationships existed between

sleep variables and post-nap improvements on behavioural, subjective, ERP, and EEG

measures. It was hypothesized that the characteristics of nap sleep would predict outcomes

following naps. Thus, these analyses were conducted to determine if relationships existed

among these variables before conducting regression analyses.

Since there were no meaningful correlations in predicted directions between sleep

architecture data and post-nap measures, or between FFT data and post-nap measures,

regression analyses were not run.
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Were there relationships among individual difference variables?

There were no significant correlations between morningness-eveningness and either

napping behaviour or napping preference. Likewise, there were no correlations between any of

the Big Five personality factors and napping behaviour or preference.

Discussion

Older adults experience a number of changes to their sleep. These changes include an

increased prevalence of primary and secondary sleep disorders (Bliwise, 1997); fragmented,

lighter, and shorter sleep (Williams et al., 1972); and, changes to homeostatic (Feinberg, 1989)

and circadian factors (Vitiello, 1997) that control sleep and wakefulness. These changes all

typically result in increased daytime sleepiness for this population (Ohayon & ZuUey, 1999).

The purpose of this thesis was to determine to what extent the cognitive deficits seen in

older people are due to sleepiness. This question was tested with a dose-response paradigm,

where levels of homeostatic pressure were manipulated by having participants take a long nap,

a short nap, and read for an equivalent amount of time. The benefits of napping for cognitive

performance had been well-documented in young adults; however, it remained to be shown if

older adults benefited from naps in the same way.

Older adults experience numerous cognitive changes; one specific area of decline is the

functioning of the frontal lobes. Thus, this study aimed to determine whether daytime napping

improved frontal lobe functioning, in particular. This question was of interest in this

population because the frontal lobes are impaired not only by age-related neuroanatomical

changes, but also by sleepiness (Anderson et al., 2004; Terry et al., 2004). Thus, frontal lobe

functioning in older adults may be doubly impaired. This study aimed to determine if the

frontal lobe deficits, and other cognitive changes, seen in older adults were due to sleep
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deprivation. Allowing participants to nap during the afternoon should have reduced

homeostatic sleep pressure, by reducing sleep debt. If fi-ontal lobe and other cognitive deficits

were due to sleepiness, napping should have led to improvements on tasks measuring cognitive

skills and frontal lobe functioning, by reducing the amount of sleep pressure.

Following from this idea, more naps of longer duration should lead to greater

improvements post-nap because sleep pressure would be alleviated. Thus, this study varied nap

duration by having participants each partake in three conditions, 60-minute nap; 20-minute

nap; and, no-nap reading control condition, to determine if a longer nap led to greater

improvements by reducing sleep pressure. This paradigm was designed to address the question

of whether cognitive deficits in older aduhs were due to sleepiness, and to test whether longer

naps led to more recovery of function in waking cognition.

A separate aim of this thesis was to determine if the benefits of a nap depended on

participants' napping habits. It is possible that individuals who have more experience with

napping (i.e., habitual nappers) have different sleep characteristics in terms of sleep

architecture and FFT, and that these differences would uniquely predict post-nap outcomes.

Napping studies have demonstrated a variety of behavioural, cognitive, subjective, and

electrophysiological benefits due to daytime naps (e.g., Bonnet, 1991; Takahashi & Arito,

1998). However, most studies have looked at only young adults, and only habitual nappers

(e.g., Taub et al, 1976). This study sought to expand previous findings by investigating

napping benefits across the adult lifespan, and by comparing habitual and non-habitual

nappers, on electrophysiological, behavioural, and subjective measures.
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Benefits ofNapping

There were subjective benefits in terms of sleepiness. Using the Stanford Sleepiness

Scale, participants rated themselves as less sleepy after the long nap, but not following the

short nap or reading. However, they rated themselves as less fatigued after either nap, but not

after reading. Finally, results that were in the predicted direction but not significant showed

that participants rated themselves as more sluggish following reading, but not after either nap.

Thus, participants felt that napping alleviated sleepiness, which was reflected in these

subjective measures. These results are consistent with previous research, which has found that

napping alleviates subjective sleepiness (e.g.. Bonnet, 1991; Minors & Waterhouse, 1987;

Sallinen et al., 1998).

Performance-related improvements existed for accuracy on the serial addition and

subtraction task, which is a measure of both arithmetic processing and working memory. Here,

accuracy improved following either the short or long nap, but stayed the same as baseline after

reading. This result suggests that accuracy on this task is sensitive to the decrease in sleepiness

achieved through napping. The serial addition / subtraction task was longer and may have been

more difficult compared to other performance measures, making it a more sensitive measure.

In terms of event-related potential measures, non-significant results in the predicted

direction showed that P2 amplitude was diminished following the long nap only across all age

groups. According to Crowley and Colrain's review (2004), the P2 component may be an early

part of the stimulus classification process. In an oddball ERP paradigm, the P2 signifies initial

identification of the target tone, and the subsequent generation of the P300 reflects

categorization of the stimulus. Crowley and Colrain further stated that in young participants,

the P2 is diminished when the participants attend to auditory stimuli, and represents attention
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disengagement processes. The authors reported that the larger P2 seen in older adults might be

due to a decreased ability to withdraw attention resources, but they cautioned that it might also

reflect entirely different processes. In this study, it is plausible that the diminished P2 seen

following the 60-minute nap indicated increased attention.

With respect to the waking EEG measures from the AAT, there were changes in theta

and beta power. At parietal and occipital sites, theta power increased following the reading

condition, and decreased after the longer nap, suggesting that participants experienced more

sleepiness following reading, and more alertness following the long nap. These results

demonstrate that the longer nap reduced physiological sleepiness in all participants,

demonstrating a neurophysiologic benefit following a 60-minute afternoon nap. A 20-minute

nap was not long enough to increase alertness, but it was long enough to prevent an increase in

sleepiness, which is consistent with Process S.

With respect to beta power, there was a trend at Fz and increases at central and parietal

sites, across all participants, following both the 20-minute nap and the reading condition. Since

beta power is associated with alert wakefulness, these results suggest that participants became

more alert after a short nap. Results also showed that participants became more alert after the

reading condition. Previous research (Cote, Milner, Osip, Ray, & Baxter, 2003) stated that

during sleep restriction there is an increase in both theta and beta power; the authors suggested

that such results reflect increased effort to stay awake or perform on task. In this study, it is

possible that the increase in beta power following reading occurred as a reflection of older

participants' more effortftjl processing.

Thus, benefits of napping were seen for behavioural, subjective, ERP, and EEG

measures. These benefits occurred regardless of age or experience with napping. In general,
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these changes confirmed that napping does affect cognitive functioning, through reduction in

sleepiness.

Age Differences

Although no age group differences were found with respect to behavioural or

subjective variables, there were age differences in ERP and quantitative EEG measures. Older

adults had longer novel P3 latencies, and smaller amplitudes for the P2, novel P3, and P3b

components. These results all reflected previous literature, which showed that older adults

have fewer cognitive resources available for information processing, and that processing is

slower (e.g., Oken & Kaye, 1992).

Significant age differences and non-significant results in predicted the direction

showed that older adults also had greater beta and gamma power. These findings were also

consistent with previous research (e.g., Breslau, Starr, Sicotte, Higa, & Buchsbaum, 1989;

Marciani et al., 1994), which has shown that the elderly have more fast EEG activity compared

to younger adults. Marciani and colleagues reported that the increase in faster activity in older

adults was positively correlated with cognitive performance. This finding is in concordance

with the idea that beta represents effort. Older adults may show greater beta and gamma power

because they are using more effort; in turn, this effort may lead to better cognitive performance

than they would have had without exerting effort.

Age-Related Benefits ofNapping

Significant results and non-significant trends for waking EEG showed that gamma

power changed differently following naps compared to the no-nap reading condition, and these

differences were related to the age of the participants. In general, gamma power increased

following the reading condition for older participants, but did not change for younger
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individuals, or following either nap. This result shows that although napping had no direct

effect on gamma power, older adults who were prevented from napping had a rise in gamma

power. Greater gamma power may represent increased mental effort; it is possible that older

adults, who were sleepier since they did not nap, employed more effortful mental processing.

A major hypothesis was that the benefits of napping would be different following a

longer nap compared to a shorter one; ERP evidence supported this hypothesis. Age-related

benefits of napping to information processing, reflected in Nl amplitude, depended on the

length of nap taken before testing. Nl represents early cognitive processing, the identification

that a stimulus has been presented. Nl amplitude has been shown to increase when attention is

more focused or directed (Crowley & Colrain, 2004). In this study, the older group

experienced no change following either nap condition or the reading condition. A non-

significant trend showed that the younger group had a diminished Nl following all conditions.

This result suggests that the change in Nl in this study was not related to napping, but to other

processes, such as boredom or fatigue, which can be a drawback of repeated measures designs

and repeated performance assessment in particular. The middle age group showed no change

in Nl following the long nap, but Nl became diminished following the short nap and reading.

This change reflects decreased attentiveness. This group might have needed a long nap to

maintain the level of attentiveness seen earlier in the afternoon, but when only given a short

time to nap or prevented from napping, they showed a decrease in attentiveness.

The dose-response nature of this study illustrated the fact that the benefits of napping

may depend on the length of the nap taken. It is possible that subjective benefits of napping

were not found because participants were either not aware of or unwilling to admit to

performance impairment. Moreover, true changes to performance or group differences could
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have been masked by increased effort, which was evidenced by the increased fast EEG activity

seen in older adults. Bonneford et al. (2003) reported that older adults employ different

strategies during cognitive testing; thus, although sleepiness did affect cognitive functioning in

older adults, they had learned to compensate by employing different tactics, which may have

masked group differences. Thus, while subjective and performance differences could be

masked, changes in brain physiology could not be, and therefore are more useful in describing

how aging and nap length influence the benefits of a nap.

Age Group Differences in Sleep Macro- andMicroarchitecture

The three age groups did not differ on nocturnal sleep efficiency according to home

diary data. According to gross sleep architecture during the nap, participants of different ages

slept similarly, but differed on measures of sleep efficiency and total sleep time. More

specifically, the young group slept better than the middle age group during the 60-minute nap,

according to measures of sleep efficiency and total sleep time. No other measures were

different between the groups.

Microarchitecture was employed in this study to provide a finer description of group

differences in sleep architecture during a nap. In terms of microarchitecture, the middle group

had higher alpha power in Stage I during the 60-minute nap compared to the young group.

The young age group had the lowest level of alpha during sleep onset. Thus, this group had the

most efficient sleep onset processes, since a faster sleep onset is associated with a faster

disappearance of alpha, and therefore less alpha overall. The young age group also had a

higher sleep efficiency and greater total sleep time during this nap. Thus, this group appeared

to sleep better than the other age groups during the long nap.
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During the reading condition, there were age differences in the higher frequency bands.

The older age group had higher beta, gamma, and high frequency activity during the reading

condition. These results are similar to those found with waking EEG during the AAT, which

showed that older adults have greater high frequency EEG power during wakefulness. Again,

high frequency EEG could represent higher arousal for this group, or, more likely, greater

mental effort. Although older adults have poorer sleep at night, it is possible that the same

EEG group differences could not be seen in a short nap.

The Influence ofExperience with Napping on Benefits ofNapping

There were differences between habitual and non-habitual nappers for several

subjective measures. For the confusion-bewilderment scale of the POMS, non-habitual nappers

showed no change in any condition. However, following the 20-minute nap, but not the 60-

minute nap or reading condition, habitual nappers were less confused compared to baseline.

This effect seems to suggest that habitual nappers may have a cognitive benefit following

napping, which is reflected in this confusion subscale; the lack of results following the 60-

minute nap may indicate that any decrease in confusion was masked by sleep inertia, and later

testing may have elucidated it.

For the anger-hostility subscale, a trend toward a 3-way interaction indicated that both

groups were less angry after the short nap. Moreover, following the reading condition, habitual

nappers were angrier, while non-habitual nappers were less angry. Thus, both groups obtained

some improvement to mood from the short nap. The results from the reading condition support

the division of participants into these groups; habitual nappers were happier to nap, and non-

habitual nappers were happier to remain awake.
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Similarly, both groups showed a slight improvement to overall mood following the

long nap. Following the reading condition, the moods of habitual nappers were worse, while

those of non-habitual nappers were better. These results demonstrate that habitual nappers

prefer to take an afternoon nap; likewise, non-habitual nappers had improved moods when

they did not have to nap. These results were similar to Study 1.

Waking theta power changed differentially following the naps or reading condition,

and these changes were influenced by the amount of experience participants had with napping.

In general, significant results and similar, but non-significant, trends showed an increase in

theta power for non-habitual nappers following the longer nap. Since increased theta power

represents increased sleepiness, this finding shows that non-habitual nappers were sleepier

upon awakening from a long nap, compared to habitual nappers. This sleepiness could

represent sleep inertia. If so, more sleep inertia compared to habitual nappers could be one

reason that non-habitual nappers do not nap. If they persistently experience a high degree of

grogginess, non-habitual nappers may feel that the detriment of napping to well-being

outweighs any perceived performance benefit. It is also plausible that since they have less

experience with napping, non-habitual nappers have not yet learned to "shake off sleep

inertia.

In Study 1 , habitual nappers were happier in the nap condition, while non-habitual

nappers were happier in the reading control condition. This result was similar to that found

with the anger-hostility subscale in Study 2. Pre- and post-nap EEG measures were not used in

Study 1, so it is impossible to compare the results for theta power with Study 1.
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Nap Group Differences in Sleep Macro- andMicroarchitecture

At-home sleep diary data collected throughout the study showed that there were no

differences in nocturnal sleep efficiency between habitual and non-habitual nappers.

According to nap sleep architecture, habitual nappers slept better than non-habitual

nappers during the 60-minute nap, based on measures of sleep efficiency and total sleep time.

There were no differences in other sleep architecture variables. Dinges (1992) compared

habitual and non-habitual nappers during a nap and found that habitual nappers had more

Stage 1 sleep and more stage shifts, indicating that non-habitual nappers had more

consolidated sleep. Although these results were inconsistent with the results from this study,

results fi-om Dinges suggest that non-habitual nappers may choose not to frequently nap

because they feel groggy after the nap. Results from the present study suggest, however, that

non-habitual nappers may not often nap because they are not as skilled at it, getting less sleep

during the nap.

According to nap microarchitecture, non-habitual nappers had higher gamma power

and high frequency activity compared to habitual nappers during the 60-minute nap. These

differences were restricted to wake time during this nap, the amount ofwhich was equivalent

between groups. Non-habitual nappers also had higher power for these bands during sleep

onset in the short nap. Non-habitual nappers had greater power for the faster frequency bands

while trying to fall asleep; enhanced physiological alertness at sleep onset could contribute to

why non-habitual nappers do not nap. If it is more difficult for these individuals to fall asleep,

they may gain less from the nap. Also, this wake time at sleep onset may be remembered to a

greater extent, leading this group to remember more wakeftilness in the nap than actually
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occurred. Faster EEG activity at sleep onset may also make the nap less restorative. Thus,

napping may not seem effective to this group.

As well, habitual nappers had greater low frequency alpha power during wake time for

the short nap. Just as the results for gamma and high frequency activity showed that non-

habitual nappers were more alert or vigilant while falling asleep during both nap conditions,

habitual nappers were more relaxed before falling asleep during the short nap condition. Thus,

habitual nappers may choose to nap more frequently because they find it easy to fall asleep,

and therefore garner benefits, from a nap. This group may have also learned to fall asleep more

quickly through experience with napping. More frequent napping likely allowed habitual

nappers to become more efficient at falling asleep, staying asleep, and waking up. Although

these results help to explain why some individuals may choose to nap while others do not (i.e.,

non-habitual nappers are more vigilant at sleep onset and sleepier upon awakening, and may

therefore not nap efficiently or gain benefits from a nap), these groups did not differ in sleep

quality. Differences in nap sleep could therefore not be used to explain post-nap differences

between the groups.

These results differ from those of Study 1, where habitual nappers, in general, had

greater power for most sites and bands during sleep. In Study 1, habitual nappers had greater

power for theta and alpha bands during Stage 1, and deha, alpha, and sigma during Stage 2. No

differences were found during wakefulness. In Study 2, however, non-habitual nappers had

higher power for gamma and high frequency activity during wakefulness and Stage 1 . Habitual

nappers had higher alpha power during wakefulness. Study 1 and Study 2 were consistent in

that most results suggested that habitual nappers slept better.
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Summary

In summary, the overall results of Study 2 indicated that the younger age group and

habitual nappers slept better. However, differences in nap sleep architecture or frequency

power values were not related to the other dependent measures used in this study to assess

well-being and performance improvement following a nap. There were a number of

behavioural, cognitive, subjective, and electrophysiological benefits related to afternoon

napping, as were expected according to previous hterature (e.g., Bonnet, 1991; Bonnet &

Arand, 1994; Macchi et al., 2002; Purnell et al, 2002; Sallinen et al., 1998; Song et al., 2002;

Tietzel & Lack, 2001). There were changes, following napping, in reaction time; accuracy in

arithmetic processing; sleepiness; mood; early information-processing, as seen by changes to

the N 1 and P2 ERP components; and, theta, beta, and gamma power values. Indeed, afternoon

napping did lead to some improvement on subjective, behavioural, and electrophysiological

measures, and some of these improvements depended on the individual's age or napping

habits.

This thesis aimed to determine whether the cognitive deficits experienced by older

adults were due to sleep deprivation. Since it was hypothesized that cognitive deficits might be

due to sleepiness, it was predicted that daytime napping would reduce homeostatic sleep

pressure. Older adults would be less sleepy and therefore able to perform better. Moreover, a

longer nap should reduce homeostatic pressure to a greater degree, and thus lead to more

benefits for older adults than a shorter nap. A number of age differences, overall, in ERP and

BEG measures were found in this study, as were expected based on previous research (e.g.

Fabiani et al., 1996; Oken & Kaye, 1992). Age-related benefits of napping were seen for Nl

amplitude and gamma power. Nl amplitude changes indicated that the middle age group had
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reduced attention following the short nap; this group might have needed a longer just to

maintain pre-nap levels of attention. Moreover, the older group had no change from pre-

session values; this group might have needed an even longer nap to show any benefit. The fact

that the younger group showed reduced attention following any condition suggests that they

may have lacked motivation or interest, resulting in reduced attention at the end of each in-lab

day. Gamma power was higher for older adults who did not nap. Thus, since they were

sleepier, they had to use more mental effort during the post-session test bout.

There are a number of cognitive and psychomotor changes that occur in later life; in

particular, deficits to frontal lobe functioning occur, which may then exacerbated by increased

daytime sleepiness. Frontal lobe functioning is impaired by both aging and sleepiness. Since

older aduhs experience sleep fragmentation, they are sleepier during the daytime. Thus, frontal

lobe function in older adults is impaired by aging itself, and the sleep fragmentation that is

comorbid with increasing age. An aim of this thesis was to determine if daytime napping could

enhance frontal lobe function. If so, cognitive deficits could be attributed to sleepiness, and

thus alleviated by reducing sleep pressure. The novel P3 task was used to determine if deficits

to frontal lobe function could be alleviated by napping. Results from this task did not support

the hypothesis that napping would aid frontal lobe function. As well, the 2-back memory test, a

measure ofworking memory that relies on the frontal lobes, did not support this hypothesis.

However, results from accuracy on the working memory math task showed nap-related

enhancements to frontal lobe function. The failure to find concordance on these measures may

be due to the fact that the math task was more sensitive. It may also be that the frontal lobe

deficits seen in this population are primarily due to neuroanatomical and neurochemical

changes, and although made worse by sleepiness, decreasing sleepiness through a nap may not
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improve the functioning of this brain region enough. The degree of sleepiness and degree of

biological change in old age might both be so great that one afternoon nap made no significant

change. Moreover, a nap duration of longer than one hour might have been needed to combat

the effects of aging.

A final aim of this thesis was to determine the extent to which experience with napping

influences benefits of napping. Subjective and EEG data from the AAT demonstrated possible

reasons that individuals are habitual or non-habitual nappers. Subjective data from the POMS

showed that habitual nappers were happier to nap, and that non-habitual nappers were happier

to stay awake. EEG data showed that non-habitual nappers experienced more sleepiness, or

grogginess, upon awakening, as reflected in increased theta power. Non-habitual nappers also

had greater power for faster frequency bands while trying to fall asleep. Thus, non-habitual

nappers had a harder time falling asleep and waking up, and were happier to remain awake

during the afternoon. There were no group differences in behavioural or ERP benefits of

napping.

General Discussion

Contributions. One advantage to this research was the repeated measures design. This

type of design accounts for baseline differences between groups and is more statistically

powerfiil (Cohen & Cohen, 1983). Another advantage was the use of three age groups, instead

ofjust two. The three groups allowed a more complex comparison and description of the

effects across the lifespan. This design was especially important since Carrier and colleagues

(2001) reported EEG changes for adults aged 20 to 60 years. Moreover, napping studies

employing older adults have often failed to control for illness or sleep disorders, often because

the purpose of these studies was to use surveys to determine the frequency of napping (e.g..
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Ohayon & ZuUey, 1999). Studies have often found an increase in the frequency of napping

that occurs with increasing age, but often napping results from illness or daytime sleepiness

caused by sleep disorders. This study used healthy individuals, who did not have excessive

daytime sleepiness, as participants. This sample ensured that results were not confounded by

illness or disability. A final advantage was the variety of measures used. These measures were

expected to show concordance, based on previous studies investigating daytime sleepiness and

performance (e.g., Cote et al., 2003). Moreover, the use ofERP and EEG measures allowed a

more detailed investigation of changes in arousal and information processing. Additionally, the

use of the novel P3 task to investigate frontal lobe function was a novel approach with this

type of research.

Limitations. One problem in this research that may have resulted in null findings was

the issue of task sensitivity, which is typical in sleep research. Tasks may fail to be sensitive,

especially if the level of sleepiness is subtle (Cote et al., 2003). Moreover, in this study,

participants may have been able to compensate for sleepiness for short periods of time (i.e.,

during the test bouts). Performance assessment in humans is fraught with a number of

methodological concerns, including practice effects, motivation, fatigue, and habituation.

Despite attempts to control for confounds inherent in this type of research, it remains possible

that any of these could have interacted to impact the sensitivity of these measures.

The fact that benefits of napping were not seen with the novel P3 ERP component

could have resulted from task instructions. Other researchers (e.g., Fabiani et al., 1996) have

not told participants about the occurrence of novel stimuli beforehand. In this study,

participants were warned before the task that they would hear three types of tones (standard,

target, and novel sounds). The decision to warn participants was made because it was thought
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that cleaner EEG recordings would occur if participants were not startled by the novel sounds.

Participants also completed one practice session during the clinical screening night that was

not used in data analysis. Thus, when completing the task, participants knew to expect novel

environmental sounds. This knowledge might have dampened the neurophysiologic response

to the novel sounds, making the task less sensitive.

In recent imaging studies that have compared the brain activity of young sleep-

deprived participants and older sleep-satiated participants, tasks of verbal learning (Drummond

et al., 2000; Drummond et al., 2001) and neuropsychological measures (Anderson et al, 2004)

have been employed. Since these tasks have shown changes based on age and sleepiness, these

measures might be sensitive to the subtle levels of sleepiness seen in the elderly. These tasks

might also be sensitive to changes to frontal lobe function.

Although behavioural, subjective, ERP, and EEG measures are used frequently when

researchers are testing sleepiness and performance resulting from sleep debt (Cote et al,

2003), the tasks chosen for this project might not have been sensitive to the levels of sleepiness

investigated in this study, or sensitive to differences based on age group or experience with

napping. The tasks used in this study were often used with a relatively younger population

(e.g., 25 to 45 year olds; Cote et al., 2003), and may not have been as sensitive to subtle

cognitive changes experienced by older participants. Moreover, the upper age limit for this

study was 70 years old; the older age group was relatively young compared to the older adults

used in other studies (e.g.. Monk et al., 2001). Thus, the results might have been clearer if a

very old group was compared with a young adult group.

A second problem might have been due to sleep inertia. Although an hour was given

between the end of the nap and the beginning of the second test bout on each day, some of the
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results seemed to suggest that sleep inertia persisted past this hour. Previous research has been

unclear about how long sleep inertia lasts (Dinges et al., 1981), and it depends on a number of

factors (Dinges et al., 1987; Jewett, 1997; Tassi et al., 1992). Although there may be other

explanations for the results, situations where improvements were found for only the short nap

and not the long nap indicated that improvements would have been seen following the longer

nap if more time between awakening and testing was allowed. Thus, multiple post-nap testing

times are suggested for future research; however, additional repeated measures introduce other

design concerns. Additionally, the impact of sleep inertia could be tested in future research by

measuring EEG at frequent intervals after awakening from a nap.

Another shortcoming to this research was the effect of time of day on testing. Since

participants' sessions were scheduled according to their individual circadian phases, the time

of testing varied between participants. However, time of testing should have occurred at the

same circadian phase for all individuals. In this study, aligning testing to circadian phase was

decided to be more important than aligning it to clock time. However, this consideration could

have affected the results; employing participants with more similar circadian phases (i.e., using

stricter sleep/wake schedule inclusion criteria) would allow researchers to align testing to both

circadian phase and clock time.

Finally, the lack of relationship between the dependent measures and nap

characteristics is surprising. Previous research has shown that specific sleep characteristics can

predict post-nap performance on specific tasks (Fogel et al., 2004; here, spindle density was

correlated with motor learning following a 20-minute nap). Thus, more specific hypotheses

about which nap characteristics should be related to post-nap measures should direct future

analyses.
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Future research. Thus, it would be interesting in future research to determine if a larger

sample size allows for more consistent significant results. As well, the use of different

measures might allow for more conclusive results. More extreme groups might also clarify

resuhs. For example, the use of very old participants might generate more obvious effects.

Finally, multiple testing times post-nap would eliminate the problem of sleep inertia. If effects

were masked by grogginess at the first post-nap test bout, they would be captured in

subsequent test periods. However, the best study design with respect to muhiple testing times

would be to systematically vary time of testing (i.e., have post-nap testing occur at different

times on different days), which would control the problems of learning, fatigue, and boredom

inherent in having multiple testing times on one day.

Follow-up analyses could look at gender differences in these data; there may have been

unique benefits accrued by men and women. Other individual difference variables, such as

morningness-eveningness tendencies, might also influence benefits of napping. These were not

investigated because they were not major hypotheses, and it would have been difficult to

consider their impact with such a small sample size.

Age groups, and habitual and non-habitual nappers, were compared on measures of

macro- and microarchitecture during the naps. An interesting follow-up to this would be to

investigate phasic activity during the naps. Thus, the number of K-complexes and spindles

during the naps might be different between age groups, and might be different between

habitual and non-habitual nappers. Moreover, these phasic events might predict post-nap

benefits. Previous research (Fogel et al., 2004) has shown that spindle density during Stage 2

sleep in a 20-minute afternoon nap predicted post-nap performance on a simple motor

procedural task for habitual nappers only. Thus, similar resuhs might be found with these data.
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Finally, these research questions could be investigated with different research

paradigms. Since it was hypothesized that longer naps should be of more benefit to older

adults than shorter naps, future research could employ a condition with an even longer nap

(e.g., three hours). This nap length would also allow participants to enter REM sleep. Since

REM sleep has been shown to be related to declarative learning (Mednick et al., 2003),

perhaps REM sleep predicts post-nap benefits on certain measures. A study focusing on the

influence ofREM sleep during a nap on post-nap benefits could utilize morning naps, which

should contain more REM and less SWS than afternoon naps (Dinges, 1992).

Moreover, participants in this study completed in-lab sessions at one-week intervals.

Perhaps having participants complete each condition on consecutive days would limit

variability, thereby strengthening results. However, it was decided to control for time ofweek

in this study, in particular to control for sleep schedule differences between weekdays and

weekend days.

In summary, similar research questions can be further addressed in future research by

similar paradigms using different tasks, which could be given at different and/or additional

times; more extreme age groups, as well as increasing sample sizes; addressing other

individual difference variables as possible influences on results; using paradigms employing

different nap durations or schedules; and, using additional analysis strategies, such as looking

at phasic events during naps and between groups.

Conclusion. This study aimed to determine if the cognitive deficits, particularly those

to frontal lobe functioning, seen in old age were due to sleepiness, and to determine if older

adults experienced benefits of napping similar to younger adults. This question was addressed

with a dose-response paradigm that manipulated homeostatic pressure by varying nap duration
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(60-minute nap, 20-minute nap, no-nap control condition), to determine the length of nap

needed to produced post-nap benefits on behavioural, subjective, ERP, and EEG measures. In

addition, the influence of experience with napping on the benefits of napping was investigated.

This unique napping paradigm successfully identified certain predicted interactions between

aging and nap length on benefits of a nap. Changes in reaction time, arithmetic processing,

objective and physiological sleepiness, and early information-processing confirmed the

advantages of napping. EEG and ERP data further showed that some benefits of a nap depend

on age, as well as nap duration. Since older adults are sleepier during the day and have more

opportunity to nap, napping may lead to unique gains for this population. Reducing sleep

pressure in older adults through naps could help restore frontal lobe function, which is

compromised by both sleepiness and aging. Longer naps were shown to be more beneficial

than shorter naps on a number of measures. Although longer naps were not superior

specifically for older adults, 60-minute naps are recommended for all age groups, particularly

when immediate benefits are not expected. These longer naps should aid in cognitive

processing, and lead to enhancements in frontal lobe functions, such as working memory. The

unique design of this study, which involved using EEG and ERP measures in a dose-response

paradigm, allows us to now understand how napping differentially benefits three age groups

across the lifespan, which was not made clear by previous research using only young adults.

Future research should continue to investigate the effects of napping on frontal lobe function in

older adults.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Frequency of naps taken by survey respondents

Bar graph representing the percentage of survey respondents who reported

napping every day, once or twice a week, once or twice a month, or never.

Figure 2. Reasons for napping given by survey respondents

Bar graph representing the percentage of survey respondents who reported that

they napped due to excessive daytime sleepiness, in anticipation of sleep loss

(prophylactic), for enjoyment (appetitive), in response to sleep loss

(replacement), or due to chronic sleep restriction.

Figure 3. Duration of naps taken by survey respondents

Pie chart representing the percentage of survey respondents who reported that

their naps lasted more than 60 minutes, 30 to 60 minutes, 20 to 30 minutes, 10

to 20 minutes, or less than 10 minutes.

Figure 4. Feeling upon awakening from a nap reported by survey respondents

Pie chart representing the percentage of survey respondents who reported that

they felt very unpleasant, unpleasant, neutral, pleasant, or very pleasant upon

awakening from a nap.

Figure 5. Frequency of naps preferred by study participants

Bar graph representing the percentage of survey respondents who preferred to

nap every day, once or twice a week, once or twice a month, or never.

Figure 6. Pre-post scores on the Stanford Sleepiness Scale for each condition

Interaction plot representing pre-post changes on the Stanford Sleepiness Scale

for the 60-minute, 20-minute, and no-nap conditions.
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Figure 7. Pre-post scores on the fatigue scale for each condition

Interaction plot representing pre-post changes on the fatigue scale for the 60-

minute, 20-minute, and no-nap conditions.

Figure 8. Pre-post scores on the energetic-sluggish visual analogue scale for each

condition

Interaction plot representing pre-post changes on the energetic-sluggish visual

analogue scale for the 60-minute, 20-minute, and no-nap conditions.

Figure 9. Pre-post accuracy scores on the serial addition / subtraction task for each

condition

Interaction plot representing pre-post changes in accuracy on the serial addition

and subtraction task for the 60-minute, 20-minute, and no-nap conditions.

Figure 10. Pre-post P2 amplitudes for each condition

Interaction plot representing pre-post changes in P2 amplitude for the 60-

minute, 20-minute, and no-nap conditions.

Figure 11. Log transformed theta power (eyes open) for trial by condition interactions

Interaction plots representing pre-post changes in theta power for the 60-

minute, 20-minute, and no-nap conditions, for all significant sites.

Figure 12. Log transformed beta power (eyes closed) for trial by condition

interactions

Interaction plots representing pre-post changes in beta power for the 60-minute,

20-minute, and no-nap conditions, for all significant sites.

Figure 13. Log transformed beta power (eyes open) for trial by condition interactions

Interaction plots representing pre-post changes in beta power for the 60-minute,
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20-minute, and no-nap conditions, for all significant sites.

Figure 14. Age differences in log transformed beta power (eyes closed)

Means plot representing age differences in beta power overall, for all significant

sites.

Figure 15. Age differences in log transformed beta power (eyes open)

Means plot representing age differences in beta power overall, for all significant

sites.

Figure 16. Age differences in log transformed gamma power (eyes open)

Means plot representing age differences in gamma power overall, for all

significant sites.

Figure 17. Log transformed gamma power (eyes closed) for trial by condition by age

interactions

Interaction plots representing pre-post changes in gamma power for each age

group for the 60-minute, 20-minute, and no-nap conditions, for all significant

sites.

Figure 18. Log transformed gamma power (eyes open) for trial by condition by age

interactions

Interaction plots representing pre-post changes in gamma power for each age

group for the 60-minute, 20-minute, and no-nap conditions, for all significant

sites.

Figure 19a. Pre-post Nl amplitudes for each age group in the 60-minute nap condition

Interaction plot representing pre-post change in Nl amplitude for each age

group, in the 60-minute nap condition.
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Figure 19b. Pre-post Nl amplitudes for each age group in the 20-ininute nap condition

Interaction plot representing pre-post change in Nl amplitude for each age

group, in the 20-minute nap condition.

Figure 19c. Pre-post Nl amplitudes for each age group in the no-nap reading condition

Interaction plot representing pre-post change in Nl amplitude for each age

group, in the no-nap condition.

Figure 20a. Pre-post scores on the confusion-bewilderment subscale of the POMS for

each nap group in the 60-minute nap condition

Interaction plot representing pre-post change on the confusion-bewilderment

subscale of the POMS for habitual and non-habitual nappers, in the 60-minute

nap condition.

Figure 20h. Pre-post scores on the confusion-bewilderment subscale of the POMS for

each nap group in the 20-minute nap condition

Interaction plot representing pre-post change on the contusion-bewilderment

subscale of the POMS for habitual and non-habitual nappers, in the 20-minute

nap condition.

Figure 20c. Pre-post scores on the confusion-bewilderment subscale of the POMS for

each nap group in the no-nap reading condition

Interaction plot representing pre-post change on the confusion-bewilderment

subscale of the POMS for habitual and non-habitual nappers, in the no-nap

condition.

Figure 21a. Pre-post scores on the anger-hostility subscale of the POMS for each nap

group in the 60-minute nap condition
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Interaction plot representing pre-post change on the anger-hostihty subscale of

the POMS for habitual and non-habitual nappers, in the 60-minute nap

condition.

Figure 21h. Pre-post scores on the confusion-bewilderment subscale of the POMS for

each nap group in the 20-niinute nap condition

Interaction plot representing pre-post change on the anger-hostility subscale of

the POMS for habitual and non-habitual nappers, in the 20-minute nap

condition.

Figure 21c. Pre-post scores on the confusion-bewilderment subscale of the POMS for

each nap group in the no-nap reading condition

Interaction plot representing pre-post change on the anger-hostility subscale of

the POMS for habitual and non-habitual nappers, in the no-nap condition.

Figure 22a. Pre-post scores on the total mood disturbance score of the POMS for each

nap group in the 60-minute nap condition

Interaction plot representing pre-post change on the POMS total mood

disturbance score for habitual and non-habitual nappers, in the 60-minute nap

condition.

Figure 22b. Pre-post scores on the total mood disturbance score of the POMS for each

nap group in the 20-minute nap condition

Interaction plot representing pre-post change on the POMS total mood

disturbance score for habitual and non-habitual nappers, in the 20-minute nap

condition.

Figure 22c. Pre-post scores on the total mood disturbance score of the POMS for each
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nap group in the no-nap reading condition

Interaction plot representing pre-post change on the POMS total mood

disturbance score for habitual and non-habitual nappers, in the no-nap

condition.

Figure 23. Log transformed theta power (eyes closed) for trial by condition by nap

group interactions

Interaction plots representing pre-post changes in theta power for habitual and

non-habitual nappers for the 60-minute, 20-minute, and no-nap conditions, for

all significant sites.
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Napping Survey

Demographic Information

Age
Gender

Handedness

Weight





5. Do you ever fall asleep unintentionally during the day?

D Yes

DNo

6. How long does it take you to fall asleep?

D Less then 5 minutes

D 5-20 minutes

D 20-60 minutes

D More then 60 minutes

7. a) On an average night, approximately what time do you go to bed at night and

wake up the next morning?

b) How many hours of sleep do you usually get per night?

c) Do you consider yourself a good sleeper?

D Yes

DNo

Sleep History

1 . Have you ever been diagnosed with a sleep disorder (e.g., insomnia, narcolepsy-

cataplexy, sleep apnea, periodic limb movement)?

D Yes Specify:

DNo

The Sleep Lab will be conducting a napping study, which will take ONE
AFTERNOON (1-5 p.m.), and you will earn your FULL RESEARCH CREDIT for

Psychology 1F90 (3 hours).

Please indicate if you consent to having the Sleep Lab contact you regarding

participation in a napping study Yes D No D

If so, please provide the following information:

Name:

Phone:

Email:





Napping and Learning Study, 2003 - Telephone Interview

Name:





SLEEP - W.4KE OUESTIONN.-MRE

iDATE(dd/mm/yy) IHEIGHT WEIGHT SEX

INSTRUCTIONS :^&^

Read each of the questions careflJfy"|^^

a scale number'that best' describes HOW •

OFTEN YOU HAVE HAD THESE"DURING
THE PAST 2mMiM^" PlSce'Se mper in ,

the block immediately to the right of th'e item. V-

Do not skip any item and prmt yourmimbers '^'.

An^&r:^v^;-

(This means" that you ;often awaken mcfrl than'

5 times at night) '

.':?^^-:£' )^%,}r -^:H'iu^x:^-''^'-

1 Before going to sleep how often do you engage in

the foUowing activities:

a) Read

b) Smoke
c) Eat a snack

d) Watch T\'

e) Drink tea, coffee, cola

f) Drink water, soft drinks

g) Listen to rr.^jsic or radio

h) Take sleepLig pills or tranquillizers

i) Shower o.' bs'Ji

j) Exercise or izkt short walks

k) Relaxadcr. exercises (Meditation, Praver) . .

1) Engage in --.he- activities

2 How often does it take you more than 30 minutes

to fall asleep'

3 How often are you unable to sleep at all? .... f 1

4 Before falling asleep, how often do you experience

any of the following:

a) Coughing, breathing difScuIties, suffocation

b) Feeling hot and sweaty

c) Headaches

d) Confijsion/'disorientation

(do not know where you are)

e) Tension and worry

f) Unpleasant thoughts

g) Aches or pains in: limbs

neck

back./

chest

abdomen

h) A need to move your legs because of

unpleasant sensations in them

i) Sudden jerking movements ofyour arms

and legs

j) Unable to move arms or legs

k) Liable to stop thinking about recent or

past events

I) Frightening or strange halludnarions

m) CXher (specify)

5 How often do you awaken more than 3 times

at night?
j j

6 If you awaken at night, how often do yoa stay

iiwake more than 30 minutes before you go to sleep

asain?

7 If you awakea at night how often do these

::• '^I'.^-D.lnj: jappen during:

a) the first thL-d of the night

b) the second L"L-d of the nighit

c) Lhe last thL'd of the nighit





Scale: = Never, 1 = Rarely; 2 = Sometimes; 3 = Often; 4 = Always; 5 =WA

8 How often are your awakenings during the night

due to:

a) External noises (telephone, baby crying

noisy traffic)

b) Nightmares or unpleasant dreams

c) Aches and pains in different parts of the body

(specify) ^
d) Coughing, choking, breathing difficuldes . .

e) Sudden jerking movements ofarms and legs

f) Need to urinate

g) Heartburn

h) Headache

i) Other (specify)

9 During your sleep at night, how often have you

noticed or have you been told that you do any of

the following?

a) Snore

b) Turn your head from side to side

c) Move your arms or legs or kick

d) Talk during your sleep

e) Walk during your sleep

f) Scream or shout ,

g) Grind your teeth

h) Cough

i) Suffer from interrupted breathing

j) Bed wetting

10 How often is your sleep:

a) Light

b) Deep R
1 1 How often do you have disturbing (bad) dreams

during sleep?
| |

12 When yoa wake up from these bad dreams, how
often do you have the following?

a) Feel relieved
,

b) Feel frightened

c) Have no emotion at all

d; Fec-1 heart poiLndmg

e) Breathe heavily

f) Choke

g) Fee! pressure on your chest

h) Not able to move . . . .

,

i) Feel restless

j) Perspire

k) Scream

1) Wet your bed

m) Immediately fell asleep

13 How often do you awaken in the morning feeling

a) Good mood
b) Bad mood
c) Refreshed

d) Physically tired

e) Headache

f) Muscle stiffiiess or pain in: limbs

neck ....

back

chest ....

abdomen . n
14 How often do you nap during the day:

a) On work/school days?

b) On weekends and holidavs?

15 How often do you feel refreshed after a daytime

nap;

16 How often do you fall asleep during the following

situations?

a) While travelling (car, train, etc.)

b) In the movies or theatre

c) During talks or lectures

d) While watching TV
e) During social situations

f) While reading

g) During work

h) While driving a car

i) While eating

j) During other activities (specify)

17 How often do yod 3iJp an activity beca'ise of an

irresistible need to sleep?
| |

Page 2 of 6
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Scale: = Never, 1 = Rareh" 2 = Sometimes; 3 = Often; 4 = Ahya>-s;" 5 = N/A

18 During the day, how often do you:

a) Feel refreshed and energetic

b) Feel physically exhausted and listless ....

c) Yawn
d) Have problems at work/school due to

sleepiness or naps
| |

e) Have attacks ofsudden muscle weakness

or falling
[ |

f) Have automatic activity (i.e., driving or

walking without recalling where you are) . .

.

g) Feel feint or lose consciousness

h) Feel dizzy or unsteady

i) Have unusual sensation (numbness, tingling)

in arms and legs

j) Have headaches

k) Have pain or discomfort in: limbs

neck

back

chest

abdomen . .

.

19 How often do you have to work on shifts?

20 How often do yoa work on the:

a) Day shift?

b) Evening shift?

c) Night shift?

2 1 How often does your work require you:

a) to stay awake most of the night?

b) to travel from one time zone to another?

22 How often during your work are you exposed to:

a) Continuous noises? . . .

,

b) Monotonous activity?

c) Social isolation?

d) Pressures to increase your work output? . .

.

23 How often have you used medications for the

following purposes?

a) to relieve pain (e.g. aspirin). Specify
,

b) to relieve heartburn or indigestion

(e.g. Antacids). Specify

c) to diminish nervousness (e.g. Tranquillizer)

Specify

d) to relieve depression (e.g. antidepressant)

Specify

e) to help you sleep better. Specify

f) to keep you awake during the day. Specify . .

,

g) caffeine tablets

h) against allergy (e.g. anithistamines). Specify

i) against asthma (e.g. aminc^hylline). Specify .

j) to prevent convulsions (e.g. dilantin). Specify

k) to treat heart problems. Specify

1) to treat respiratory problems. Specify

ra) to treat high blood pressure. Specify

n) hormones. Specify

o) to treat Parkinsonism. Specify

p) to reduce weight. Specify . .•

q) other tvpes of medicines. Specify

(1) J
(2)

(3)

24 How often have you used:

a) Marijuana/hash?

b) Cocaina^crack?

c) L.S.D., mescaline, ecstasy?

d) Stimulants (speed drugs, uppers,

mood elevators, ephedrine)?

e) Narcotics (morphine, heroin, opium)?

f) Other. Specify?

Page 3 of 6





^li^:?^^ ;^- j^ivai?^^-^•—'• SLEEP - WAKE OUESTIONNAIRE ^ Part H •^.^;^-^-vf:-.^^.^^^>^M^?^^:^^.>-.-:

' '. '.'-".•.'."•" • . •". ' \' ,— ''[.''
'fV- '?-'• -S''T u'i"»'i'-^'^4S?.*2fa<i^re^!r^^v'?

.'iThe followirigarekatementst^

Ifthe statement doe's not apply to you, put 'JN/A'' on "ffi' appropri

1. During work/school days, I usually sleep hours.

2. During weekends and holidays, I usually sleep hours.

3. If I nap, they usually last minutes each .

4. During the past 6 months, I have had nightmares each week.

5. During the past 3 years because of sleepiness : (a) I had work accidents during day time.

(b) I had work accidents during night time.

(c) I had accidents during day time.

(d) I had car accidents during night time.

6. rXiring the past month, I had to change: (a) from morning shift to night shift ^Im^s.

(b) from night shift to morning shift times.

(c) from evening shift to night shift times.

(d) from night shift to evening shift times.

(e) from morning shift to evening shift times.

(f) from evening shift to morning shift tunes.

7. Each day I usually drink: (a) cups of caffemated coffee.

(b) cups of regular tea

(c) cups of herbal tea. Specify t>pes:

8. Each day I usually take: (a) vitamins; Specify

(b) herbal remedies; Specify

9. Each day I usually smoke: (a) cigarettes.

(b) other; Specify,

10. Each week I usually drink: (a) glasses of cola.

(b) glasses of wine.

(c) bottles of beer.

(d) ouncesof liquor; Specify

(e) ounces of other liquor; Specify

Pase 4 of 6





FAMILY SLEEP HISTORY
Please check (/) in the pfoper^ace^if any of the fbllqwing items apply to a member^fv^

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Sleep walking ,

Screaming during sleep

Very loud snoring in sleep . . .

,

Daytime sleepiness

Other sleep problems (specify)

a)

b)

c)

Chronic fatigue

Epilepsy

Mental illness

Psychiatric treatment

Death during sleep

Chronic diseases:

Cancer

Heart diseases

Rheumatoid arthritis . .

Diabetes rtiellitus ...

Other chronic disease .

c
o

to

Q
o

O
o

c3

Pase 5 of 6





Please check (/) hi the pro|^"space omy theh^





Medical History (Please check all that apply)

1. Have you ever been diagnosed with any of the following?

_ Insomnia

_ Narcolepsy-Cataplexy

_ Sleep Apnea

_ Restless Leg Syndrome

_ Periodic Limb Movement

_ REM Behaviour Disorder

_ Night Terrors

_ Other (any other condition that directly affects your sleep); Specify

2. a) Have you ever been diagnosed with any of the following?

_ Depression

_ Bipolar Disorder

_ Schizophrenia

_ Anxiety Disorder (e.g., panic disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, social anxiety)

_ Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder

_ Other (any other psychiatric condition); Specify

b) If you have not been diagnosed, do you suspect that you may be experiencing

symptoms of any of the following?

_ Depression

_ Bipolar Disorder

_ Schizophrenia

_ Anxiety Disorder (e.g., panic disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, social anxiety)

_ Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder

_ Other (any other psychiatric condition); Specify

3. Have you ever been diagnosed with any of the following?

_ Arthritis

_ Fibromyalgia

_ Anemia

_ Chronic Fatigue Syndrome

_ Other (any condition that affects well-being and/or alertness); Specify

4. Have you ever been diagnosed with any of the following?

_ Dyslexia

_ Attention Deficit / Hyperactivity Disorder

_ Physical Disability; Specify

Other (any condition affects your academic performance); Specify





Napping

1 . How many naps do you take:

Per month

Per week _

Per day

2. How does the amount you nap during the week compare to the amount you nap on the

weekend?

_ More on the weekend

_ Less on the weekend

_ About the same

_ I don't nap

3. If your schedule was such that you could nap every day, how frequently would you

nap?

_ Every day

_ Once or twice a week

_ Once or twice a month

_ Never

_ Other (Please specify):

4. If your schedule was such that you could nap every day, how many naps do you

estimate you would take:

Per month

Per week

Per day





FATIGUE QUESTIONNAIRE

iDATE

INSTRUCTIONS:
Please check (/) "YES" or "NO" in the proper space, whether you have been experiencing the followin'? DURING
THE PAST V.'-EEK.

Please answer each item.

i Item No.





Circadian Rhythm Questionnaire

J. A. Home and 0. Ostberg
,

Instructions

1

.

Please read each question very carefully before answering.

2. - Answer ALL questions.

3. Answer questions in numerical order.

4. Each question should be answered independently of the others. Do NOT go back and

check your answers.

5. All questions have a selection of answers. For each question place a cross alongside

ONE answer only. Some questions have a scale instead of a selection of answers. Place

a cross at the appropriate point along the scale.

6. Please answer each question as honestly as possible. Both your answers and the results

will be kept in strict confidence .

7. Please feel free to make any comments in the section provided below each question.

Please supply the information requested below.

ID:





Circadian Rhythm Questionnaire Page 2

Considering your own "feeling best" rhythm, at what time would you get up ifyou were free to plan your
day?

I

_ + _
I

_ + _ I _ + _
I

_ + _ I . + _ I _ + _ I _ + _
I

a.m. 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 "

Considering your own "feeling best" rhythm, at what time would you go to bed if you were free to plan

your evening?

p.m. 8 9 10 11 12 a.m. 1 2 3

If there is a specific time at which

you have to get up in the morning, to

what extent are you dependent on being

woken up by an alarm clock?

Assuming adequate environmental

conditions, how easy do you find

getting up in the morning?

How alert do you feel during the

first half hour after having woken

in the morning?

How is your appetite during the fu^st

half hour after having woken in the

morning?

During the first half hour after

having woken in the mommg,
how tired do you feel?

Not at all dependent.

Slightly dependent .

.

Fairly dependent . .

.

Very dependent

Not at all easy

Not very easy

Fairly easy

Very easy

Not at all alert

Slightly alert

Fairly alert

Very alert

Very poor

Fairly poor

Fairly good

Very good

Very tired

Fairly tired

Fairly refreshed

Very refreshed

When you have no commitments the

next day, at what time do you go to

bed compared to your usual bedtime?

Seldom or never later .

.

Less than one hour later

1-2 hours later

More than 2 hours later .





Circadian Rhj^thm Questionnaire Page 3

You have decided to engage in some

physical exercise. A friend suggests

that you do this one hour twice a

week and the best time for him/her is

between 7:00 - 8:00 a.m. Bearing

in mind nothing else but your own
"feeling best" rhythm, how do you

think you would perform?

Would be in good form D
Would be in reasonable form

Would find it difficult D
Would find it very difficult D

10. At what time in the evening do you feel tired and as a result in need of sleep?

I

_ + _
I

_ + _
I

^+_
I

_ + _
I

_4.^
I

_ + _
I

_ + _
I

p.m. 8 9 10 11 12 a.m. 1 2 3

1 1

.

You wish to be at peak performance

for a test which you know is going to be

mentally exhausting and lasting for two

hours. You are entirely free to plan

your day and considering only your own
"feeling best" rhythm which ONE of the

four testing times would you choose?

12. Ifyou went to bed at 1 1 :00 p.m. at

what level of tiredness would you be?

8:00- 10:00 a.m

11:00 a.m.- 1:00 p.m.

3:00- 5:00 p.m

7:00 - 9:00 p.m

Not at all tired

A little tired .

.

Fairly Tired .

.

Very Tired . .

.

13.

14.

For some reason you have gone to bed

several hours later than usual, but

there is no need to get up at any

particular time the next morning.

Which ONE of the following events are

you most likely to experience?

One night you have to remam awake

between 4:00 - 6:00 a.m. in order to

carry out a night watch. You have

no commitments the next day. Which

ONE of the following alternatives

will suit you best?

Will wake up at usual time

and will NOT fall asleep . D
Will wake up at usual time

and will doze thereafter .

.

D

Will wake up at usual time .

but will fall asleep again .

.

D
Will NOT wake up until

later than usual D

Would NOT go to bed until

watch was over D

Would take a nap before

and sleep after D

Would get a good sleep

before and a nap after D

Would take ALL sleep

before watch D





Circadian Rhythm Questionnaire Page 4

1 5. You have to do two hours of hard physical

work. You are entirely free to plan

your day and considering only your own
"feeling best" rhythm which ONE of the

following times would you choose?

16. You have decided to engage in hard

physical exercise. A friend suggests

that you do this one hour twice a

week and the best time for him/her is

be^veen 10:00 - 1 1:00 p.m. Bearing

in mind nothing else but your own
"feeling best" rhythm, how do you

think you would perform?

8:00- 10:00 a.m

11:00 a.m.- 1:00 p.m.

3:00- 5:00 p.m

7:00 - 9:00 p.m

Would be in good form

Would be in reasonable form .

.

Would find it difficult

Would find it very difficult . .

.

17. Suppose that you can choose your own work hours. Assume that you worked a FIVE hour day (including

breaks) and that your job was interesting and paid by results. Which FIVE consecutive hours would you

select?

12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9. 10 11 12

Midnight Noon ' Midnight

1 8. At what time of day do you think that you reach your "feeling best" peak?

12 1 2 3 4 5

Midnight

9 10 11 12 1

Noon

2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 12

Midnidit

19. One hears about "morning" and

"evening" types of people.

Which ONE of these types do you

consider yourself to be?

Definitely a "morning"

type • D

Rather more a "morning"

than an "evening" type ... D

Rather more an "evening"

than a "morning" type .... D

Defmitely and "evening"

type





IPIP-NEO PERSONALITY QUESTIONNAIRE

Listed below are phrases that describe people's behaviours. Please consider each
statement and indicate how accurately it describes you , using the following scale:

1 = very inaccurate

2 = moderately inaccurate

3 = neither inaccurate nor accurate

4 = moderately accurate

5 = very accurate

1. Often feel blue.

2. Feel comfortable around people.

3. Believe in the importance of art.

4. Have a good word for everyone.

5. Am always prepared.

6. Seldom feel blue.

7. Have little to say.

8. Am not interested in abstract ideas.

9. Have a sharp tongue.

10. Waste my time.

1 1

.

Dislike myself.

12. Make friends easily.

1 3

.

Have a vivid imagination.

14. Believe that others have good intentions.

15. Pay attention to details.

16. Feel comfortable with myself

17. Keep in the background.

18. Do not like art.

19. Cut others to pieces.

20. Find it difficult to get down to work.

21

.

Am often down in the dumps.

22. Am skilled in handling social situations.

23. Tend to vote for liberal political candidates.

24. Respect others.

25. Get chores done right away.





Continued...

1 = very inaccurate

2 = moderately inaccurate

3 = neither inaccurate nor accurate

4 = moderately accurate

5 = very accurate

26. Rarely get irritated.

27. Would describe my experiences as somewhat dull.

28. Avoid philosophical discussions.

29. Suspect hidden motives in others.

30. Do just enough work to get by.

3 1 . Have frequent mood swings.

32. Am the hfe of the party.

33. Carry the conversation to a higher level.

34. Accept people as they are.

35. Carry out my plans.

36. Am not easily bothered by things.

37. Don't like to draw attention to myself

38. Do not enjoy going to art museums.

39. Get back at others.

40. Don't see things through.

41. Panic easily.

42. Know how to captivate people.

43. Enjoy hearing new ideas.

44. Make people feel at ease.

45. Make plans and stick to them.

46. Am very pleased with myself

47. Don't talk a lot.

48. Tend to vote for conservative political candidates.

49. Insult people.

50. Shirk my duties.





Brock University Sleep Research Laboratory

Sleep and Activity Diary

Name:

Date:

Instructions:

Sleep Log

• Please leave the Sleep and Activity Diary by your bedside and fill In daily activities each evening

and sleep time and duration each morning.

• An example of how the log should be marked is given at the bottom of this page.

• The appropriate activities that should be logged include:

ACTIVITIES

C

A
M
X
T
S

Any caffeinated drinks including coffee, tea, cola, etc.

Any alcoholic beverages

Meals

Exercise

Use of toilet during sleep time

Snacks

.EEf* (INO-UDlNCi HAPS}

i An wwvf '*down" rov^Hy inairb the t?me you vs/ei^t to bed

t An arrow ^'^up'^ roughly marks the time you got out of bed

I

M^trk with hm^ *l^ ti*^ yoo h&^m ARd ^n4i^d yot*r si^p

— By joining t\^^se two lir^s you'rf itnd1catirt|. -a ^

Example :

Midnight

10 12 10

noon

12

LIGHTS OUT

Comments:

10:45 am/f^ TOTAL SLEEP DURATION 7.25 hrs

Jogging 10 a.m. (15minutes).





10

Midnight

12 2 10

noon

12

Activity

Sleep

LIGHTS OUT
Comments:

am/pm TOTAL SLEEP DURATION

Midnight

10 12 2

LIGHTS OUT
Comments:

am/pm TOTAL SLEEP DURATION

noon

10 12 2 4 6

Activity





Name: Time;

Date:

PBE-StEEP QUESTIONNAIRE

At what time did you awaken today? a.m. p.m.

Has today been an unusual day in any way? No Yes . if yes, explain:

Did you fall asleep or take a nap today? No Yes . If yes, when and for how long:

Did you drink any alcohol today? No Yes _. If yes, when
,

how much ?

Did you, or will you, use any medications (prescription or non-prescription) today?
No Yes . If yes, specify type and amount:

Have you used any prescription medication in the last 2 weeks? No Yes
If yes, specify type and amount:

Please indicate how many cups or glasses of the following that you have consumed
today:

coffee, decaffeinated coffee, tea, cola, chocolate drinks

At what time did you drink your last caffeinated beverage? a.m. p.m.





Put a check mark {/) in the appropriate column to indicate if you are experiencing any
of the following, right now .





HOW DO YOU FEEL?

example: CALM -X- JRRJTABLE

CALM
-\ IRRITABLE

HAPPY SAD

ENERGETIC SLUGGISH

RELAXED TENSE

STANFORD SLEEPINESS SCALE

Please check (•) the statement which best describes your state of sleepiness. (Choose only one statements





Use the chart below to indicate the severity of any pains, aches, or stiffness that you may be experiencing right now.

On the chart a check (•) In the row labelled '0' Indicates no discomfort.

a check (•) in the row labelled '6' Indicates the worst possible discomfort.

FATIGUE SCALE ^ -•-
: - . :*_-

Please check (•) the statement which best describes your present state of physical energy or fatigue.





POST-SLEEP QUESTIONNAIRE

Name:

Date: Time:

Please complete immediately upon the final awakening

How long did it take you to fall asleep: minutes

How much sleep do you think you got: minutes

Please indicate with an X on the line:

Best Possible Sleep Worst Possible Sleep

Comments:





Put a check mark (•) in the appropriate column to indicate if you are experiencing any
of the following, right now .





Use the chart b€low to indicate the severity of any pains, aches, or stiffness that you may be experiencing right now

On the chart a check (•) in the row labelled '0' Indicates no discomfort.
a check {•) in the row labelled '6' indicates the worst possible discomfort.

FATIGUE SCALE ^ ----:•-
. t^-

Please check (•) the statement which best describes your present state of physical energy or fatigue.





BROCK UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
Informed Consent Form

Title of Study: "Afternoon Napping in Healthy Young Adults" (January - May, 2003)
Researcher: Stuart Fogel, Catherine Milner, Kimberly Cote

Name of Participant: (Please print your name)

I understand that this study in which I have agreed to participate will involve

investigating sleep and alertness during an afternoon nap. As well, the study will involve

measuring my perft)rmance on a motor and reaction time task before and after the nap.

I will spend the afternoon (1:00-5:00) in the sleep laboratory. Electrodes will then be
applied with the use of an electrode cap. These electrodes measure brain wave activity (applied

with water-soluble paste, not glue). Electrodes placed by my eyes will measure eye movements,
and electrodes placed under my chin will measure muscle movement. The application of
electrodes may cause slight skin irritation. This is temporary and can be alleviated with skin

moisturizer. Following this procedure, I will be trained on the motor and reaction time tasks. I

will also be asked to complete a questionnaire regarding my activities, caffeine consumption,

food consumption, and previous night's sleep. In the following 20 minutes, I will either be asked

to nap or to read quietly. After this period, I will be given some questionnaires to complete,

which ask about my sleep and waking habits, level of fatigue, and personality. Following this, I

will complete the tasks on which I was trained earlier this afternoon. Finally, the electrode cap

will be removed. If I did not have the opportunity to complete the questionnaires I was given

earlier, I will have the chance to do so at the end of the session.

I understand that I will be given 3 hours of research credit toward Psychology 1F90 for

my participation.

I understand that my participation in this study is voluntary, that I may withdraw from the

study at any time and for any reason without penalty, and that I may ask questions at any time.

I understand that there is no obligation to answer any question/participate in any aspect of

this project that I consider invasive, offensive or inappropriate.

I understand that all personal data will be kept strictly confidential and that all

information will be coded so that my name is not associated with my answers. I understand that

only the researchers named above will have access to the data.

My signature below indicates that I have read and understood the procedures of the study

and that I give my free and informed consent to participate.

Participant's Signature Date





This study has been reviewed and approved by the Brock Research Ethics Board.
(File # 02-177 Fogel/Milner).

If you have any questions or concerns about your participation in the study, you may contact Dr.

Kimberly Cote at (905) 688-5550, extension 4806.

Feedback about the use of the data collected will be available after May, 2003. A written

explanation will be provided for you upon request.

Thank you for your help! Please take one copy of this form with you for further reference.

I have fiilly explained the procedures of this study to the above volunteer.

Researcher Signature Date





Napping and Aging Study, 2003 - Telephone Interview

Name: Date:

I. DESCRIBE STUDY:
We are interested in daytime napping in self-reported good sleepers of different age groups.

We'll ask that you visit the Sleep Lab for an orientation session, as well as stay overnight in the

lab before the study starts. This night will verify that you do not have any sleep disorders. Then,

we'll ask you to come to the Sleep Lab on three afternoons spaced one week apart, from about

12:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m., based on your individual sleep times. At home, we ask that you will

keep a sleep and activity diary, which we will give you after the overnight, until the end of study.

During the afternoon appointments in the lab, you will be asked to do a number of tasks on

computer, such as an auditory discrimination task and reaction time test, which we will show to

you before your afternoon appointments, as well as complete some questionnaires. You will also

have some time to pass by reading or watching television. On each of the afternoons, you will be

given an opportunity to nap for an amount of time ranging from to 60 minutes, which will be

decided randomly upon your arrival in the lab. During the naps, as well as the testing sessions,

your brain activity will be monitored with electrodes placed on the scalp to measure your sleep

or alertness level. You will be given an honorarium of $100 for your time.

n. INCLUSION / EXCLUSION CRITERIA:
Age [25 to 70]:

Do you work shift work or midnights? [no]

Do you consider yourself a good sleeper? [yes]

Right or left handed [right]:

English as first language [yes]:

Smoking status [non-smoker]:

How many caffeinated drinks do you typically have in a day [less than 3]:

in. SLEEP:
1 . What are your usual sleeping times (e.g., bedtime and rise time):

2. Do you have difficulty falling asleep at night? [no]

3

.

Do you wake up often during the night and are unable to return to sleep ? [no]

4. Do you awaken earlier than you would like in the morning? [no]

5. Would you describe yourself as excessively tired during the day? [no]

Do youfall asleep during lecture [okay], while watching TV [okay], while driving

[problematic], while engaged in physical activity [problematic] - Probefurther ifhe/she

says yes and/or ifhe/she indicated that he/shefalls asleep unintentionally on survey





Napping and Aging Study, 2003 - Telephone Interview

IV. HEALTH:
1 . Are you presently in good health? [yes]

2.





BROCK UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
Informed Consent Form

Title of Study: "The Effects of an Afternoon Nap in Healthy Younger and Older Adults'

Researchers: Catherine Milner (M.A. Student), Kimberly Cote (Faculty Supervisor)

Name of Participant: (Please print your name)

I understand that this research study in which I have been asked to participate will

involve investigating sleep and alertness during an afternoon nap. As well, the study will

involve measuring my performance on a series of tasks before and after the nap.

During the orientation session, I will complete a series of screening

questionnaires, which ask about things such as my sleep and waking habits, level of

fatigue, cognitive ability, personality, and menstrual cycle, if appropriate. I will also

undergo a hearing test to ensure my hearing is within normal levels. At the completion of

this session, I will be given a sleep and activity diary to take home with me. I will

complete this diary each day, keeping track of things such as when I go to bed and get up,

when I exercise, when I eat and when I consume any caffeine or alcohol.

I will spend one overnight (approximately 9:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.) in the Sleep

Research Laboratory. Electrodes will be applied to my scalp to record brain activity, by

my eyes to measure eye movements, under my chin and on my legs to measure muscle

tension and movement, and under my collarbone to measure heart rate. As well, I will

wear respiration bands over my clothing to measure my breathing. I understand that these

procedures are necessary to ensure that I do not have any undiagnosed sleep disorders.

The application of electrodes may cause slight, temporary skin irritation, but will be

alleviated by applying moisturizer. When I am in the lab for this overnight, I will also be

trained on a number of cognitive tasks that I will complete when enrolled in the study.

If selected, I will spend three afternoons (approximately 12:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.)

in the sleep laboratory. Electrodes will be applied to my scalp and face with water-

soluble paste to record my brain activity. Again, any temporary irritation from these

electrodes can be alleviated by applying skin moisturizer. Following the electrode

application, I will complete a battery of cognitive tasks on computer, which will be

shown to me prior to my overnight in the laboratory. These tasks together will take

approximately 30 minutes. I will also be asked to complete a questionnaire regarding my
activities, caffeine consumption, food consumption, and previous night's sleep, as well as

mood and sleepiness level. Prior to arriving in the laboratory, I will be randomly assigned

to sleep from to 60 minutes. Thus, in the hour following the tasks, I will be given an

opportunity to nap and/or read while my brain activity is recorded. There may be time

within this hour that I can relax by reading or watching television. After this hour, I will

be asked again about my mood and sleepiness level, as well as about the quality of any

sleep taken, and any thoughts or dreams during the nap. After completing this

questionnaire, I will be given approximately 30 minutes to relax by reading or watching

television. Following this, I will complete the tasks that I did earlier this afternoon. When
completed, the electrodes will be removed.





I understand that I will be given an honorarium as follows:

Completion of the overnight: $25

Completion of the first session: $25

Completion of the second session: $25

Completion of the third session: $25

Upon completion of the lull protocol, I will be given: $100.

If I am a Psychology 1F90 student, I have the opportunity to substitute $25 for 3

hours of research credit for this course, so that the total honorarium in addition to course

credit is $75.

I understand that my participation in this study is voluntary, that I may withdraw
from the study at any time and for any reason without penalty, and that I may ask

questions at any time.

I understand that there is no obligation to answer any question / participate in any

aspect of this project that I consider invasive, offensive or inappropriate.

I understand that all personal data will be kept strictly confidential and that all

information will be coded so that my name is not associated with my answers. I

understand that only the researchers named above will have access to the data.

My signature below indicates that I have read and understood the procedures of

the study and that I give my free and informed consent to participate.

Participant's Signature: Date:

This study has been reviewed and approved by the Brock Research Ethics Board (File #

02-346, Milner).

If you have any questions regarding the details of your participation, such as scheduling

or instructions, you may contact Catherine Milner at 905-688-5550 ext. 3795.

If you have any concerns about your participation in the study, you may contact Dr.

Kimberly Cote at 905-688-5550 ext. 4806.

Feedback about the use of the data collected will be available after September 2004. A
written explanation will be provided for you upon request.

Thank you for your help! Please take one copy of this form with you for ftirther

reference.

I have ftiUy explained the procedures of this study to the above volunteer.

Researcher's Signature: Date:





Napping and Aging Study 2003

Personal Information Questionnaire

Date:

(Family Name)





Napping Survey

1

.

How often do you nap?

D Every day

D Once or twice a week
n Once or twice a month
D Never

2. How many naps do you take:

Per month
Per week _
Per day

3. How does the amount you nap during the week compare to the amount you nap on
the weekend?

D More on the weekend

D Less on the weekend

D About the same

D I don't nap

4. If your schedule was such that you could nap every day, how frequently would you
nap?

D Every day

D Once or twice a week

D Once or twice a month

D Never

D Other (Please specify): ^^^^

5. If your schedule was such that you could nap every day, how many naps do you

estimate you would take:

Per month

Per week
Per day

6. How long does it take you to fall asleep when you nap?

D Less then 5 minutes

D 5-20 minutes

n 20-60 minutes

D More then 60 minutes





7. When you nap, how long do your naps usually last?

D Less than 10 minutes

D 10 -20 minutes

D 20 - 30 minutes

30 - 60 minutes

D More than 60 minutes

D Not applicable

For questions 8 and 9, check all that apply:

8. Do you nap because you:

D Can no longer stay awake (e.g., due to a medical condition or excessive daytime
sleepiness)?

D Anticipate having to stay up late the following night?

D Simply enjoy napping?

D Did not get enough sleep the night before?

D You don't get enough sleep at night due to work or school?

D Not applicable

other Specify

9. Upon awakening from a nap, do you feel:

Irritable

Groggy

Relaxed

Alert / Rested





MOOD INVENTORY

10 DATE

1.

2.

4.

I do not feel sad.

1 I feel sad.

2 I am sad all the time and I can't snap out of it.

3 I am so sad or unhappy that I can't stand it.

I am not particularly discouraged about the future.

1 I feel discouraged about the future.

2 I feel I have nothing to look forv/ard to.

3 I feel that the future is hopeless and that things cannot improve.

I do not feel like a failure.

1 I feel I have failed more than the average person.

2 As I look back on my life, all I can see Is a lot of failures.

3 1 feel I am a complete failure as a person,

I get as much satisfaction "out of things as I used to.

1 I don't enjoy things the way I used to.

2 I don't get real satisfaction out of anything anymore.

3 I am dissatisfied or bored with everything.

I don't feel particularly guilty.

1 I feel guilty a good part of the time.

2 I feel quite guilty most of the time.

3 I feel guilty all of the time.

10.

11.

I don't feel I am being punished.

1 I feel I may be punished.

2 I expect to be punished.

3 I feel I am being punished.

I don't feel disappointed in myself.

1 I am disappointed in myself.

2 I am disgusted with myself.

3 I hate myself.

I don't feel I am any worse than anybody else.

1 I am critical of myself for my weaknesses or mistakes.

2 I blame myself all the time for my faults.

3 I blame myself for everything bad that happens.

I don't have any thoughts of killing myself.

1 I have thoughts of killing myself, but I would not carry them out.

2 I would like to kill myself.

3 I would kill myself if I had the chance.

I don't cry anymore than usual.

1 I cry more now than I used to.

2 I cry all the time now.

3 I used to be able to cry, but now I can't even though I want to.

I am no more irritated now than I ever am.

1 I get annoyed or irritated more easily than I used to.

2 I feel irritated all the time now.

3 I don't get irritated at all by the things that used to bother me.

Continued on reverse





12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

I have not lost Interest In other people.

I am less interested in other people than I used to be.

I have lost most of my interest in other people.

I have lost all of my interest in other people.

I make decisions about as well as I ever could.

I put off making decisions more than I used to.

I have greater difficulty in making decisions now than before.

I can't make decisions at all anymore.

I don't feel I look any worse than I used to.

I am worried that I am looking old or unattractive.

I feel that there are permanent changes in my appearance that make me look

unattractive.

I believe that I look ugly.

I can work about as well as before.

It takes an extra effort to get started at doing something.

I have to push myself very hard to do anything.

I can't do any work at all.

I can sleep as well as usual.

I don't sleep as well as I used to.

I wake up 1-2 hours earlier than usual and find it hard to get back to sleep.

I wake up several hours earlier than I used to and cannot get back to sleep.

I don't get more tired than usual.

I get tired more easily than I used to.

I get tired from doing almost anything. * '

I am too tired to do anything.

My appetite is no worse than usual.

My appetite is not as good as it used to be.

My appetite is much worse now.

I have no appetite at all anymore.

I haven't lost much weight, if any, lately.

I have lost more than 5 pounds.

I have lost more than 10 pounds.

I have lost more than 20 pounds.

A. I am purposely trying to

lose weight by eating less

Yes No

I am no more worried about my health than usual.

I am worried about physical problems such as aches and pains; or upset stomach; or

constipation.

I am very worried about physical problems and it's hard to think of much else.

I am so worried about my physical problems, that I cannot think about anything else.

I have not noticed any recent change in my interest in sex.

I am less interested in sex than I used to be.

I am much less interested in sex now.

I have lost interest in sex completely.

From : Beck, A. T., Ward. C. H.. Mendelson, M., Mock. M., & Erbaugh, J. (1961). Archives of General Psvchiatn/, 4,

561 -571.

Page -2-





Brock University Sleep Research Laboratory

Sleep and Activity Diary

Name:

Date:

istructions:

General Guidelines

• Maintain a consistent sleep and wake schedule, including napping as you normally do

• DO NOT nap the morning of your appointments in the laboratory

• Consume meals and caffeine as normal

• Consume a maximum of one caffeinated beverage (e.g., coffee, tea, hot chocolate, soft drinks), no later than at

breakfast, the morning of the study, if you typically drink caffeinated beverages in the morning

• Refrain from consuming alcohol for the 24 hours prior to each appointment in the laboratory

Sleep Log

• Please leave the Sleep and Activity Diary by your bedside and complete each morning.

• An example of how the log should be marked is given at the bottom of this page.

• The appropriate activities that should be logged include:

ACTIVITIES

C
A
M
X
T
S

Any caffeinated drinks including coffee, tea, cola, etc.

Any alcoholic beverages

Meals

Exercise

Use of toilet during sleep time

Snacks

SLEEP (INCLUDJMG NAP$|

I An arrow ^'down" roughly marks the Xirm you y^rt to bed

t An arrow *'up" roughly marks th& titn^f^ ^t out of bed

1 Mark with lines the time you he^^n ^nd encted your* Sl^p

— By joining these two lines you* re Indfe^tint a sleep period

Example :

6

Activity

Sleep I
I

: ^L
:

: :

10

Midnight

12

'''^:

10

noon

12

V^WW;
M M

LIGHTS OUT 1Q:4b am/l^mi TOTAL SLEEP DURATION 7.25.

Comments: Read for 15 minutes in bed before falling asleep

hrs



I



Week 1

10

Midnight

12 2 10

noon

12

tivity

Sleep

LIGHTS OUT
Comments:

am/pm TOTAL SLEEP DURATION

10

Midnight

12 2 10

noon

12 2

tivity

Sleep
;;mm^M -^:iy^Kaa^^^8^^^M^^^--^^g^^^^™^

LIGHTS OUT
Comments:

am/pm TOTAL SLEEP DURATION hrs

10

Midnight

12 2 10

noon

12 2

tivity





Week 2

Midnight

12 2

LIGHTS OUT
Comments:

am/pm TOTAL SLEEP DURAT ON hrs

itivity

Sleep

LIGHTS OUT
Comments:

10

Midnight

12 2

am/pm TOTAL SLEEP DURATION

10

noon

12 2

hrs

tivity

10

Midnight

12 2 10

noon

12 2

'^^^fsmi^M
sa?aK 'M/Sk-

LIGHTS OUT
Comments:

am/pm TOTAL SLEEP DURATION hrs

10

Midnight

12 2 10

noon

12

:tivity





Weeks

:tivity

Sleep
I

LIGHTS OUT
Comments:

10

Midnight

12 2

am/pm TOTAL SLEEP DURATION

10

hrs

noon

12

: 'nmm

:tivity

Sleep

LIGHTS OUT
Comments:

10

Midnight

12 2

am/pm TOTAL SLEEP DURAT

^^^ '

^iiiiiiii^ VAy////A '4iiiiiii:

10

"fgg/ggj^jgjg

noon

12

ON hrs

WmML .

:tivity

Sleep Jj'ffw:

LIGHTS OUT
Comments:

10

Midnight

12 2

am/pm TOTAL SLEEP DURATION

10

hrs

noon

12

8
10

Midnight

12 2 10

noon

12

:tivity

Sleep





Week 4
Midnight

10 12 2 4

noon

10 12 2 4 6

:tivity

Sleep





Weeks
9

:tivity

10

Midnight

12 2 10

noon

12 2

Sleep
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Subject Date

Menstrual Cycle Questionnaire

1

.

Average number of days of your menstrual cycle, from the beginning of one

menstrual period to the beginning of the next? days

2. Average duration ofblood flow? days

3. Approximately how many days has it been since your last period began?

0-5 days 6 - 14 days 15 -28 days

4. Are you currently taking birth control pills? Yes No

Rate the following items according to the following:

1 = Never 2 = Rarely 3 = Sometimes 4 = Often 5 = Always

Prior to your period, do you:

5. Have decreased energy or tend to fatigue easily?12 3 4 5

6. Feel that you can't cope or are overwhelmed by ordinary demands?12 3 4 5

7. Have difficulty concentrating or feel confused?12 3 4 5

8. Have trouble sleeping?

1 2 3 4 5

9. Take naps during the day or have an overwhelming desire to do so?12 3 4 5

10. Experience cramps or headaches?12 3

FOR RESEARCHER'S USE ONLY

Menses Follicular Leutal





PRE-SLEEP QUESTIONNAIRE

ID:

Date: Time:

At what time did you awaken today? a.m. / p.m.

Did you, or will you, use any medications (prescription or non-prescription) today?

No Yes If yes, specify type and amount:

Have you used any prescription medication in the last 2 weeks?

No Yes If yes, specify type and amount:

Please indicate how many cups or glasses of the following that you have consumed

today:

coffee; decaffeinated coffee; tea; cola; chocolate drinks

At what time did you drink your last caffeinated beverage today, if applicable:

a.m. / p.m.





HOW DO YOU FEEL?

example: CALW -

^ JRRJTABLE

CALM IRRITABLE

HAPPY SAD

ENERGETIC SLUGGISH

RELAXED TENSE

STANFORD SLEEPINESS SCALE

Piease check (/) the statement v/hich best describes your state of sleepiness. (Chcose oniy one staterrie-





Use the chart b^tow to ir^icate the seventy of any pains, aches, or stiffness that you may be experiencing right now.

On the chart a check (•) in the row labelled '0' Indicates no discomfort.
a check (•) in the row labelled '6' indlcatas the worst possible discomfort.

FATIGUE SCALE ----:•-.••:--

Please check (/) tr.e statement which best describes your present state of physical energy or fatigue.





POST-SLEEP QUESTIONNAIRE

ID:

Date: Time:

Please complete immediately upon awakening

How much sleep do you think you got (if any): minutes/hours

How long did it take for you to fall asleep:

Please mark with an 'X'

mmutes

Going To Bed

Alseep quickly

Many thoughts

Felt very sleepy

Felt very physically

relaxed

Very comfortable

room temp.

Very uncomfortable

Bed

Many dreams

During Sleep

If dreaming occurred, please describe the dream (s):

Long time awake

No thoughts

Felt wide awake

Felt very physically

tense

Very uncomfortable

room temp..

Very comfortable

Bed

No dreams

Upon Awakening

Woke up extremely

Tired

Woke up in a very

good mood

Woke up with no

thoughts on my mind

Woke up as rested

as possible

Woke up in a very

bad mood

Woke up with many
thoughts





HOW DO YOU FEEL?

example: CALM i IRFUTABLE

CALM IRRITABLE

HAPPY SAD

ENERGETIC SLUGGISH

RELAXED TENSE

STANFORD SLEEPINESS SCALE

Please check (/) the statement v/hich best describes your state of sleepiness. (Cr.cose only one sta!5~5-





Use the chart below to ir«dicate the severity of any pains, aches, or stiffness that you may be experiencing right now.

On the chart a check (•} in the row labelled '0' Indlcatas no discomfort.
a check (/) in the rcw labelled '6' Indicates ths worst possible discomfort.

FATIGUE SCALE ^ --.--;•-
. "r^-

Please check (•) t,~e statement which best describes your present state cf physical energy or fatigue.
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